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1) Why Lumber Liquidators’ Wood Testing Doesn’t Comply With CARB
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 Lumber Liquidators released a statement following the 60 Minutes report on
Sunday, claiming that its laminated wood testing protocols are correct.
 In fact, I, 60 Minutes and others used the correct CARB testing protocols.
2) Why I Significantly Increased My Lumber Liquidators Short Position In
The Last Two Days (3/6/15) (page 6)
 I added materially to my short position on Wednesday and yesterday.
 Millions of LL’s past, present and future customers are aware of the
formaldehyde issue – and they are freaking out based on numerous anecdotal
stories I’m hearing.
 I think it’s very likely that LL’s margins will quickly fall to the 4-8% range
they’d always been in.
3) Lumber Liquidators’ Campaign Of Distraction And Deception (3/10/15)
(page 9)
 For most customers and investors, it really boils down to a simple question
of credibility: whom are you going to believe?
 One might not agree with my analysis or conclusions, but know that my
beliefs are genuinely held.
 My short position simply reflects my best assessment of the many possible
outcomes and the probabilities I assign to each.
4) A Response To Lumber Liquidators (3/12/15) (page 18)
 In its slide presentation and conference call this morning, Lumber
Liquidators said all the right things – but don’t be fooled.
 It’s telling that management simply read a prepared statement and didn’t
take any questions, despite the fact that they have had weeks to prepare.
 It’s little wonder why Lumber Liquidators is trying to understate its
customers’ actual exposure to formaldehyde.

 I believe it’s a better short today than it was before the 60 Minutes story
aired.
 Going forward, I’m going to lower my public profile and allocate my time
elsewhere.
5) Explaining Lumber Liquidators’ Reckless Strategy And Rebutting Its
Claims About Deconstructive Testing (3/15/15) (page 23)
 Lumber Liquidators is desperately pursuing a reckless deny-and-attack
strategy.
 Though it knows that at least some of its Chinese-made laminate has
formaldehyde that exceeds CARB 2 standards, it continues to sell the
product.
 The company’s attempts to muddy the waters around “deconstructive”
testing have no grounding in fact and should be ignored.
6) Lumber Liquidators Is Evil (3/23/15) (page 29)
 Lumber Liquidators is knowingly endangering the health and safety of its
customers, especially children, by continuing to sell toxic Chinese-made
laminate.
 The only word to describe this is evil.
 Please sign a petition calling on the company to stop selling this laminate.
 On its web site, it’s falsely assuring its customers that this laminate is “100%
safe”.
 The Chinese mills that are providing Lumber Liquidators with toxic
laminate are very open about it – and to get safe laminate only costs ~1015% more.
7) Why the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission Conference Call
Portends a Double Whammy for Lumber Liquidators (3/26/15) (page 36)
 The Consumer Product Safety Commission, coordinating with five other
federal agencies, is investigating Lumber Liquidators.
 CPSC Chairman Elliot Kaye appears to be thoughtful, fair-minded,
determined to get to the truth, and very strong willed.
 The fact that the CPSC testing won’t use “deconstruction” doesn’t support
the company’s claim that the testing methodology used by 60 Minutes,
myself, and others is invalid.
 Rather, the CPSC’s use of “exposure scenario” tests means that Lumber
Liquidators faces liability from two different types of tests – a double
whammy.

8) Answering Questions About Lumber Liquidators (3/30/15) (page 41)
 I have no connection to Sunshine Park, Larson/GCM or Drury.
 Tom Sullivan is grasping at straws in trying to link me to Barry Minkow.
 Regulators appear to be moving quickly, but it will still likely take months
before any take action.
 A response to Lumber Liquidators’ highly misleading and disingenuous
statements on testing.
 Regulatory action won’t drive the stock to zero immediately; if that happens,
it will likely happen over time due to lawsuits.
 How to analyze the tests 60 Minutes did.
9) Comments on Lumber Liquidators’ First Quarter Business Update (4/3/15)
(page 48)
 Lumber Liquidators reported that same store sales were down 17.8% in
March.
 Even worse, gross margin plunged from an estimated 38.5% to 31%.
 The company’s margins soared in 2012 and 2013 in large part, I believe,
because it was cheating by sourcing tainted products.
 Now that it can no longer do so, margins will likely return, at best, to
historical ranges, which will significantly reduce earnings going forward.
 Using even generous assumptions, the stock is significantly overvalued.
10) Did Lumber Liquidators Know It Was Selling Toxic Laminate? (4/8/15)
(page 53)
 This question defines the bull-bear debate on Lumber Liquidators.
 I think senior managers knew, for six primary reasons: industry scuttlebutt;
Ray Cotton; Lumber Liquidators’ behavior; knowledge of the industry, the
product, and China; knowledge of the Chinese mills; and a lie-detection
analysis.
 If they knew and this information becomes public, then it would be
devastating to the company (and the stock).
11) Lumber Liquidators, Formaldehyde And Asbestos (4/9/15) (page 59)
 Some are claiming that Lumber Liquidators’ Chinese-made laminate “just
doesn’t emit harmful levels (of formaldehyde) in the home” and thus “there
won’t be any sick people.”
 But the evidence – both from tests and anecdotally – contradicts this
assertion.

 It is highly likely, I believe, that Lumber Liquidators’ Chinese-made
laminate has been (and still is) emitting harmful levels in many customers’
homes and is causing serious adverse health effects.
 Exposure to formaldehyde, however, is not as serious as exposure to
asbestos.
 But unlike most companies associated with asbestos, who had no idea that it
was dangerous, I think it’s highly likely that the senior managers of Lumber
Liquidators knew that they were buying toxic, formaldehyde-drenched, nonCARB compliant laminate from their Chinese suppliers, knowingly putting
untold numbers of American families at risk.
12) Why I’m Writing So Many Articles About Lumber Liquidators (4/10/15)
(page 64)
 This is the 12th article I’ve written about Lumber Liquidators since the 60
Minutes story about the company aired on March 1st.
 I am not writing to influence the stock price, as I don’t care where it trades
in the near term.
 My long-term view of the company leads me to believe the stock has at least
50% downside.
 There are 7 reasons I’ve written – and will continue to write – so many
articles.
 These reasons far outweigh the many downsides.
13) More On Lumber Liquidators And Formaldehyde (4/15/15) (page 67)
 While everyone is exposed to small amounts of formaldehyde in the air, the
amount emitted by Lumber Liquidators’ Chinese-made laminate, according
to tests 60 Minutes and others have done, is far above typical indoor air
levels.
 Thus, Lumber Liquidators is vulnerable to lawsuits by customers suffering
adverse health effects associated with exposure to excess levels of
formaldehyde.
 There is currently no national law setting a limit for formaldehyde in indoor
air, but I think regulators are almost certain to set a standard in the 7-33 ppb
range (probably much closer to the low end).
 The three Lumber Liquidators samples 60 Minutes had tested came in far
higher, at 57, 93 and 268 ppb.
 Assuming the regulators’ tests show similar results, it’s unclear what actions
they might take, but I suspect they’ll be very onerous for Lumber
Liquidators – and its stock.

14) Lumber Liquidators’ Offer to Do Indoor Air Quality Testing Appears to
Be a Sham (4/20/15) (page 73)
 Two lawsuits filed recently make it clear that Lumber Liquidators’ offer to
do indoor air quality testing is a sham.
 An expert testified that Lumber Liquidators’ testing program is “the
cheapest possible way to test,” “cannot be considered valid” and “will likely
provide some consumers with poor data that give them a false sense of
security.”
 The lab Lumber Liquidators hired has numerous conflicts of interest.
 The methodology used to collect the air samples is highly unreliable and
unscientific and is likely to significantly understate the true level of
formaldehyde in the air.
 Test results for four customers show troubling levels of formaldehyde, yet
the lab told Lumber Liquidators’ customers not to worry, citing a guideline
that only assumes “30-minute average concentration.”
 Even when customers, at their own expense, hired independent, qualified
technicians to measure the formaldehyde in their homes, Lumber
Liquidators was dismissive of the findings.
 Lumber Liquidators needs to immediately cease its current testing program
and instead offer its customers a genuinely professional one that would give
homeowners information they could rely upon.
 Of course, there is no chance that Lumber Liquidators will do this
voluntarily, but I’m optimistic that a judge or regulator will soon compel
Lumber Liquidators to do the right thing, which will be bad news for the
stock for a number of reasons.
15) The Market Is Misunderstanding Lumber Liquidators’ Announcement
(5/7/15) (page 81)
 Lumber Liquidators announced three pieces of news this morning that are
being misinterpreted by the market as positive developments, but they’re
not.
 What we have witnessed in the past 67 days has, I believe, been a frantic
attempt to engineer a massive cover-up – and today’s announcement means
that this has failed.
 The company needs to immediately take a number of steps to do right by
customers.
 I view the stock’s rise today as a gift, so I materially increased my short
position this morning.

16) Thoughts on the Unexpected Resignation of Lumber Liquidators’ CEO
(5/21/15) (page 86)
 I was shocked by this announcement because it undermines all of the
company’s denials.
 It is powerful evidence that what I’ve been saying all along is true: Lumber
Liquidators has been knowingly poisoning its customers with toxic,
formaldehyde-drenched laminate flooring and, in general, is a notorious bad
actor.
 It likely means that Lumber Liquidators is under immense pressure from
regulators, who will, I expect, take decisive action to rein in and punish this
rogue company.
 If Lumber Liquidators wants to start behaving like an honest and reputable
company, it needs to take a number of steps.
 I’m not adding to my short position at this price, but I’m very comfortable
keeping it as my largest short.
17) Lumber Liquidators Has Failed to Disclose That Its Chief Compliance
Officer Has Left the Company (6/2/15) (page 91)
 Ray Cotton has, according to his own LinkedIn page, left the company, but
the company has failed to disclose this.
 Given that Lumber Liquidators is under investigation by numerous state and
federal agencies and is facing more than 100 lawsuits, Cotton’s departure is
highly material information.
 The company’s failure to disclose this information strikes me as a serious
breach of disclosure rules.
 At best, this is further evidence of a company in chaos and, at worst, one that
is trying to hide something.
18) More Evidence That Lumber Liquidators Is Rotten To The Core
(10/5/15) (page 95)
 Two former installers for Lumber Liquidators told me that the company has
major quality problems across many of its product lines, especially bamboo
flooring.
 They said that the company is aware of this, yet rather than improving
quality, it instead has set up a rigged inspection system that results in the
company rarely standing behind its highly publicized warranty.
 I added to my short position at numerous points on the way down and,
though I’ve taken a bit of profits around today’s prices, LL remains a
substantial short position in the funds I manage.

19) Why I Covered My Short Position In Lumber Liquidators (12/14/15)
(page 100)
 In the past week, I’ve received information that leads me to believe that
senior management of Lumber Liquidators wasn’t aware that the company
was selling Chinese-made laminate that had high levels of formaldehyde.
 If this information is correct, then the company was sloppy and naïve, but
not evil.
 If there are no “smoking gun” documents/emails, then the doomsday
scenario for the company (and the stock) is less likely, so I covered my short
position today.
20) Why I’m Again Short Lumber Liquidators (3/9/16) (page 102)
 After being very publicly short Lumber Liquidators’ stock for 26 months,
during which it fell by nearly 90%, I exited the position in December. At the
time, I had no expectation of shorting the stock again, yet in the past week I
reestablished a meaningful (~4%) short position in the stock.
 Yesterday, I gave a 48-slide presentation explaining the reasons why. I
believe the odds of very bad outcomes for Lumber Liquidators and its stock
have risen materially based on new information in six areas.
 Most importantly, my best source tells me that the recent cancer scare
associated with the toxic, formaldehyde-laden Chinese-made laminate
flooring that Lumber Liquidators sold for years is having a devastating
impact on the business.
 The company was already in a precarious situation, so I question whether it
can withstand this new blow. I now believe that there is at least a 50%
chance that Lumber Liquidators eventually goes bankrupt.
 The most likely scenario for the stock, I believe, is that it drops to ~$8 after
Q1 earnings late next month, when I expect the company to acknowledge
that its business has weakened further; then, I think the stock will continue
to fall over the course of the year as the business remains crippled, and
approaches zero within a year.
 If you have information that either confirms or is contrary to mine, I’d love
to hear from you at WTilson@kasecapital.com.
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Lumber Liquidators released a statement following the 60 Minutes report on Sunday,
claiming that its laminated wood testing protocols are correct.
In fact, I, 60 Minutes and others used the correct CARB testing protocols.

Anderson Cooper: Do you have any idea how much of this wood is in people's homes right now?
Richard Drury: We believe there are probably tens of thousands of households in California that
have installed Lumber Liquidators Chinese laminates that may exceed formaldehyde standards
Anderson Cooper: Nationwide?
Richard Drury: Nationwide, it’s probably hundreds of thousands.
Drury and Larson bought more than 150 boxes of laminate flooring at stores around California
and sent them to three certified labs for a series of tests. The results? While laminate flooring
from Home Depot and Lowes had acceptable levels of formaldehyde, as did Lumber Liquidators
American-made laminates, every single sample of Chinese-made laminate flooring from Lumber
Liquidators failed to meet California formaldehyde emissions standards. Many by a large
margin.
Richard Drury: The average level in Lumber Liquidators products that we found was over six to
seven times above the state standard for formaldehyde. And we found some that were close to 20
times above the level that's allowed to be sold. “60 Minutes” March 1, 2015
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Following the 60 Minutes segment quoted above, Lumber Liquidators (NYSE:LL) released a
statement that says, in part: “We believe that 60 Minutes used an improper test method in its
reporting that is not included in CARB's regulations and does not measure a product according to
how it is actually used.”
This is nonsense.
In fact, I, 60 Minutes and others used the correct CARB testing protocols, and it’s LL that’s
using its own made-up tests. It’s a complex story, but briefly, the generally accepted and used
test is to sand off the outer layer of the laminate and then test it. This allows for an accurate
reading of the formaldehyde that’s embedded in the product. LL, in contrast, tests the laminate
without sanding it, which is, in fact, how the product “is actually used.” But:
CARB, scientists, etc. all do it the other way; they could do it LL’s way, but then they’d set a
much lower exposure/detection threshold – pick your poison (pun intended) but it’s incumbent
upon LL to do the tests the way the regulators do or the results are meaningless (as are the claims
LL makes that their products are all CARB 2 compliant, blah, blah, blah; in short, you can’t do
the tests a different way than CARB – which minimizes the amount of formaldehyde detected –
and then proclaim that your flooring complies with CARB standards); and
b) Just because the formaldehyde is somewhat “sealed” into the laminated wood by the outer layer
doesn’t mean LL’s customers aren’t being poisoned – it just means that the formaldehyde leaks
out slowly over a long time, along the edges, as the floor wears, etc.
a)

Finally, here are some spot-on insights from friend who manufactured and imported luggage
from China for many decades:
Sent: Monday, March 02, 2015 2:43 AM
To: Whitney Tilson
Subject: You on TV
Whitney,
I watched the 60 minutes piece. Congrats.
Having done business in China for literally decades, what I found most amazing in the piece is
the LL CEO's statement that they trust their manufacturers. If that is true, then the company is
guilty of incredible naivete or incompetence.
I have negotiated with factories in China. What happens is that the American buyers drive a hard
bargain.....and with multiple factories, as LL has, the factories know that they are in competition
with one another. A negotiation always comes down to pennies. It is pretty common for the
Chinese factory to do what they have to do to keep the business.....ie, agree to the best price they
can get from the buyer, but agree nevertheless. And then, once they have the business, they try to
figure out how to make money on it.
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But a reasonably savvy buyer knows that, and has approved samples against which actual
production is compared. If the actual production does not match the approved sample, then the
production is rejected. We did that with just about every production run. If LL didn't do that, then
they deserve whatever flak they catch....not because they are deceitful necessarily, but just
because they are incompetent.
Of course, if they knew about it, and were complicit either by looking the other way or somehow
condoning it, then that is a different story. Either way, however, the company is guilty. And the
State of California goes after the seller, not the supplier. So a company like Home Depot, for
example, will have a standard clause in their contracts whereby the vendor indemnifies Home
Depot against any action that may arise from a product that they sell, made by the vendor.
But a vertically integrated operation like LL, where they are both the retailer and the supplier, has
no place to hide if the California DOJ comes a'callin'.
Even with our best inspections, our best efforts to compare product against the approved samples,
from time to time, there would be quality problems. We had our standard purchase agreement
which we executed with each factory that supplied us, which allowed us to deduct from future
payments to them, whatever quality charge-backs we received from our customers. That is
unbelievably punative. Here's why:
Suppose a product was sold to us FOB China for $10. By the time it landed in the US, freight and
duty etc included, it cost us $13.20. We would then sell it to the retailer for $20 (which would net
us about $18 after advertising deductions etc.) And they would sell it for $40. If the consumer
returned the product, the store refunded the consumer the $40 she paid. And charged that $40
back to us. We in turn charged the factory $40 for one defective product they had originally sold
to us for $10.
The point is that, knowing they stood to risk a 4:1 expense if the quality was poor, was the best
quality control tool we had. The factories ultimately found it was much less expensive to give us
the correct quality and make a smaller profit, than to cut corners and risk a 4:1 expense. In other
words, they way you get quality control out of China is to make it in their economic interest to do
what you want them to do.
Now I didn't learn this in business school. It is common sense. If LL doesn't have common sense,
then they deserve to lose. As simple as that.
Anyway, I enjoyed watching you on TV.

I am in awe of the investigative journalism 60 Minutes did, which validated my decision to bring
the story to them. They uncovered many things I didn’t know and I am now even more
convinced that this stock is a zero, for reasons I outline below.
As for LL challenging the test results, I can’t figure out if they are evil liars, trying to cover up
the fact that they’re knowingly poisoning their own customers to save a few bucks on sourcing
costs, or whether they’re just incompetent – but it’s one or the other. Based on my research and
analysis, I believe that LL’s testing regimen is largely a sham because it’s disconnected from
rigorous, credible tests that others (regulators, Home Depot, Lowe’s, etc.) use and rely on.
Evidence for this are the results from five independent sets of tests, including one I
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commissioned, which show that LL is buying and selling to its customers highly toxic laminated
wood (virtually all of it from China).
Once it becomes clear that LL is, in fact, doing this, they will undoubtedly go on an apology
tour, saying how sorry they are and positioning themselves as the victims who were defrauded by
unscrupulous Chinese mills. This is complete nonsense. Laminated wood is a low-end, global
commodity product in which 1% or 2% differences in pricing are meaningful. For a savvy player
like LL, which has been buying in China for roughly two decades, they would instantly know
that if they were buying 10% below the standard price for a particular piece of laminated wood
that something was wrong: perhaps it was stolen, used illegal or incorrect wood, was of
exceptionally low quality, or was filled with toxic chemicals.
Maybe this example will resonate. Let’s say you’re in Shanghai and looking to buy the DVD of
the latest Hollywood movie – let’s say, Academy Award winner Birdman, which is still in
theaters, so it’s of course not yet out on DVD. Ah, but lo and behold, as you walk down the
street, you see that a street vendor has a copy and sells it to you for $2. Moments later, the police
apprehend you and accuse you of buying illegal /forged merchandise. You would of course claim
that you had no idea – but OF COURSE you knew, based on where you were (China) and the
price you paid.
Similarly, LL had to have known there was something seriously wrong with the laminated wood
it was buying, given the absurdly low price and the fact that it was coming from China, which is
the wild west when it comes to environmental standards and rule of law. Even if the Chinese
mills said they were CARB 2 compliant and even if they were supposedly inspected, this cannot
be relied on. Heck, this is a country that sold us defective wallboard that soon because filled with
toxic mold, and which pumped pigs full of clenbuterol (see:
www.rsc.org/chemistryworld/News/2011/April/19041102.asp). In short, many Chinese
companies, especially those in highly competitive, commoditized industries, scoff at most
regulations, especially if the product is being shipped to the US. Many friends have told me that
China is for the Chinese; if they can screw Americans, they will – and they did with LL, which
might take down company.
But LL’s pleas that they are the victim here ring hollow once you realize that the two biggest
buyers of wood flooring in the US, Home Depot (NYSE:HD) and Lowe’s (NYSE:LOW), also
buy laminated wood in China, yet don’t have a formaldehyde problem (to the best of my
knowledge). The reason is simple: they have serious, rigorous compliance programs and
understand that you can’t hit the low bid in China and expect to get high-quality, compliant
product. So they pay more and get good flooring – but earn lower margins, something LL wasn’t
willing to do in its pell mell pursuit (regardless of the consequences) of a higher and higher stock
price so insiders could cash out.
The three funds I manage are currently short 44,676 shares of LL (a $2.3 million position based
on Friday’s closing price), making it a 2.6% position (it was well over 3% before the stock got
whacked last week).
I first shorted it on 10/9/13 at $102.69. My last trade was shorting more on 10/6/14 at $56.06.
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I have never bought or sold options on LL – I have only shorted the common stock.
If you’re wondering why I didn’t short a lot more recently, when I knew the 60 Minutes story
was going to air and would likely be very negative, the answers are:
1. It might have been illegal for me to do so (the laws around insider trading are very vague, so it’s
best not to be anywhere in the gray area);
2. Even if I’d gotten a clean legal opinion, I wouldn’t be comfortable with the optics/ethics (I try to
live my life keeping in mind the front-page-of-the-NYT/WSJ test); and
3. I promised 60 Minutes, once I brought the story to them, that I wouldn’t trade the stock until after
the story aired (or they told me they decided not to do it).

Although the risks are less than they once were, I know from long, hard experience that if you’re
a short seller and go after a company publicly, as I’ve done in this case, you should expect to be
sued by the company and/or investigated by the SEC or other regulators, so I wanted to make
sure there were no questions about my trading. Thus, once I got the results from the tests I
commissioned on three samples of LL’s laminated wood (and the formaldehyde levels were very
high), which confirmed to me that I had the story right (that LL was poisoning its own customers
and knew – or should have known – this fact), I established my full (~3%) short position, gave
all the information I had to 60 Minutes, and let them run with it.
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I added materially to my short position on Wednesday and yesterday.
Millions of LL’s past, present and future customers are aware of the formaldehyde issue
– and they are freaking out based on numerous anecdotal stories I’m hearing.
I think it’s very likely that LL’s margins will quickly fall to the 4-8% range they’d always
been in.

After not trading the stock at all since early October last year – I didn’t want there to be any
questions about my trading in advance of the 60 Minutes story (you think nearly five months is
conservative enough? ;-) – I added materially to my short position on Wednesday and yesterday,
such that it is now a 3.8% position, which is a very large for a short for me.
Allow me to explain why:
I’m not even trying to hazard a guess at what LL’s liabilities might be (though I think it’s likely
that they’ll be far more than enough to swamp the company, making the stock a zero) because I
don’t have to have an opinion on this to have this be my largest short today. My rationale is as
follows:
On the revenue side, this story has been picked up by a ton of local news outlets across the
country, so millions of LL’s past, present and future customers are aware of the formaldehyde
issue – and they are freaking out based on numerous anecdotal stories I’m hearing: installers
saying most of their jobs have been cancelled, contractors swearing to customers that they’ll
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never use LL’s products ever again, etc. This leads me to believe that LL’s sales ($1.047 billion
last year) will take a major, lasting hit, no matter what spin the company puts out there. How big
of a hit and for how long? Who knows. But it will be very material I think.
On the expense/margin side, the company faces major issues:





Legal and compliance costs going through the roof immediately;
Government penalties/sanctions associated with Lacey Act violations (i.e., buying hardwoods that
were illegally harvested in Siberia) (by the way, the formaldehyde scandal makes it much more
likely that the government will act forcefully in this area, now that they know the company is a
bad actor in other areas); and
Likely massive (though unquantifiable) contingent liabilities.

But even ignoring all of this, at the very least LL now has to of course start sourcing its products
legally, which I think are likely to bring margins back to historical levels (if not below them).
This chart shows LL’s operating margin going back 11 years (all the data CapitalIQ had):

This chart captures what was a key factor in my initial short thesis: since when does a
commodity business, competing against giants like Home Depot and Lowe’s, with an operating
margin consistently between 4-8%, suddenly (in less than two years) more than double margins?
That’s so unusual and inexplicable that I figured they had to be cheating (and was I ever right!).
Thus, I think it’s very likely that LL’s margins, which were already starting to return to historical
levels in 2014, will quickly fall to the 4-8% range they’d always been in (and I’m being very
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generous in excluding a possibly massive hit to sales and skyrocketing expenses due to the
formaldehyde scandal).
So where might that take the stock, even before the contingent liabilities start to hit? Well, as of
last week (pre-crisis), 2015 earnings estimates were $2.74, very close to peak earnings of $2.77
in 2013. I’d be shocked if LL earned $2 this year – and, if so, a 10 multiple would be a stretch in
light of declining earnings, a tidal wave of lawsuits (even if most get thrown out or settled for an
affordable amount), etc. So that would be a $20 stock, down 40% from today’s level around $33.
Applying a more realistic scenario, I think the company might earn only $1.50 (and I truly think
I’m being generous here) and trade at 6x this amount, leaving the stock at $9, down 73% from
here. (I haven’t quite picked that number out of thin air, as Herbalife, another tainted company
I’m short, is currently trading at 6.6x peak earnings of $4.91 in 2013.)
In summary, I don’t have to have an opinion today on whether LL’s stock is a zero. All I have to
believe is that it likely has huge downside from here – and that there’s only a small chance of
meaningful positive news flow that could run it up against me. (I’m very cognizant of what
happened to HLF after it tumbled after the first major wave of negative publicity – that run-up
was very painful for a lot of shorts, including me. But I just don’t see a Carl Icahn/Dan Loeb/Bill
Stiritz getting involved here, nor the company reporting great numbers for the next few quarters
and/or buying back a lot of stock. The only real danger I see is a short-term short squeeze – there
is now a huge short interest – perhaps triggered by some investors believing (foolishly) the
positive things the company will surely say next Thursday on its scheduled conference call – but
I don’t worry too much about short-term volatility.)
In summary, when LL’s stock gets down to the high end of my range ($20), I can re-evaluate
based on the information I have then about what to do. Until then, however, it’s an easy decision
to load up on my short position.
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Summary




For most customers and investors, it really boils down to a simple question of credibility:
whom are you going to believe?
One might not agree with my analysis or conclusions, but know that my beliefs are
genuinely held.
My short position simply reflects my best assessment of the many possible outcomes and
the probabilities I assign to each.

In what appears to be a desperate attempt to distract customers, employees, investors, regulators
and the media from the charge that it may have been poisoning its customers with dangerous
levels of formaldehyde (which, if proven, I believe could eventually lead to the company filing
for bankruptcy), Lumber Liquidators (NYSE:LL) is pulling out all the stops. On a new web page
the company created, it declares unequivocally that “all of our products are 100% safe” and
smears its critics (like me) as “a small group of short-selling investors who are working together
for the sole purpose of making money by lowering our stock price.” Management will no doubt
repeat these points on its conference call scheduled for Thursday morning.
I believe that both of Lumber Liquidators’ assertions are false for reasons I will detail in a
moment. But before doing so, allow me to share some thoughts about credibility, because in
many ways that’s what this battle is about. Most people don’t have the time, money or expertise
to test the company’s products themselves, weigh the competing arguments about testing
methodologies, evaluate how dangerous formaldehyde is, how many Lumber Liquidators
customers and installers were exposed to how much of it, what harm might it have caused them,
etc.
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So for most customers and investors, it really boils down to a simple question of credibility:
whom are you going to believe? 60 Minutes, one of the most long-standing and respected news
programs in the world, whose lawyers no doubt went through every word of the segment with a
fine-toothed comb before it aired, or a company with every reason to lie, a terrible reputation
(see here, here, here, here and here), and Chinese sourcing questions hanging over it that are so
credible that Federal agents raided its headquarters in September 2013, which (as the company
recently disclosed in its 10-K) could result in criminal charges?
The question sort of answers itself, doesn’t it?

An Improper Test Method?
Lumber Liquidators claims that “60 Minutes used an improper test method in its reporting that is
not included in California’s regulations and does not measure a product according to how it is
actually used by consumers.” To support this statement and demonstrate how safe the company’s
laminate is, the new web page has two impressive-looking charts. The first shows the results
from tests of the fiberboard cores before they are processed to produce laminate flooring and
concludes that “test results over the last three years fall well below the accepted California
standard for fiberboard (MDF) cores.” The second tests the “products that have fiberboard cores
in their finished state (i.e., laminate flooring), which is how our products are sold and used in our
customers’ homes.” The company goes on to state that, “These tests also fall well below the
California standard for fiberboard (MDF) cores.”
Before I dive into the weeds on this issue (which is in reality quite simple, though the company
is furiously trying to muddy the waters), just apply common sense and ask yourself this simple
question: if 60 Minutes’ testing (all of which is posted here) was improper, why did the same
testing methodology and labs that found that 30 out of 31 samples of Lumber Liquidators’
Chinese-made laminate had formaldehyde levels averaging 6-7 times the CARB 2 (California
Air Resources Board) limit also show formaldehyde levels below the CARB 2 limit for every
sample of laminate flooring from Home Depot, Lowe’s and even Lumber Liquidators’ own
flooring sourced from U.S. mills?
Again, the question answers itself.
If you’re interested in the details of exactly why Lumber Liquidators’ claim that 60 Minutes (and
others’) testing is “improper” is wrong - it’s their testing that’s questionable and/or improper - I
suggest reading my article, Why Lumber Liquidators’ Wood Testing Doesn’t Comply With
CARB, and this one: GeoInvesting Concurs With Tilson And 60 Minutes: Our Take On Testing
Methods Used For Lumber Liquidators Study.
Then why, you might ask, do the two charts on Lumber Liquidators’ new web page show that its
products are, in fact, CARB 2-compliant? The answer is different for each chart.
Test 1
Let’s first examine the one on the left, reproduced here:
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This chart shows the results of tests of the medium-density fiberboard (MDF), which is the core
of laminate flooring.
Before discussing the test results, allow me to give a little background on MDF. According to
Wikipedia, it is:
“an engineered wood product made by breaking down hardwood or softwood residuals into
wood fibers, often in a defibrator, combining it with wax and a resin binder, and forming panels
by applying high temperature and pressure…
…Formaldehyde resins are commonly used to bind together the fibers in MDF, and testing has
consistently revealed that MDF products emit free formaldehyde and other volatile organic
compounds that pose health risks at concentrations considered unsafe, for at least several months
after manufacture.”
In light of the formaldehyde risk, it’s critical to test the MDF to make sure levels are below
acceptable limits, which, as shown in the chart above, CARB has set at 0.11 and 0.13 ppm for
MDF Core and Thin-MDF Core, respectively.
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My quarrel with this chart isn’t the testing methodology, but rather I don’t believe the results
shown. Why? Because based on my conversations with a number of experts, I don’t think it’s
possible for formaldehyde levels of the finished product that 60 Minutes, Drury and I all
independently tested to be as high as they were - 6-7 times CARB 2 limits - if the MDF cores
had low levels of formaldehyde. Thus, I can only conclude that the test results must be bogus.
If so, I can only speculate how the tests have been rigged. One way would be for the Chinese
laminate mill to buy a small amount of safe MDF to give to the labs, while actually producing
the laminate with tainted, cheaper MDF. Another way, as told to me by an industry insider with
first-hand knowledge of many mills that Lumber Liquidators buys from, is to use corrupt and/or
conflicted inspectors:
“What even LL does not know is their own QC (quality control) inspector is paid a commission
by the factories. This inspector knows there’s no way to make CARB2 compliant product at the
prices LL demands, especially after he takes his cut of the price.”
I have no way to verify this statement, but: a) I believe the person is credible; and b) It’s
consistent with what I know about China - namely, that creating phony documents is very
common.
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Test 2
Here’s the other chart that Lumber Liquidators shows on its new web page:

This chart shows the results of tests done in the United States of finished laminate flooring. I
have identified two problems with it:
1) CARB doesn’t require testing of finished laminate at all (only the initial MDF), but if it’s
done, it specifies clearly how to do it - and Lumber Liquidators is doing it wrong, as I discussed
in my article last week, Why Lumber Liquidators’ Wood Testing Doesn’t Comply With CARB:
I, 60 Minutes and others used the correct CARB testing protocols, and it’s LL that’s using its own
made-up tests. It’s a complex story, but briefly, the generally accepted and used test is to sand off the
outer layer of the laminate and then test it. This allows for an accurate reading of the formaldehyde
that’s embedded in the product. LL, in contrast, tests the laminate without sanding it, which is, in fact,
how the product “is actually used.” But:
a)

CARB, scientists, etc. all do it the other way; they could do it LL’s way, but then they’d set a
much lower exposure/detection threshold - pick your poison (pun intended) but it’s incumbent
upon LL to do the tests the way the regulators do or the results are meaningless (as are the claims
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LL makes that their products are all CARB 2 compliant, blah, blah, blah; in short, you can’t do
the tests a different way than CARB - which minimizes the amount of formaldehyde detected and then proclaim that your flooring complies with CARB standards); and
b) Just because the formaldehyde is somewhat “sealed” into the laminated wood by the outer layer
doesn’t mean LL’s customers aren’t being poisoned - it just means that the formaldehyde leaks
out slowly over a long time, along the edges, as the floor wears, etc.

Since I published this article, Lumber Liquidators has posted the following statement:
60 Minutes used a “deconstructive test,” which would be like testing the emissions of a car by
removing the catalytic converter and muffler.

This is a spurious analogy. A correct one would be if the emissions standard for cars was set by
regulators based on a test in which the catalytic converter and muffler were removed, and then a
company rigged the test by not removing them - and then (falsely) reported that its cars met the
standard.
For more color on this, I spoke with Kip Howlett, the President of HPVA, which operates HPVA
Laboratories, a CARB-certified lab that I hired to test samples of Lumber Liquidators’ laminate.
When I asked him about the charts the company posted on its web site, he first pointed out that
the number of tests the company has done over the past 18 months “is laughable - so few
samples for such a huge volume of products.”
When I asked about Lumber Liquidators’ assertion that his lab, by removing the outer layer of
the laminate, was doing the test improperly, he replied:
CARB has an SOP (Standard Operating Procedure) where you take the surface layer off to test
the formaldehyde level in the core. So when you have five labs follow the SOP and remove the
surface layer - and all show levels of formaldehyde higher than the CARB 2 standard, you have a
problem. And when it’s 1,000% higher, you have a big problem!
When you have five labs all doing it the same way and getting the same results, it isn’t about the
test method. The company either didn’t understand the SOP, or did understand it and did a workaround. They’re either stupid or they’re lying - which is it?
Another problem they have is that if you stamp the box CARB compliant, you had damn well
better be CARB compliant.
It’s telling that the American-made laminate was all compliant, but every sample from China
wasn’t. The Chinese producers are completely and totally unfairly competing with American and
Canadian companies who abide by the law and produce safe laminate.

I can’t say it any better than this.
2) Lumber Liquidators claims that its tests “measure a product according to how it is actually
used by consumers.” Again, this is highly misleading and deceptive because its tests only
measure the formaldehyde that’s present in the test chamber, not what people are actually
exposed to in a home, school or workplace.
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To determine the latter, one must follow rigorous protocols established by the California
Department of Public Health ((CDPH), including making assumptions that are widely accepted
and scientifically based regarding various factors such as how much formaldehyde is seeping
through the veneer of the laminate, the ventilation in the home, school or workplace, etc. Such
testing is expensive, but obviously necessary - yet Lumber Liquidators didn’t do it. Why? Maybe
they’re just cheapskates - but I would also bet it’s because this more rigorous methodology
would have shown troubling levels of formaldehyde in a true real-world setting.
Unlike Lumber Liquidators, 60 Minutes did the full CDPH testing, not once but twice (again, all
of its results are posted here), and presented the results to Dr. Philip Landrigan during the
segment:
Dr. Philip Landrigan: It’s not a safe level, it’s a level that the US EPA calls polluted indoor
conditions.
Anderson Cooper: Would you want that in your home?
Dr. Philip Landrigan: No.
Dr. Philip Landrigan of N.Y.’s Mt. Sinai Hospital, specializes in environmental pediatrics and
exposure to toxic chemicals. He’s talking about the results of another kind of test Drury and
Larson conducted measuring the concentration of formaldehyde emissions coming off the
laminates into the air of a typical home.
Dr. Philip Landrigan: I would say long-term exposure at that level would be risky because it
would increase the risk for chronic respiratory irritation, change in a person’s lung function,
increased risk of asthma. It’s not going to produce symptoms in everyone but children will be the
people most likely to show symptoms at that sort of level.

In light of these frightening risks, especially to children, it’s little wonder why Lumber
Liquidators didn’t do the proper tests to determine its customers’ actual exposure to
formaldehyde.

A Short-and-Distort Campaign?
Lastly, Lumber Liquidators writes:
These attacks are driven by a small group of short-selling investors who are working together for
the sole purpose of making money by lowering our stock price. They are using any means to try
and scare our customers with inaccurate allegations. Their motives and methods are wrong and
we will fight these false attacks on all fronts.
It’s almost not worth responding to the usual trope about we’re-the-victim-of-a-conspiracy-ofnefarious-self-serving-short-sellers, but a few points are in order.
I’ve spent my entire life building a good reputation. Of course I have an interest in making
money - that’s my job - but the idea that I would destroy my reputation by inventing a story to
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smear an innocent company to benefit a ~3-4% position in my portfolio is beyond absurd. One
might not agree with my analysis or conclusions, but know that my beliefs are genuinely held.
I believe that Lumber Liquidators’ stock remains significantly overvalued, even though it has
fallen ~70% from when I first shorted it above $100 (and, shortly thereafter, shared my analysis
with the public). In fact, I think there’s a not-immaterial chance that the company eventually
collapses into bankruptcy amidst a wave of lawsuits and the stock goes to zero. And even if it
doesn’t, I think it has meaningful downside from here, as I explained in my article last week,
Why I Significantly Increased My Lumber Liquidators Short Position In The Last Two Days.
My short position simply reflects my best assessment of the many possible outcomes and the
probabilities I assign to each.
Regarding the conspiracy-of-short-sellers charge, I’m certainly not aware of one. While I’ve of
course discussed my research and analysis with numerous people over time, I reached my
conclusions and have acted independently. What I suspect is really going on is that Lumber
Liquidators’ misdeeds are so broad, deep and long-standing that, over time, numerous people
were able to figure out at least pieces of what the company was doing.
Rather than having a conflict of interest, I believe I have a confluence of interest: in speaking
out, I am both doing my job and also serving the public interest by warning others about the
possible dangers posed by certain Lumber Liquidators’ products.
I find it quite ironic that the company is accusing me of distorting the truth for my own financial
gain when it is, in fact, the senior executives of the company who have far greater incentives to
do so than I. This is one of two dozen positions in my fund (only six of which are shorts), so it’s
not going to make or break me one way or another. In contrast, the outcome of this battle means
everything to founder and Chairman Tom Sullivan and CEO Robert Lynch, both reputationally
and financially. Sullivan currently owns 608,998 shares - still worth a pretty penny - and both
were heavy sellers in mid-2013, after the stock had soared, pocketing $26.7 million and $10.6
million, respectively.
This $37 million jackpot helps answer the question I’m often asked: “Why would the senior
management of Lumber Liquidators knowingly (or at least willfully ignorantly) sell toxic
products when, if discovered, it could destroy their reputations - and the company?” This
question could, in fact, be asked of all sorts of bad behavior and the answer is generally the
same: the short-term rewards are wonderful/profitable and immediate, and the long-term costs,
even if much greater, are deferred and uncertain (after all, nobody ever expects to be caught).
(Editor's Note: Following a discussion with a former senior executive at Lumber Liquidators, the
author has removed this section, based on information provided to him that changed his view of
Mr. Cotton's role.)
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Conclusion
I think management knows that they and their company are in very deep trouble, which is why
they, not their critics, are engaged in a campaign of distraction and deception to further their own
self-interest. Don’t be fooled!
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A Response To Lumber Liquidators

Whitney Tilson
Mar. 12, 2015 1:46 PM ET
http://seekingalpha.com/article/2996156-a-response-to-lumber-liquidators
Summary






In its slide presentation and conference call this morning, Lumber Liquidators said all the
right things - but don't be fooled.
It’s telling that management simply read a prepared statement and didn’t take any
questions, despite the fact that they have had weeks to prepare.
It’s little wonder why Lumber Liquidators is trying to understate its customers’ actual
exposure to formaldehyde.
I believe it’s a better short today than it was before the 60 Minutes story aired.
Going forward, I’m going to lower my public profile and allocate my time elsewhere.

In its slide presentation and conference call this morning, Lumber Liquidators (NYSE:LL), as I
expected, said all the right things - but don’t be fooled: in reality, it was just a continuation of the
company’s campaign of distraction and deception in what I think will prove to be a vain attempt
to mislead customers, investors and regulators.
The accusation against Lumber Liquidators is simple: that in order to save approximately 10%
on its sourcing costs, the company has over an extended period purchased in China and sold to
its American customers hundreds of millions of square feet of laminate flooring that has levels of
formaldehyde, a dangerous chemical and known carcinogen, many times the limit set by the
California Air Resources Board (CARB) that the company claims to adhere to - and that the
company knew, or should have known, this.
Yesterday, I was 98% confident that Lumber Liquidators was guilty of this charge. After hearing
the company’s defense, I’m now 99% confident.
It’s telling that, on its conference call, management simply read a prepared statement and didn’t
take any questions, despite the fact that they have had weeks to prepare. This is highly unusual
and an insult to investors and analysts. Other companies hosting a conference call to address
criticism typically take a handful of pre-seeded questions from friendly sell side analysts, so the
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fact that Lumber Liquidators wouldn’t even do this speaks volumes. As one analyst said: “If you
are 100% clean....you shouldn’t be afraid to talk.”
It really boils down to a simple question of credibility: whom are you going to believe? 60
Minutes, one of the most long-standing and respected news programs in the world, whose
lawyers no doubt went through every word of the segment with a fine-toothed comb before it
aired, or a company with every reason to lie, a terrible reputation (see here, here, here, here and
here), and Chinese sourcing questions hanging over it that are so credible that Federal agents
raided its headquarters in September 2013, which (as the company recently disclosed in its 10-K)
could result in criminal charges?
Broadly speaking, Lumber Liquidators is making two defenses:
First, the company on its web site claims that “60 Minutes used an improper test method in its
reporting that is not included in California’s regulations and does not measure a product
according to how it is actually used by consumers.” In reality, it is Lumber Liquidators that is
using improper test methods.
Those interested in the details of this “debate” can read my articles, Lumber Liquidators’
Campaign Of Distraction And Deception and Why Lumber Liquidators’ Wood Testing Doesn’t
Comply With CARB, and this one: GeoInvesting Concurs With Tilson And 60 Minutes: Our
Take On Testing Methods Used For Lumber Liquidators Study.
But for those who don’t have the time or interest, just apply common sense and ask yourself this
simple question: if 60 Minutes’ testing (all of which is posted here) was improper, why did the
tests show that 30 out of 31 samples of Lumber Liquidators’ Chinese-made laminate had
formaldehyde levels averaging 6-7 times the CARB 2 limit, yet every sample of laminate
flooring from Home Depot, Lowe’s and even Lumber Liquidators’ own flooring sourced from
U.S. mills was below the limit? The answer is obvious: because 60 Minutes’ testing was accurate
and valid.
Kip Howlett, the President of HPVA, which operates HPVA Laboratories, a CARB-certified lab
that I hired to test samples of Lumber Liquidators’ laminate, commented:
When you have five labs all doing it the same way and getting the same results, it isn’t about the
test method. The company either didn’t understand the SOP [CARB’s Standard Operating
Procedure for labs], or did understand it and did a work-around. They’re either stupid or they’re
lying - which is it?

Lumber Liquidators’ second line of defense (implied by the company and made explicit by its
defenders) is that, even if its laminate has levels of formaldehyde above the CARB limit, where’s
the harm?
For starters, read what the National Cancer Institute and the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention have to say about formaldehyde: it can cause “watery eyes; burning sensations in the
eyes, nose, and throat; coughing; wheezing; nausea; and skin irritation,” “upper respiratory tract
irritation [that] can potentially exacerbate asthma symptoms and other respiratory illnesses,”
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“chronic runny nose, chronic bronchitis, and obstructive lung disease,” and is a “known human
carcinogen” associated with “several cancers, including nasopharyngeal cancer and leukemia.”
But at low levels, serious symptoms are unlikely - so the real question is, what is the actual, realworld level of formaldehyde Lumber Liquidators is exposing its customers to via its laminate
and what harm might result from this?
The company, not surprisingly, says the level is very low, as shown in slide 16 of its
presentation:

Lumber Liquidators claims that “The emissions from our laminate floors will typically only add
approximately 5 ppb to a home when first installed.” If true, this would be good news since
regulators have set 7 ppb as the limit to protect everyone, including children.
But the company’s claim flies in the face of the evidence. 60 Minutes (which, again, posted all of
its test results here) hired a lab to test three samples of Lumber Liquidators’ laminate, using the
California Department of Public Health home model, which tests how much formaldehyde a
typical homeowner would actually be exposed to. In sharp contrast to the company’s claims,
these tests showed the following levels:
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Sample 1: ~268 ppb/.268 ppm OR 329.3 μg/m3
Sample 2: ~93 ppb/.093 ppm OR 113.6 μg/m3
Sample 3: ~57 ppb/.057ppm OR 69.96 μg/m3

In other words, the actual levels of formaldehyde were 11-54 times the levels claimed by Lumber
Liquidators. Whose tests are you going to believe?
When 60 Minutes showed these results to Dr. Philip Landrigan, one of the world’s leading
experts on this subject (see his bio here and here), he said (according to the transcript):
Dr. Philip Landrigan: It’s not a safe level, it’s a level that the US EPA calls polluted indoor
conditions.
Anderson Cooper: Would you want that in your home?
Dr. Philip Landrigan: No.
Dr. Philip Landrigan of N.Y.’s Mt. Sinai Hospital, specializes in environmental pediatrics and
exposure to toxic chemicals. He’s talking about the results of another kind of test Drury and
Larson conducted measuring the concentration of formaldehyde emissions coming off the
laminates into the air of a typical home.
Dr. Philip Landrigan: I would say long-term exposure at that level would be risky because it
would increase the risk for chronic respiratory irritation, change in a person’s lung function,
increased risk of asthma. It’s not going to produce symptoms in everyone but children will be the
people most likely to show symptoms at that sort of level.

In light of these frightening risks, especially to children, it’s little wonder why Lumber
Liquidators is trying to understate its customers’ actual exposure to formaldehyde.

Conclusion
It’s been quite a battle royal - the bears have had their day/week/month/year and now the bulls
are having their day/week.
I more than doubled my position last week (at a price slightly below today’s levels) for reasons I
outlined in the article I published at the time, Why I Significantly Increased My Lumber
Liquidators Short Position In The Last Two Days, and haven’t traded the stock since then.
I believe it’s a better short today than it was before the 60 Minutes story aired. I’m confident that
the stock has much more downside ahead as the facts emerge and the company reports earnings
over time, especially in light of the high valuation (currently more than 13x pre-crisis 2015
estimates).
Going forward, I’m going to lower my public profile and allocate my time elsewhere as: 1) I’ve
now shared publicly my facts and resulting conclusions; and 2) It’s not about me (or 60 Minutes
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or anyone else) vs. the company. It’s about the company’s actions, what harm might have
resulted, and what the consequences will be.
With numerous state and federal authorities as well as various law firms pursuing this
vigorously, I’m confident that the truth will be out, so I’m going to go back to my regular job of
trying to buy the occasional cheap stock of a good company.
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Summary




Lumber Liquidators is desperately pursuing a reckless deny-and-attack strategy.
Though it knows that at least some of its Chinese-made laminate has formaldehyde that
exceeds CARB 2 standards, it continues to sell the product.
The company’s attempts to muddy the waters around “deconstructive” testing have no
grounding in fact and should be ignored.

When I first discovered compelling evidence nearly a year ago that Lumber Liquidators was
selling its American customers hundreds of millions of square feet of laminate flooring sourced
in China that contained high levels of formaldehyde, a dangerous chemical and known
carcinogen, I assumed that once this information became public, the company would follow the
standard playbook: apologize, immediately suspend sales of the toxic product, fix the underlying
problem, claim (however improbably) that the Chinese suppliers duped them, and make amends
to its customers.
Instead, the company has denied that there's any problem whatsoever and adopted a no-holdsbarred attack on its critics (not only me, which I expected, but also 60 Minutes, one of the most
respected news programs in the world, which it accuses of "making up this story"). Most
shockingly, the company is continuing to sell its Chinese-made laminate to its customers,
assuring them that it's "100% safe," despite overwhelming evidence to the contrary. In fact, CEO
Robert Lynch admitted on the conference call last Thursday that it had failed tests done by the
California Air Resources Board (CARB):
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CARB has "deconstructed" our products in routine inspections, as well as we believe others in the
industry, in order to try to determine if the core materials complied. In CARB's preliminary
findings, some of our samples they deconstructed and tested (due to the variability of the test)
exceeded the limits for raw cores.

Even if management genuinely believes its Chinese-made laminate is safe (people have believed
more unlikely things, I suppose, especially when their self-interest depends on it), why not
simply suspend sales for a month or two until CARB can do its own investigation and weigh in?
It's not like it's a perishable product that will go bad. Instead, however, Lumber Liquidators'
Chairman and founder, Tom Sullivan, on national television on Friday defiantly said the
company would continue selling the laminate because "we will sell what customers want."
What could explain this obviously foolish and reckless behavior? I suspect it's because they
weren't duped by their suppliers at all. Rather, I have good reason to believe that they've known
for quite some time exactly what they were doing: going to China and buying laminate flooring
(and perhaps other types of flooring as well – stay tuned, as I'm running more tests) that doesn't
comply with CARB 2 standards and thus may have dangerous levels of formaldehyde.
Why would they do something so immoral and potentially destructive? The oldest reason in the
universe: greed. Non-CARB-compliant laminate is ~10% cheaper, so the company saved a lot of
money on sourcing costs (not a few pennies, as Sullivan claims), which I think was a major
contributor to a quick doubling of margins, which in turn helped send the stock price up eight
times from $15 to $119 in less than two years. Sullivan and Lynch recognized a golden
opportunity when they saw it, dumping $37 million worth of stock at prices more than double
today's level in early- to mid- 2013.
If I'm right that the company has been knowingly putting untold numbers of American families
at risk, now that they've been caught red-handed, they must surely be feeling truly desperate, as
this is the kind of thing that could not only result in an implosion of the company but also big
financial penalties and even criminal charges against senior executives. Consequently, seen
through management's lens, their current strategy actually might be logical in a twisted sort of
way: deny everything, take advantage of the uncertainty about the testing methods and the harm
formaldehyde causes to muddy the waters as much as possible, bully critics and regulators, and
hope the storm passes. Under this strategy, in which they claim that all of their flooring is 100%
safe, then they can't stop selling any of it or it might raise doubts.
While for the health and safety of Lumber Liquidators' customers I wish the company would stop
selling what I believe is a dangerous product, as someone who is short the stock, I'm delighted
that the company has adopted a strategy that I think is truly insane for two reasons. First,
management's credibility is plunging every day they continue to make the preposterous claim
that there's no problem at all. Perhaps the problem is minor, but there's definitely a problem.
Secondly, when untold number of lawsuits start reaching courtrooms, the fact that the company
continued to sell tainted wood after the 60 Minutes segment aired will look very bad. Rather than
perhaps earning some sympathy by claiming they were duped by lying Chinese mills, they will
instead look like rogue actors.
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Rebutting Lumber Liquidators' Claims About
Deconstructive Testing
The key pillar of the company's argument that its Chinese-made laminate is, in fact, safe and
complies with CARB 2 standards is that the testing I, 60 Minutes and others did is "improper"
because we "deconstructed" the laminate (i.e., sanded off the outer layer to get a good
measurement of the formaldehyde in the MDF core; here's a video of the process).
This argument is so critical to the company's defense that it was the opening paragraph in a court
filing the company made this past week:
Imagine taking a new car fresh off the assembly line, disabling its catalytic system, and
measuring the tail pipe emissions. If it flunked EPA emissions standards, it would not mean the
car's emission system was non-compliant. No one would alter a product, measure its
performance, then file a lawsuit pretending that the results are comparable to emission readings
taken from an un-tampered product. Yet, that is exactly what Plaintiffs have done.

Unfortunately for Lumber Liquidators, this is a spurious analogy. A proper analogy would be if
the EPA set emissions standards for car engines and required testing prior to the engines being
installed in cars. If someone chose to test actual car emissions (which isn't required), the testing
must be of the emissions directly from the engine, before going through the catalytic system.
In the case of laminate, it's true that CARB does not require testing finished products – only the
MDF core prior to being processed into laminate. But many companies that sell laminate
(including Lumber Liquidators), to their credit, also test the finished product for the logical
reason that, especially when you're dealing with Chinese manufacturers, it's important to trust but
verify.

CARB Requires Deconstruction Before Testing
But if one is to test finished laminate, CARB is very clear that it must first be deconstructed.
While plenty of people and companies (including, of course, Lumber Liquidators) question
whether this is the right way to do the testing, there's no question that CARB requires it – it's
under the frequently asked questions section of their web site (emphasis added):
42. How will CARB test pre-assembled case goods made of composite wood products (e.g., a
small table) that are painted, with no edges unsealed? CARB will purchase case goods,
deconstruct them, remove the paint, and test the exposed composite wood product surface using
our enforcement test method. CARB staff has developed the sample preparation protocol to be
followed to remove the layer of paint or laminate, and then will determine if the composite wood
product in the case good complies with applicable standards or not.

Contrary to Lumber Liquidators' claims, deconstruction isn't a new or unproven test method.
Rather, it was developed over several years, with industry consultation and peer review, and was
finally published in 2013. For more on this, see CARB's Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)
here and its Final Statement of Reasons (FSOR) here, which on page 42 states:
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Agency Response [24-Landry-070423-CWIC]: Yes it is correct that finished products must be
deconstructed to test for compliance. But, we disagree that there is great uncertainty in the
enforcement program. Deconstructive testing is needed for finished goods to verify compliance
with the emission standards.

And on page 231 states:
Agency Response [20.4-Bradway-080215-Mannington]: …To determine if compliant materials
are being used to make finished goods, we must deconstruct the finished good and test its
component parts...

To summarize, the regulation and the official legislative history make clear that finished
composite wood products should be tested through deconstructive testing and that CARB would
be developing a sample preparation method for such testing. That method is the SOP. The SOP is
an official CARB agency guidance document that is consistent with the regulation and therefore
has the force of law and is entitled to deference. Lumber Liquidators' argument that the SOP is to
be ignored makes no sense and ignores black-letter legal principles. Instead, the SOP is an
official CARB agency document entitled to great deference.

Trying to Muddy the Waters
Yet Lumber Liquidators, while claiming that its laminate is CARB 2 compliant on its product
packaging, its web site and in SEC filings, is simultaneously thumbing its nose at CARB, doing
its best to discredit the deconstructive test method CARB has mandated. For example, on the
conference call last week, CEO Lynch, after acknowledging that "some" of Lumber Liquidators
laminate failed the CARB 2 standard, said:
We have been engaged with CARB over many months, provided them with additional
information and, like others in the industry, have expressed our concerns on the validity and
applicability of the deconstructive testing method.
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In addition, this is slide 30 of the slide presentation accompanying the company's conference call
last Thursday:

I understand why Lumber Liquidators is trying to save its skin by muddying the waters about
deconstructive testing and the damning results it shows, but what amazes me is how many people
are falling for the company's tricks. For example, here are excerpts from four analyst reports
after the conference call last week:
Goldman Sachs: The firm…presented challenges to the test methodology used by 60 Minutes that
were consistent with views of other industry participants we have engaged.
Morgan Stanley: We thought management clearly explained deconstructive testing; how it can
distort formaldehyde emissions and that it is not a required test under CARB, Prop 65 or the EPA.
Suntrust: This type of testing seems to fall into some type of gray area. The process disrupts the
product construction but it is unclear how good a measure it is for product safety.
Jeffries: …LL may ultimately win the debate around this confusing topic and may technically be
compliant…

While some of the analysts may be fooled, you shouldn't be. What Lumber Liquidators is really
saying here is: CARB has already inspected us and determined that "some of our samples …
exceeded the limits" – but don't worry, move along, nothing to see here, because we "engaged
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with CARB…, provided them with additional information [and] expressed our concerns on the
validity and applicability of the deconstructive testing method."
To use another car analogy, Lumber Liquidators got caught driving 100 mph in a 25 mph zone.
To try to avoid the severe penalties that would result from a conviction, the company hires fancy
lawyers and PR flacks to raise questions about the accuracy of the police officer's radar gun,
whether it had been properly calibrated that morning, etc. – in other words, make bogus
arguments to try to get off on a technicality – and, worst of all, still continuing to drive 100 mph
while fighting the charges!
(To continue the analogy, many of the company's defenders are claiming that, even if they were
going 100 mph, no harm has resulted because they haven't crashed and killed anyone yet, so it's
no big deal. I'll respond to this nonsensical argument in a future article perhaps.)

Conclusion
Lumber Liquidators doesn't like CARB's testing method for the obvious reason that it reveals
that the company is selling Chinese-made laminate drenched in formaldehyde – on average 6-7
times the CARB limit. But rather than doing what any ethical and rational company would do:
acknowledge that CARB's SOP, however much they don't like it, is the regulatory requirement
and thus the company needs to immediately fix the underlying problem, it's instead basically
telling CARB to go jump in a lake by ignoring its testing method and coming up with its own –
yet still claiming to be CARB 2 complaint.
I almost have to admire the company's enormous chutzpah, but somehow I don't think this
approach is going to work so well with CARB or in court, especially now that this issue has the
attention of major media outlets, multiple attorneys general, various regulators, and the senior
Democrat on the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science & Transportation, among others.
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Lumber Liquidators Is Evil

Whitney Tilson
Mar. 23, 2015 8:50 AM ET
Disclosure: The author is short LL. (More...)
http://seekingalpha.com/article/3019166-lumber-liquidators-is-evil
Summary






Lumber Liquidators is knowingly endangering the health and safety of its customers,
especially children, by continuing to sell toxic Chinese-made laminate.
The only word to describe this is evil.
Please sign a petition calling on the company to stop selling this laminate.
On its web site, it’s falsely assuring its customers that this laminate is “100% safe”.
The Chinese mills that are providing Lumber Liquidators with toxic laminate are very open
about it – and to get safe laminate only costs ~10-15% more.

As I’ve written in my five prior articles, I’ve believed for nearly a year that Lumber Liquidators
was selling its American customers hundreds of millions of square feet of laminate flooring
sourced in China that contained high levels of formaldehyde, a dangerous chemical and known
carcinogen - and that senior executives knew (or should have known) this.
But until recently, I viewed this as run-of-the-mill bad behavior - the kind of thing I’ve seen
dozens (if not hundreds) of times in my dozen years of short selling. Maybe the board and senior
executives at Lumber Liquidators were foolish, naïve, and/or willfully ignorant enough that they
could plausibly claim not to know what was going on right under their noses.
No longer. Their behavior since the 60 Minutes story aired on March 1st has led me to the
inescapable conclusion that Lumber Liquidators is evil.
No, I didn’t check with my lawyer before publishing this and, yes, I’m sure he’s cringing as he
reads it because it increases the odds that the company sues me for libel. But to be libel “a claim
must generally be false” - and my statement isn’t, as there’s simply no other word than evil for a
company that continues to sell a product that it now knows with certainty is violating California
Air Resources Board (CARB) standards and is threatening the health and safety of its customers,
especially children.
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Here’s what Dr. Philip Landrigan, one of the world’s leading experts on exposure to toxic
chemicals, said when 60 Minutes showed him test results regarding the formaldehyde level in a
typical home with Lumber Liquidators’ Chinese-made laminate flooring:
I would say long-term exposure at that level would be risky because it would increase the risk for
chronic respiratory irritation, change in a person’s lung function, increased risk of asthma. It’s not
going to produce symptoms in everyone but children will be the people most likely to show
symptoms at that sort of level.

Moving from the theoretical to the actual, here are some of the awful symptoms that have been
reported just in the last nine days on a single web site by Lumber Liquidators’ customers:















…our dogs have developed allergies and my youngest daughter who will be 4 in August has been
running fever like an off and on switch every few weeks she runs a high fever for a couple of days
then she’s OK until the next episode. I’m not sure if this has to do with the flooring. I’m almost
speechless on one hand I want to rip the floor out on the other we don’t have the money to put
flooring back in...So at this point I’m not sure what to do.
I had head and chest congestion the whole time we were installing the floor. My friends teased me
that maybe I was allergic to the floor. I was at the doctors so many times that he sent me to an
allergist. Severe symptoms subsided when we finished putting down the floor. But I still use an
inhaler when I exercise.
My symptoms are burning eyes and nose and coughing up phlem at night. Also have itchy skin. My
two dogs also cough. I thought they had kennel cough, but now think it is the flooring… Open your
windows and air the place out frequently, especially before bed. Then pray this gets settled soon as
I read that the off gassing can last 10 years.
I was doing some reading of scientific papers on this formaldehyde effects, wondering two things.
1. Could my tremors that I have had for the past few month be related to this? Sadly, yes. It also
cause neurological damage. 2. How long does outgasing go on with a product like laminate
flooring. Bad news again. It was estimated to be in the 10 year range.
…we have had boughts of sore throays, burning eyes and my son and I always have stuffy, runny
noses.
…the itching was so sever I literally had scratches all over my body - it was insane…
…my husband…has had MAJOR skin issues…
…our children and dogs and I have had multiple issues…
My husband has had major skin issues since installation (he installed it).
We both have runny noses and burning eyes.

Petition
If you are as outraged as I am that Lumber Liquidators is poisoning its customers by selling them
this toxic flooring, please take a moment and join 20,000+ other people by signing this petition
calling on the company to cease doing so:
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Price Slashing and Lies to Lure Customers to Buy Its Laminate
Lumber Liquidators has a big problem: it has bloated inventory levels overall – $314 million as of
the end of 2014, equal to six months of sales – and I estimate that at least 10% of this, or $31
million, is Chinese-made laminate, for which demand has surely declined dramatically. As
discussed earlier, rather than doing the right thing and halting sales of this toxic product, the
company is determined to keep selling it, so it’s adopted a dual strategy. First, it’s slashed prices,
with a focus on its laminate flooring, as you can see by comparing the company’s home page 10
days ago vs. today (I’ve posted both here; one can’t tell which laminates are Chinese-made, as
Lumber Liquidators – surprise! – doesn’t disclose this, but I suspect most are). Here are two
screenshots of the laminate sections of the current web page:
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Lumber Liquidators’ second strategy to move its toxic laminate is to lie to its customers by telling
them “our laminate products, all of our products, are 100% safe.” As part of this, the company has
added the following in the past week to every page on its web site on which laminate is sold (click
here for one example):

It is unbelievably foolish of Lumber Liquidators to do this because it’s provably false (CEO Rob
Lynch on the company’s recent conference call admitted that “We know that [CARB’s] tests on
some deconstructed samples have had elevated levels [of formaldehyde]…”), and thus it
dramatically increases the company’s legal liability and reputational damage. So why is Lumber
Liquidators doing this? It can only be the result of pure desperation. They’re violating the first rule
of holes: when you’re in one, stop digging! But nooooo, they’re digging themselves deeper and
deeper with reckless decisions like this. From the perspective of a short seller, this management
team is the gift that keeps on giving.

Chinese Mills Openly Sell Non-CARB-Compliant Laminate
With all the debate over testing methodologies/deconstruction, whether CARB will take action,
how much formaldehyde are Lumber Liquidators’ customers actually being exposed to, what harm
has resulted, etc., I think the single most important thing in the 60 Minutes story is being
overlooked: that at all three mills 60 Minutes’ undercover investigators visited:
Employees at the mills openly admitted that they use core boards with higher levels of
formaldehyde to make Lumber Liquidators laminates, saving the company 10-15 percent on the
price. At all three mills they also admitted falsely labeling the company’s laminate flooring as
CARB 2…

This is the elephant in the room. In light of this (and the company’s lack of any sensible
alternative explanation), how can anyone doubt even for a moment that Lumber Liquidators has
been selling non-CARB 2-compliant laminate for quite some time - and, shockingly, continues to
sell it this very day!
Chinese mills producing non-CARB 2-compliant laminate shouldn’t be a surprise to anyone
because the mills are completely open about it. In fact, someone who reached out to me after the
60 Minutes story aired, who’s very credible and knowledgeable about the industry, shared with me
an email he received from one of his suppliers (which happens to be one of the mills shown on the
60 Minutes segment), in which the Vice President of the mill offers to sell him laminate and gives
two prices: one for safe laminate with formaldehyde levels below the limit set by CARB and one
for toxic laminate that doesn’t comply (for a lower price of course). Here is the key part of the
email:
I think it will be good manner to solve this problem of the carb2 boards.
When u be here we can talk about it, ok?
Now customers need the carb2 need to add 0.5usd/Sqm.
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Here’s what really boggles my mind: this email was sent seven days after the 60 Minutes story
exposed that the mill was selling non-CARB 2-compliant laminate - they’re not ashamed of it;
rather, they’re perfectly open about it.
It’s also powerful evidence that, while Lumber Liquidators can show lots of paperwork from the
Chinese mills and testing facilities attesting to CARB 2 compliance, the company in fact knew
exactly what it was buying in China - and, in turn, selling its customers.
Here’s the extended excerpt from the 60 Minutes transcript:
Employees at the mills openly admitted that they use core boards with higher levels of
formaldehyde to make Lumber Liquidators laminates, saving the company 10-15 percent on the
price. At all three mills they also admitted falsely labeling the company’s laminate flooring as
CARB 2, meaning it meets California formaldehyde emissions standards, and the new U.S. federal
law.
At this factory, the general manager told investigators Lumber Liquidators is one of their biggest
customers.
[Manager: This is a best-seller for Lumber Liquidators.
Investigator: For Lumber Liquidators?
Manager: Yeah.
Investigator: How long have you been selling this?
Manager: From last year.
Investigator: Is this CARB 2?]
CARB 2 means it’s compliant with California law. But listen to what the general manager told us.
[Manager: No, no, no... I have to be honest with you. It’s not CARB 2.
Investigator: Can I get CARB 2?
Manager: Yes, you can. It’s just the price issue. We can make CARB 2 but it would be very
expensive.]
And that’s the same thing the undercover team was told at all three mills they visited.
[Investigator: All this stuff here, Lumber Liquidators... All their labeling is CARB 2 right? But it’s
not CARB 2?
Employee: Not CARB 2.]

Conclusion
What Lumber Liquidators is doing is obvious, it’s evil, and must stop immediately.
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Why the U.S. Consumer Product Safety
Commission Conference Call Portends a
Double Whammy for Lumber Liquidators

Whitney Tilson
Mar. 26, 2015
Disclosure: The author is short LL. (More...)
http://seekingalpha.com/article/3029526-why-the-u-s-consumer-product-safety-commissionconference-call-portends-a-double-whammy-for-lumber-liquidators
Summary





The Consumer Product Safety Commission, coordinating with five other federal
agencies, is investigating Lumber Liquidators.
CPSC Chairman Elliot Kaye appears to be thoughtful, fair-minded, determined to get to
the truth, and very strong willed.
The fact that the CPSC testing won’t use “deconstruction” doesn’t support the company’s
claim that the testing methodology used by 60 Minutes, myself, and others is invalid.
Rather, the CPSC’s use of “exposure scenario” tests means that Lumber Liquidators faces
liability from two different types of tests – a double whammy.

In a conference call yesterday morning, Elliot S. Kaye, Chairman of the U.S. Consumer Product
Safety Commission (CPSC), made a statement about his agency’s investigation of Lumber
Liquidators and then took questions from reporters (the statement and audio of the 22-minute call
are posted here).
I couldn’t be more pleased with the call, both in what Chairman Kaye said as well as his general
attitude and demeanor. He appeared to me to be thoughtful, fair-minded, determined to get to the
truth, and very strong willed – importantly, he didn’t strike me as someone who Lumber
Liquidators and its representatives will be able to bully. I was also impressed with how quickly
the CPSC is moving: in less than a month, it not only appears to be fully engaged, but is also
coordinating with many other federal agencies, including:


The Environmental Protection Agency;
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The Federal Trade Commission;
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention;
The Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry; and
The National Institute for Environmental Health Sciences, which coordinates and runs the
National Toxicology Program (part of the National Institutes of Health).

That’s an impressive line-up! Collectively, I think these agencies are likely to definitively show
what I’m quite certain is true: that Lumber Liquidators’ Chinese-made laminate flooring has high
levels of formaldehyde and thus poses a serious health risk to consumers.
So why was the stock up more than 10% yesterday? In part, perhaps, relief that the CPSC didn’t
immediately force Lumber Liquidators to stop selling its toxic laminate (which was never in the
cards – the CPSC needs to do its work before taking action), but mostly, I think, because
Chairman Kaye said the CPSC’s testing would not use deconstruction, which appears (at least to
those blindingly accepting what the company is saying rather than doing solid, independent
analysis) to confirm the company’s claim that the testing methodology used by 60 Minutes,
myself and others is “invalid.” Nothing could be further from the truth.
The misunderstanding is due to Lumber Liquidators sowing confusion (no doubt deliberately)
between measuring formaldehyde levels that Lumber Liquidators’ customers are actually
exposed to, which is what the CPSC cares about, vs. the standards set by the California Air
Resources Board (CARB).
CARB Tests: Single Whammy
Regarding the latter, CARB does not require testing finished products – only the medium-density
fiberboard core prior to being processed into laminate – but if one tests finished product, CARB
is very clear that it must first be deconstructed (for more on this, see three of my prior articles:
Why Lumber Liquidators' Wood Testing Doesn't Comply With CARB, Lumber Liquidators'
Campaign Of Distraction And Deception, and Explaining Lumber Liquidators' Reckless Strategy
And Rebutting Its Claims About Deconstructive Testing). Thus, 60 Minutes, I and others did the
testing correctly and consequently I have no doubt that when CARB does its own tests (with
deconstruction) of Lumber Liquidators’ Chinese-made laminate, it will see similar results:
formaldehyde levels averaging 6-7 times the limit it set. This will of course be very bad news for
Lumber Liquidators.
CPSC Exposure Scenario Tests: Double Whammy
I believe there will be equally bad news for the company – a double whammy – when the CPSC
completes its very different tests, called “exposure scenarios,” that seek to measure how much
formaldehyde the buyers of Lumber Liquidators’ Chinese-made laminate are actually being
exposed to. This kind of test doesn’t involve deconstructing the laminate, so the fact that
Chairman Kaye confirmed this fact on the call isn’t a bullish sign for Lumber Liquidators
(contrary to what some investors and analysts concluded yesterday).
Ironically, while the company calls for “real-world” tests, in fact it hasn’t done any exposure
scenarios at all! Instead, it’s just done tests of its finished laminate – but, contrary to explicit
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CARB guidance, without deconstruction yet nevertheless has taken these bogus results and
proclaimed that its laminate is CARB 2-compliant. What mendacity and chutzpah!
Even more ironically, 60 Minutes, which Lumber Liquidators’ founder and Chairman, Tom
Sullivan, accused of “making up this story,” actually did the exposure scenario tests that the
CPSC will be doing – and the results were damning for the company, as all three tests showed
levels of formaldehyde orders of magnitude higher than the acceptable exposure levels that have
been established to protect Americans, especially children. For more on this, here’s an extended
excerpt from my article, A Response to Lumber Liquidators:
Lumber Liquidators' second line of defense (implied by the company and made explicit
by its defenders) is that, even if its laminate has levels of formaldehyde above the CARB
limit, where's the harm?
For starters, read what the National Cancer Institute and the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention have to say about formaldehyde: it can cause "watery eyes; burning
sensations in the eyes, nose, and throat; coughing; wheezing; nausea; and skin irritation,"
"upper respiratory tract irritation [that] can potentially exacerbate asthma symptoms and
other respiratory illnesses," "chronic runny nose, chronic bronchitis, and obstructive lung
disease," and is a "known human carcinogen" associated with "several cancers, including
nasopharyngeal cancer and leukemia."
But at low levels, serious symptoms are unlikely - so the real question is, what is the
actual, real-world level of formaldehyde Lumber Liquidators is exposing its customers to
via its laminate and what harm might result from this?
The company, not surprisingly, says the level is very low, as shown in slide 16 of its
presentation:
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Lumber Liquidators claims that "The emissions from our laminate floors will typically
only add approximately 5 ppb to a home when first installed." If true, this would be good
news since regulators have set 7 ppb as the limit to protect everyone, including children.
But the company's claim flies in the face of the evidence. 60 Minutes (which, again,
posted all of its test results here) hired a lab to test three samples of Lumber Liquidators'
laminate, using the California Department of Public Health home model, which tests how
much formaldehyde a typical homeowner would actually be exposed to. In sharp contrast
to the company's claims, these tests showed the following levels:




Sample 1: ~268 ppb/.268 ppm OR 329.3 μg/m3
Sample 2: ~93 ppb/.093 ppm OR 113.6 μg/m3
Sample 3: ~57 ppb/.057ppm OR 69.96 μg/m3

In other words, the actual levels of formaldehyde were 11-54 times the levels claimed by
Lumber Liquidators. Whose tests are you going to believe?
When 60 Minutes showed these results to Dr. Philip Landrigan, one of the world's
leading experts on this subject (see his bio here and here), he said (according to the
transcript):
Dr. Philip Landrigan: It's not a safe level, it's a level that the US EPA calls
polluted indoor conditions.
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Anderson Cooper: Would you want that in your home?
Dr. Philip Landrigan: No.
Dr. Philip Landrigan of N.Y.'s Mt. Sinai Hospital, specializes in environmental
pediatrics and exposure to toxic chemicals. He's talking about the results of
another kind of test Drury and Larson conducted measuring the concentration of
formaldehyde emissions coming off the laminates into the air of a typical home.
Dr. Philip Landrigan: I would say long-term exposure at that level would be risky
because it would increase the risk for chronic respiratory irritation, change in a
person's lung function, increased risk of asthma. It's not going to produce
symptoms in everyone but children will be the people most likely to show
symptoms at that sort of level.
In light of these frightening risks, especially to children, it's little wonder why Lumber
Liquidators is trying to understate its customers' actual exposure to formaldehyde.
Conclusion
The fact that a half dozen federal agencies are working together to aggressively investigate
Lumber Liquidators is grim news for the company, as is the fact that we now know, after
yesterday’s call, that the company faces liability from two different types of tests: CARB’s
deconstructive test as well as the CPSC’s exposure scenario test – both of which Lumber
Liquidators’ Chinese-made laminate flooring has already failed in spectacular fashion. When the
regulators confirm this, I believe the company will face severe sanctions, penalties and
contingent liabilities that will crush the stock, which is why it remains my largest short position
by far.
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Answering Questions About Lumber
Liquidators

Whitney Tilson
Mar. 30, 2015 1:04 PM ET
Disclosure: The author is short LL. (More...)
http://seekingalpha.com/article/3038656-answering-questions-about-lumber-liquidators
Summary







I have no connection to Sunshine Park, Larson/GCM or Drury.
Tom Sullivan is grasping at straws in trying to link me to Barry Minkow.
Regulators appear to be moving quickly, but it will still likely take months before any
take action.
A response to Lumber Liquidators’ highly misleading and disingenuous statements on
testing.
Regulatory action won’t drive the stock to zero immediately; if that happens, it will likely
happen over time due to lawsuits.
How to analyze the tests 60 Minutes did.

I no longer read the message boards for the articles I publish because the attacks from
anonymous trolls cause me too much agita, but I do want to hear thoughtful comments and
questions so I invited my readers to communicate directly with me via Seeking Alpha
messaging. Seven people took me up on this offer, so I posted my replies on the message board
and wanted to share them more broadly here.
Question 1 (from Eric):
Dear Mr. Tilson,
I appreciate your effort of answering the questions that many of us have had. Would you
consider provide further transparency and give us some information about your connection to
GCM and its joint plaintiff Sunshine Park LLC? Lumber Liquidators had claimed that GCM and
Sunshine Park LLC are motivated by short sellers, but Sunshine Park LLC had remained silent
through the trial. Do you know anything about who is behind this entity?
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Sunshine Park LLC are motivated by short sellers, but Sunshine Park LLC had remained silent
through the trial. Do you know anything about who is behind this entity?
Thank you for your time, and I look forward to your answer.
My reply:
Dear Eric,
Thank you for your question. It’s an easy one: contrary to the company’s claim that “These
attacks are driven by a small group of short-selling investors who are working together…”,
there’s no such conspiracy (at least to my knowledge). I have no idea who the hedge fund(s) are
behind Sunshine Park LLC, nor have I met or had any communication with Denny Larson, the
executive director of Global Community Monitor, or Richard Drury, the prominent
environmental attorney, both of whom were featured in the 60 Minutes story.
I can only assume that the hedge fund(s) behind Sunshine Park figured out, as I did, that Lumber
Liquidators was poisoning its customers, but chose a different route than I did to be an activist
(by hiring Larson and Drury).
Question 2 (paraphrasing questions from multiple people):
Lumber Liquidators’ founder and Chairman, Tom Sullivan, accused you at the end of his CNBC
interview of being linked to twice-convicted felon Barry Minkow. What is your response?
My reply:
Tom Sullivan’s attempt to smear me by association shows how desperate (and clueless) he is.
This is an old and not-very-interesting story, but here goes: After Minkow finished serving 7½
years in prison for the ZZZZ Best scam, he appeared to have turned over a new leaf, becoming a
pastor and doing great work uncovering frauds. His original targets were penny stock companies
and Ponzi schemes - and, as former fraudster himself, he was very good at identifying
frauds/scams to the point where he became a guest on Your World with Neil Cavuto as a fraud
expert, was profiled by The Wall Street Journal, Bloomberg News and 60 Minutes (how ironic,
eh?), and received a letter of commendation from the FBI for bringing something like 18 scams
to their attention so they could shut them down.
He ended up establishing the Fraud Discovery Institute, a for-profit investigative firm, and some
of his early work was top-notch, pioneering research on the multi-level marketing industry. I
thought the industry was (and still is!) really scummy and had a short position in Usana at the
time, so I signed up for Minkow’s service, paid him $70k from May 2007 through April 2008,
and he shared his research on the MLM industry with me. (I also liked the idea of a fraudster
turned fraud-catcher and wanted to support him, as I believed - very wrongly, as later events
showed - in his redemption story.)
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Then his research slowed to a trickle, so I stopped paying him and we lost contact.
In 2009, unbeknownst to me, he began a reprehensible short-and-distort campaign against
Lennar (NYSE:LEN), the homebuilder. Lennar sued him, showed what he was doing, and a
judge sent him back to prison in 2011 to serve a richly-deserved five-year sentence. (See
Wikipedia for the full story.)
I had nothing to do with any of this, but Sullivan is obviously insinuating that I’m doing to his
company what Minkow tried to do to Lennar. This is, of course, absurd.
I am guilty of perhaps wasting my money and certainly being a bad judge of character in this
particular instance - a master con man fooled me (and a lot of other folks) - but that’s all.
Question 3 (from Ray):
I value what you do and it is not always easy to be facing off an evil doing company or entity.
What is puzzling to me is that why California CARB regulatory agency has not stepped forward
to put an end to the mis-labeling practices of LL or other companies doing the same?
Is there anything that we can do to help?
My reply:
Dear Ray,
Thanks for your question. I’m not surprised that CARB hasn’t taken any action yet. My
experience with most regulatory agencies is that they take forever to take action, even in the
most obvious cases of wrongdoing. In fairness, it can take time to document everything, to
ensure that whatever action they take will hold up in court when the company inevitably
countersues/appeals.
I think there’s a lot of scrutiny/pressure on CARB (and other regulatory agencies like the
Consumer Product Safety Commission), however, so I’d be surprised if there isn’t meaningful
action in the next month or two.
Question 4 (from Clayton):
Whitney I was hoping you can comment on LL’s quote on CARB, located on the third line on
Page 4: app.quotemedia.com/data/downloadFiling?w...
“CARB has indicated to us that no one in the industry is required to conduct deconstructive
testing for compliance purposes “
Why is CARB apparently telling LL one thing and you another?
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My reply:
Dear Clayton,
Thank you for your question. This is a typical statement from Lumber Liquidators: true but
highly misleading and disingenuous. CARB doesn’t require testing of finished laminate at all
(only the initial medium-density fiberboard, before it’s made into laminate), but if testing of
finished product is done, it specifies clearly that it must first be deconstructed.
If you’re interested in the details of exactly why Lumber Liquidators’ claim that 60 Minutes (and
others’) testing is “improper” is wrong - it’s their testing that’s questionable and/or improper - I
suggest reading a few of my articles:





Why Lumber Liquidators’ Wood Testing Doesn’t Comply With CARB;
Lumber Liquidators’ Campaign Of Distraction And Deception;
A Response To Lumber Liquidators; and
Explaining Lumber Liquidators’ Reckless Strategy And Rebutting Its Claims About
Deconstructive Testing.

Question 5 (from Ken):
I see the issue not as “this test vs. that test” but whether or not there was deliberate mis-labeling
of product and if LL had knowledge, should have had knowledge or was complicit.
Obviously, the factory workers statement is anecdotal evidence.
My question is simply:
What steps are or can be taken to investigate the veracity of their claims? .... and are they
underway or likely to be pursued?
Is there any indication of what tests the mill used to certify the product ... was it deconstructive?
Thank you.
My reply:
Dear Ken,
Thanks for your questions. To the first one, in addition to a half dozen or so regulatory agencies
looking into Lumber Liquidators, there are nearly a dozen lawsuits against the company (here is
a list). Most (if not all) of these entities will likely get all of LL’s emails, have the board and
management give depositions under oath, etc., so I have little doubt that the truth will come out.
I’ve talked to many knowledgeable people, observed the company’s behavior, and applied
common sense - all of which has led me to the conclusion that I’ve published in a number of
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articles: that they knew they were buying (and selling to their customers) non-CARB-compliant
laminate.
To your second question (“Is there any indication of what tests the mill used to certify the
product ... was it deconstructive?”), the initial tests the company relied on (the only required
tests) were of the medium-density fiberboard (MDF) before it was processed into laminate by the
Chinese factories. There’s obviously no issue of deconstruction here. Then, the company tested
the finished product and, contrary to CARB’s clear guidance, didn’t deconstruct the laminate
(i.e., sand off the outer layer). I discuss this at length in four prior articles:





Why Lumber Liquidators’ Wood Testing Doesn’t Comply With CARB;
Lumber Liquidators’ Campaign Of Distraction And Deception;
A Response To Lumber Liquidators; and
Explaining Lumber Liquidators’ Reckless Strategy And Rebutting Its Claims About
Deconstructive Testing.

Question 6 (from Igsman):
Now that the government has decided to do testing consistent with the companies view on how it
should be tested, the game has changed. Failure of the test will almost certainly result in
immediate chapter 11 for the company, as they would be ordered to replace all flooring at their
expense. I do not know how a manager with a fiduciary obligation would be able to hold a
position into and all or none scenario. they would be liable to for holding.
My reply:
Dear Igsman,
Thank you for your question. I disagree with your premise that “the government has decided to
do testing consistent with the companies view on how it should be tested.” As I explained in my
latest article (Why the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission Conference Call Portends a
Double Whammy for Lumber Liquidators), there are two types of tests, one of which involves
deconstruction and one of which doesn’t. Numerous tests of LL’s Chinese-made laminate show
that it will fail both tests in spectacular fashion.
I also disagree with your assertion that “Failure of the test will almost certainly result in
immediate chapter 11 for the company, as they would be ordered to replace all flooring at their
expense.” I don’t think anything will be immediate - if LL does go to zero, it will happen over a
long time I’d guess because it’s not clear what regulators will require LL to do to remedy the
problem, nor that the correct solution for most (or even a small percentage) of homeowners is to
rip out the existing flooring. If the flooring was installed a year or two earlier, most of the
formaldehyde has likely “off-gassed” and thus don’t pose a danger. This doesn’t mean LL is off
the hook, however, as these homeowners, if they suffered coughing, bronchitis, etc., will still
have a strong claim for damages. It’s long-tailed legal liabilities like these that would eventually
bankrupt the company, not short-term regulatory action.
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Lastly, I disagree with you here: “I do not know how a manager with a fiduciary obligation
would be able to hold a position into and all or none scenario. they would be liable to for
holding.” Lots of investment managers, myself included, invest in tainted businesses in the hopes
that things turn out better than expected - and if they don’t, they don’t (nor should they) face
liability.
Question 7 (from Christian):
I compared your data that you took from the 60 Minutes home model tests and compared it to the
actual tests from the 60 Minutes website and couldn’t make them tie. Perhaps you might explain
in a comment how your 3 sample numbers, 268, 93, 57 ppb [from my article, A Response To
Lumber Liquidators], can be footed to the pdfs of the tests that 60 Minutes posted. Thanks in
advance
My reply:
Dear Christian,
Thank you for your question. It’s a long answer, so bear with me.
First, download the tests 60 Minutes did, which they posted here.
You’re looking for two files:
1) In the folder named “CBS - HPVA Test Results,” open the pdf entitled “1350 Summary.CA
01350 VOC Test Report_CBS News_1-5-2015”. On page 2 of the pdf, in the middle of the page,
in red, under “Estimated VOC Concentrations - Flooring (μg/m3)**”, you’ll see that the
formaldehyde reading is 113.6. And on page 3, in the same space, you’ll see that the
formaldehyde reading is 329.3.
2) In the folder named “CBS - Benchmark Test Results” (this is the other lab 60 Minutes used),
open the folder named “Benchmark - CDPH,” and in there you’ll find an 8-page pdf named
“CBS News CA 01350 Test Report 12WS.” On page 7, about halfway down the page, you’ll see
that the formaldehyde reading is 69.96.
OK, so now we have the results from the three California Dept of Public Health (CDPH) realworld tests - the kind that the Consumer Product Safety Commission will be doing:
1) 329.3 micrograms per meter cubed
2) 113.6 micrograms per meter cubed
3) 69.96 micrograms per meter cubed
Now, we need to convert micrograms per meter cubed into parts per billion, which you do by
dividing by 1.227 (or 1,227 for parts per million).
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(This number comes from the volume of 1 mole of gas at 25C (24.47 L) and the molecular
weight of formaldehyde (30.03 grams/mole). See e.g. ASTM D6007 equation (6); see the middle
of page 2 of this white paper.)
So:
1) 329.3 micrograms per meter cubed = 268 ppb = .268 ppm
2) 113.6 micrograms per meter cubed = 93 ppb = .093 ppm
3) 69.96 micrograms per meter cubed = 57 ppb = .057 ppm
Even the lowest of these three numbers is massively higher than the limits regulators have set to
protect everyone, including children. Here are three formaldehyde limits set by two regulators:
1) The California Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment sets formaldehyde limits
of 55 micrograms per meter cubed for acute (short-term) exposure and 9 micrograms per meter
cubed for 8-hour and chronic exposure. (9 micrograms per meter cubed = 7 ppb, which is the
figure I used in my article, A Response To Lumber Liquidators, when I wrote: “Lumber
Liquidators claims that ‘The emissions from our laminate floors will typically only add
approximately 5 ppb to a home when first installed.’ If true, this would be good news since
regulators have set 7 ppb as the limit to protect everyone, including children.”)
2) The California Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment, in another document (see
page 5), sets formaldehyde limits of 40 micrograms per meter cubed for “No Significant Risk
Levels (NSRLs) for Carcinogens.”
3) The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s National Institute for Occupational Safety
and Health (NIOSH) Pocket Guide to Chemical Hazards sets formaldehyde limits of 0.016 ppm
(16 ppb) for an 8-10 hour period.
Thanks for all of your questions and please send me more.
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Comments on Lumber Liquidators’ First
Quarter Business Update

Whitney Tilson
Apr. 3, 2015 8:08 AM ET
Disclosure: The author is short LL. (More...)
http://seekingalpha.com/article/3049086-comments-on-lumber-liquidators-first-quarter-businessupdate
Summary






Lumber Liquidators reported that same store sales were down 17.8% in March.
Even worse, gross margin plunged from an estimated 38.5% to 31%.
The company’s margins soared in 2012 and 2013 in large part, I believe, because it was
cheating by sourcing tainted products.
Now that it can no longer do so, margins will likely return, at best, to historical ranges,
which will significantly reduce earnings going forward.
Using even generous assumptions, the stock is significantly overvalued.

Lumber Liquidators (NYSE:LL) released its First Quarter 2015 Business Update yesterday
morning, in which it disclosed that same store sales in March were down 17.8% - a terrible
number, to be sure, but better than some had feared, so the stock was actually up slightly on the
news.
I’m not surprised that sales weren’t as bad as expected given how much the company is slashing
prices - just go to the company’s website and you’ll see what I mean. This obviously had a big
impact on margins, however - the company didn’t disclose how much, but a Morgan Stanley
analyst report out yesterday estimated that gross margin plunged from 38.5% in January and
February to 31% in March. Here’s an excerpt from the report:
A knock on Q1 and future results is that gross margin is weaker than expected. The company is
clearly being promotional in stores with a ~$1.00 off per foot of Bellawood and nearly every
other SKU on sale. In addition a mix shift away from laminate towards hardwood (10%-15%
margin difference) is putting pressure on gross margin. We think that while sales are the more
important story line today, at some point the focus will shift to whether LL can bring these
margins back up. Based on the gross margin range provided, and assuming higher SG&A than
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initially thought, we think Q1 earnings could be as low as $0.10 or as high as $0.17. Our Q1 EPS
estimate goes to $0.14.
Q2 margins are also likely to be under pressure. At the beginning of Q1, LL anticipated gross
margins of 38.5%. On its 03/10 call, LL lowered this target to 37% and further lowered it this
morning to ~36%. Assuming LL was running margins at 38.5% for January & February (2/3 of
the quarter), it implies March gross margins came in at 31%. It is a valid concern if this rate holds
through Q2 and we look forward to more clarity on this on the April 29th conference call. But, for
now, we believe better sales will carry the day.

Here is a chart of Lumber Liquidators’ gross margin by quarter from Q1 ‘06 to the present (using
Morgan Stanley’s estimates for January-February and March):
(click to enlarge)

The key thing to notice here is the very consistent gross margin between 34% and 36% for four
years - and then the extremely rapid increase starting in Q1 ‘12, which is exactly when: a) Rob
Lynch became CEO (1/1/12) and b) Lumber Liquidators acquired Sequoia Floorings, whose
primary operations are in Shanghai (the deal, announced on 9/29/11, was “expected to close by
the end of the year”).
The company would have you believe that the rapid increase in its gross margin was due to
various legitimate and sustainable factors. On the Q3 ‘13 earnings call, CFO Daniel Terrell said:
Our gross margin over the past two years has benefited from a portfolio of initiatives working
individually and in combination to deliver cumulative multiyear benefit…We aggregate gross
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margin drivers in three primary categories, all of which contributed to third quarter expansion.
The product margin drove 300 basis points due to shifts in our sales mix, including an increase in
moldings and accessories, lower cost of product due to sourcing initiatives and higher like kind
ASP, not due to retail price increases, but a result of greater retail price discipline at the point-ofsale. [emphasis added]

I believe that most of Lumber Liquidators’ margin expansion is due to only one of these three
explanations - “lower cost of product due to sourcing initiatives” - but that this wasn’t done
legitimately, but rather by cheating: buying, mostly in China, illegally harvested hardwoods,
toxic laminate, etc. and thereby saving 10-20% on sourcing costs.
(Interestingly, one source told me that Sequoia, rather than being the cause of Lumber
Liquidators sourcing tainted products in China (which is what I’d assumed), was, in fact, a good
operator - but once Lumber Liquidators took control, Sequoia turned to the dark side.)
Why would Lumber Liquidators do something so immoral and potentially destructive? The
oldest reason in the universe: greed. The company saved a lot of money on sourcing costs (not a
“few pennies,” as founder and Chairman Tom Sullivan claims), which I think was a major
contributor to a quick doubling of operating margins, which in turn helped send the stock price
up eight times from $15 to $119 in less than two years. Both Sullivan and Lynch recognized a
golden opportunity when they saw it, dumping $37 million worth of stock at prices more than
double today’s level in early- to mid-2013.
Another key thing to notice in the gross margin chart is that the outlier isn’t the 31% gross
margin in March - it’s only 300 basis points (bps) below the bottom end of the 34-36% historical
range - but rather the 42% peak gross margin, which is 600 bps above the top end of the
historical range.
I confidently predict that, even if one excludes any potential fines, remediation costs, legal bills
and settlements, damage awards, etc., Lumber Liquidators’ gross margin will at best only return
to the 34-36% range. This means that operating margin will, at best, return to the historical range
of 5-9%, as one can see in this chart of Lumber Liquidators’ operating margin over the same
period:
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Earnings Estimates and Resulting Stock Price
If we take the midpoint of the historical operating margin, 7%, and assume $1 billion in sales,
that means Lumber Liquidators would have $70 million of operating income. Applying a 39%
tax rate and dividing by 27.2 million shares results in earnings per share (EPS) of $1.57 - which
is almost exactly current consensus analysts’ estimates for 2015 of $1.60.
The difference between us, however, is that I think $1.57 is normalized earnings power in a bestcase scenario, excluding many costs that I believe are likely to be substantial and long-lasting,
whereas analysts think 2015 will be an unusual trough year and that the company’s EPS will soar
41% to $2.26 in 2016. I would bet my last dollar that Lumber Liquidators doesn’t earn $2.26 in
2016.
Rather, I think it would be extremely generous and optimistic to estimate that the company’s
earnings grow 10% in 2016, which would result in EPS of $1.76. If I’m right, what multiple
might the stock trade at? It could trade as low as 6x if regulators take strong action and various
lawsuits gain traction (which I think is highly likely), and as high as 15x if not, which results in a
stock price range of $10.56-$28.16. Either way, it’s a substantial discount to the current price of
$33.20, which is why this remains my largest short position.
Sales of Chinese-Made Laminate
In addition to revenue and margin information, I was also very curious to see what happened to
the sales of Lumber Liquidators’ laminate. How many customers hadn’t heard of the 60 Minutes
story and/or believe the company’s ludicrous claim that its Chinese-made laminate is “100%
safe”? The answer, apparently, is most of them, given that the company disclosed in its press
release that “Total laminate net sales, which were 21.2% of net sales through February 2015, fell
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480 basis points to 16.4% in the month of March 2015, primarily due to a decrease in the sales
mix of laminates sourced from China.”
My understanding is that about half of Lumber Liquidators’ laminate is from China, so that
would be ~10.6% of total sales. I’d estimate (purely guessing) that 3/4 of the decline in laminate
sales is the Chinese-made product, so that’s 360 bps (480 x ¾) of 10.6%, so this would mean a
~34% decline in sales of Chinese-made laminate.
In other words, the company is dumping this toxic product as fast as it can - and roughly 2/3 of
customers who were buying the product before the 60 Minutes story aired are still doing so.
For the sake of the health and safety of Lumber Liquidators’ customers, I wish the company
would stop selling what I believe is a dangerous product, but as someone who is short the stock,
I’m actually delighted that the company has adopted a strategy that I think is truly insane. First of
all, management’s credibility is plunging every day they continue to make the preposterous claim
that there’s no problem at all. Perhaps the problem is minor, but there’s definitely a problem.
Secondly, more than 70 class action lawsuits have already been filed against Lumber Liquidators
and when they start reaching courtrooms, the fact that the company continued to sell toxic
flooring after the 60 Minutes segment aired will look very bad. Rather than perhaps earning
some sympathy by claiming they were deceived by the Chinese mills, they will instead look like
rogue actors - which is another reason why this remains my largest short position.
PS—I don’t read message boards, so if you have any comments or questions, please send them to
me via Seeking Alpha messaging. I will reply to you directly and also post it on the message
board.
PPS—Here are links to the previous eight columns I’ve published on Seeking Alpha over the
past month on Lumber Liquidators:
1. Why Lumber Liquidators’ Wood Testing Doesn’t Comply With CARB (3/4)
2. Why I Significantly Increased My Lumber Liquidators Short Position In The Last Two
Days (3/6)
3. Lumber Liquidators’ Campaign Of Distraction And Deception (3/10)
4. A Response To Lumber Liquidators (3/12)
5. Explaining Lumber Liquidators’ Reckless Strategy And Rebutting Its Claims About
Deconstructive Testing (3/15)
6. Lumber Liquidators Is Evil (3/23)
7. Why the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission Conference Call Portends a Double
Whammy for Lumber Liquidators (3/26)
8. Answering Questions About Lumber Liquidators (3/30)
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Did Lumber Liquidators Know It Was
Selling Toxic Laminate?

Whitney Tilson
Apr. 8, 2015 3:03 PM ET
Disclosure: The author is short LL. (More...)
http://seekingalpha.com/article/3057456-did-lumber-liquidators-know-it-was-selling-toxiclaminate
Summary





This question defines the bull-bear debate on Lumber Liquidators.
I think senior managers knew, for six primary reasons: industry scuttlebutt; Ray Cotton;
Lumber Liquidators’ behavior; knowledge of the industry, the product, and China;
knowledge of the Chinese mills; and a lie-detection analysis.
If they knew and this information becomes public, then it would be devastating to the
company (and the stock).

In many ways, the question of whether senior managers of Lumber Liquidators (NYSE:LL)
knew that they were buying toxic, formaldehyde-drenched, non-CARB-compliant laminate from
their Chinese suppliers defines the bull-bear debate on this stock. If this proves to be the case, it
would be devastating to the company in the courtroom, amongst regulators, and in the court of
public opinion – so much so, in fact, that I believe the fate of the company (and the stock) will be
largely determined by this issue.
The bulls, to the extent that they acknowledge any formaldehyde problem at all, tend to think
that Lumber Liquidators’ Chinese suppliers deceived the company, claiming to be producing
CARB-compliant laminate but in reality not doing so to inflate their profits, so at worst the
senior managers of Lumber Liquidators are guilty of being sloppy, naïve and/or overly trusting.
Conversely, the bears (myself included) think they deliberately sourced toxic laminate –
knowingly threatening the health and safety of their installers and customers, especially children
– to save ~10% on their sourcing costs, and are now engineering a massive cover-up to hide their
evil behavior.
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Let me be very clear: I cannot prove my hypothesis. To date, no damning emails, documents or
whistle-blowers have emerged, nor have any Chinese suppliers ratted them out. But I’m not
surprised by this – these things take time, and it’s only been 38 days since the 60 Minutes story
aired.
I’m confident that the truth will eventually be discovered by the many regulators, lawyers,
reporters and short sellers who are carefully scrutinizing the company. When the truth does
emerge, I think it’s 90% likely that we will learn that at least some senior managers at Lumber
Liquidators knew exactly what was going on.
Why am I so sure? There are six primary reasons:
1) Industry scuttlebutt. I have spoken with numerous people in the industry and have yet to hear
a single person tell me anything along the lines of “I was shocked by the 60 Minutes story
because it’s not at all consistent with the company I know.” In fact, no one I’ve spoken with was
the slightest bit surprised by it.
Without exception, they tell me that Lumber Liquidators is a notorious bad actor: cutting corners
at every opportunity, selling very low-quality products, treating customers, installers and
employees badly, and, most damningly, not being serious about compliance.
2) Ray Cotton. No company serious about compliance would hire (and twice promote) someone
like Ray Cotton to be Senior Vice President, Chief Compliance and Sustainability Officer. As I
document in the last section of this article, Lumber Liquidators’ Campaign Of Distraction And
Deception, he’s totally unqualified for the job and is not a serious person (to see what I mean,
take a look at his personal home page and Twitter feed before he took them down – see links
below). In fact, he’s exactly the person I think a company would hire if it was knowingly
sourcing tainted product and didn’t want the head of compliance to know about it. Here’s an
excerpt about him from my article:
His LinkedIn profile reveals a college degree from an online, for-profit school followed by plenty
of job hopping (10 jobs at seven employers from October 2000 to the present), yet little relevant
experience related to his most important areas of responsibility at Lumber Liquidators: quality
control, sourcing, managing suppliers in China, overseeing the testing program, etc. Rather, every
prior job was related to either “security” or “loss prevention.”
Worse yet, Cotton doesn’t appear to be a serious person, as evidenced by his personal home page,
which borders on comical and bizarre (he took it down a day or two ago, but not before I took
screenshots of every page – click here), and the fact that less than two weeks ago, on February
24-26, he attended the Oscars and posted to his Twitter account (#raycotton) a dozen photos of
himself standing behind the stars on the red carpet (again, he’s since removed them, but I have
posted my screenshots here).
Why should anyone care if he took a few days off to attend the Oscars? Because at the very
moment that he was posting some of these pictures (check the time stamps) – the morning of
Wednesday, February 25th – the company was reporting: a) terrible earnings; b) that the
Department of Justice might be bringing criminal charges against it for violations of the Lacey
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Act (for buying and importing hardwoods illegally harvested in Siberia); and c) that 60 Minutes
was running a negative story a few days later – all of which crushed the stock 26% that day.
To repeat: on this crucial day, Lumber Liquidators’ Senior Vice President, Chief Compliance and
Sustainability Officer was yukking it up at the Oscars. Talk about fiddling while Rome burns...

3) Lumber Liquidators’ behavior. Since the 60 Minutes story broke, the company has, in my
opinion, acted exactly as I’d expect a guilty company, not an honest and reputable one, to act.
Imagine if this story was about Home Depot (NYSE:HD). Immediately after it aired, Home
Depot would:
a) Stop selling the product in question (even if it doubted the validity of the testing 60
Minutes did, why take any chances with customers’ health and the company’s reputation,
not to mention future liabilities?);
b) Offer a full refund to any customers who wanted to return unopened product;
c) Set up a Special Committee of the board, made up of independent directors, to conduct
a full investigation; and
d) Hire an independent firm to do a wide range of testing, not just of Chinese-made
laminate, but all of the company’s products.
This isn’t rocket science – it’s Crisis Management 101. Yet Lumber Liquidators hasn’t done a
single one of these things. The only possible explanation, in my mind, is that they have a lot to
hide – and they know it – in which case, the deny-and-attack strategy they’ve adopted, which I
analyzed in my article, Explaining Lumber Liquidators’ Reckless Strategy And Rebutting Its
Claims About Deconstructive Testing, makes perfect sense.
4) The industry, the product and China. The idea that Lumber Liquidators was duped by
nefarious Chinese mills is preposterous. As I wrote in my first article, Why Lumber Liquidators’
Wood Testing Doesn’t Comply With CARB:
Laminated wood is a low-end, global commodity product in which 1% or 2% differences in
pricing are meaningful. For a savvy player like LL, which has been buying in China for roughly
two decades, they would instantly know that if they were buying 10% below the standard price
for a particular piece of laminated wood that something was wrong: perhaps it was stolen, used
illegal or incorrect wood, was of exceptionally low quality, or was filled with toxic chemicals.
Maybe this example will resonate. Let’s say you’re in Shanghai and looking to buy the DVD of
the latest Hollywood movie – let’s say, Academy Award winner Birdman, which is still in
theaters, so it’s of course not yet out on DVD. Ah, but lo and behold, as you walk down the street,
you see that a street vendor has a copy and sells it to you for $2. Moments later, the police
apprehend you and accuse you of buying illegal/forged merchandise. You would of course claim
that you had no idea – but OF COURSE you knew, based on where you were (China) and the
price you paid.
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Similarly, LL had to have known there was something seriously wrong with the laminated wood
it was buying, given the absurdly low price and the fact that it was coming from China, which is
the wild west when it comes to environmental standards and rule of law. Even if the Chinese
mills said they were CARB 2 compliant and even if they were supposedly inspected, this cannot
be relied on. Heck, this is a country that sold us defective wallboard that soon because filled with
toxic mold, and which pumped pigs full of clenbuterol (see here). In short, many Chinese
companies, especially those in highly competitive, commoditized industries, scoff at most
regulations, especially if the product is being shipped to the US. Many friends have told me that
China is for the Chinese; if they can screw Americans, they will – and they did with LL, which
might take down company.
But LL’s pleas that they are the victim here ring hollow once you realize that the two biggest
buyers of wood flooring in the US, Home Depot and Lowe’s (NYSE:LOW), also buy laminated
wood in China, yet don’t have a formaldehyde problem (to the best of my knowledge). The
reason is simple: they have serious, rigorous compliance programs and understand that you can’t
hit the low bid in China and expect to get high-quality, compliant product. So they pay more and
get good flooring – but earn lower margins, something LL wasn’t willing to do in its pell mell
pursuit (regardless of the consequences) of a higher and higher stock price so insiders could cash
out.

5) The Chinese mills. As further evidence that Lumber Liquidators knew exactly what it was
buying, my sources with direct, on-the-ground experience in China tell me that the Chinese mills
openly sell non-CARB-compliant laminate – just ask them for a price quote. This isn’t
surprising, as they sell to customers all over the world and many countries don’t have
formaldehyde standards.
It’s simple: the Chinese mills will produce whatever the customer orders and package it however
the customer wishes, even if it says the laminate is CARB-compliant when it’s not. Heck, they’ll
even provide phony documentation to that effect! This is all part of the customer service package
many Chinese mills are happy to provide – especially to a very big customer like Lumber
Liquidators.
I wrote about this in my article, Lumber Liquidators Is Evil:
In fact, someone who reached out to me after the 60 Minutes story aired, who’s very credible and
knowledgeable about the industry, shared with me an email he received from one of his suppliers
(which happens to be one of the mills shown on the 60 Minutes segment), in which the Vice
President of the mill offers to sell him laminate and gives two prices: one for safe laminate with
formaldehyde levels below the limit set by CARB and one for toxic laminate that doesn’t comply
(for a lower price of course). Here is the key part of the email:
I think it will be good manner to solve this problem of the carb2
boards. When u be here we can talk about it, ok?
Now customers need the carb2 need to add 0.5usd/Sqm.
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Here’s what really boggles my mind: this email was sent seven days after the 60 Minutes story
exposed that the mill was selling non-CARB 2-compliant laminate – they’re not ashamed of it;
rather, they’re perfectly open about it.
It’s also powerful evidence that, while Lumber Liquidators can show lots of paperwork from the
Chinese mills and testing facilities attesting to CARB 2 compliance, the company in fact knew
exactly what it was buying in China – and, in turn, selling its customers.

6) A lie-detection analysis. The ex-CIA guys at Qverity, authors of Spy the Lie, did a careful
analysis of what Lumber Liquidator’ founder and Chairman, Tom Sullivan, did and didn’t say
when he was interviewed by Anderson Cooper in the 60 Minutes story, and they have posted a
damning report that concludes:
QVerity’s behavioral analysis of the interview concluded that Sullivan was likely aware that his
company was selling flooring that was non-compliant with these regulations, and that he appeared
to be withholding information, the disclosure of which could result in serious negative
consequences for himself and his company.
We have drawn that conclusion on the basis of the high volume and the specific types of
deceptive behaviors exhibited by Sullivan during the course of the interview.

Conclusion
I think it’s highly likely that the senior managers of Lumber Liquidators knew that they were
buying toxic, formaldehyde-drenched, non-CARB compliant laminate from their Chinese
suppliers, knowingly putting untold numbers of American families at risk – and now that they’re
been caught red-handed, are desperately trying to cover it up.
Why would they do something so immoral and potentially destructive? The oldest reason in the
universe: greed. Laminate is one of the company’s most profitable product lines and non-CARBcompliant laminate is ~10% cheaper, so the company saved a lot of money on sourcing costs
(not a few pennies, as Sullivan claims), which I think was a major contributor to a quick
doubling of margins, which in turn helped send the stock price up eight times from $15 to $119
in less than two years. Sullivan and Lynch recognized a golden opportunity when they saw it,
dumping $37 million worth of stock at prices more than double today’s level in early- to mid2013.
If they knew – and this information becomes public – the result could be not only an implosion
of the company but also big financial penalties and even criminal charges against the company
and its executives. Consequently, seen through management’s lens, their current strategy actually
might be logical in a twisted sort of way: deny everything, take advantage of the uncertainty
about the testing methods and the harm formaldehyde causes to muddy the waters as much as
possible, bully critics and regulators, and hope the storm passes.
I think this strategy is very unlikely to work, however, so this remains my largest short position.
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PS – I no longer read the message boards for the articles I publish because the attacks from
anonymous trolls cause me too much agita. I do, however, want to hear thoughtful comments and
questions so I invite my readers to communicate with me via Seeking Alpha messaging and I
will post my answers on the message board.
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http://seekingalpha.com/article/3059966-lumber-liquidators-formaldehyde-and-asbestos
Summary







Some are claiming that Lumber Liquidators' Chinese-made laminate "just doesn’t emit
harmful levels (of formaldehyde) in the home" and thus "there won’t be any sick people."
But the evidence – both from tests and anecdotally – contradicts this assertion.
It is highly likely, I believe, that Lumber Liquidators’ Chinese-made laminate has been
(and still is) emitting harmful levels in many customers' homes and is causing serious
adverse health effects.
Exposure to formaldehyde, however, is not as serious as exposure to asbestos.
But unlike most companies associated with asbestos, who had no idea that it was
dangerous, I think it’s highly likely that the senior managers of Lumber Liquidators knew
that they were buying toxic, formaldehyde-drenched, non-CARB compliant laminate
from their Chinese suppliers, knowingly putting untold numbers of American families at
risk.

I recently received an email from a friend in the flooring industry who "hates" Lumber
Liquidators (NYSE:LL), but disagrees with my view that the stock is a compelling short today. I
think he makes some good points, which echo what I've heard from other bulls on the stock, so
in the spirit of stimulating a healthy debate, I'm sharing his email (with permission) and my
reply. He wrote:
On the liability side there won't be any sick people. This stuff just doesn't emit harmful levels in
the home. If 60 Minutes had aired "little Johnny" with no hair, a respirator and a missing limb,
Lumber Liquidators would be out of business before Memorial Day; but that scenario won't
occur. Ergo, there aren't any real damages.
So, if the regulators won't force Lumber Liquidators to shut down (I think we are both in
agreement about this) and the liability on the civil side is reasonably limited because nobody has
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really been harmed, then why are you short the stock? Yes, you may be right about a $15-20
valuation on $1.25-1.50 of earnings per share this year, but once some of the legal risk is
quantified, don't you think there's likely to be multiple expansion?
The average Lumber Liquidators customer isn't very bright because a quick Google search
reveals endless terrible reviews and complaints. So this company is accustomed to navigating a
jungle of negative headwinds every single day. Eventually people will forget this and these guys
will survive.
Listen, I hate these guys... (but) the risk/reward seems to be on the side of reward...

I replied:
If you are right that Lumber Liquidators' Chinese-made laminate "just doesn't emit harmful levels
(of formaldehyde) in the home" and thus "there won't be any sick people," then I might agree that
Lumber Liquidators' stock is not a good short. But, I don't think you are.

Adverse Health Effects Associated With Formaldehyde
Exposure
Let's start with a general overview of the adverse health effects associated with exposure to high
levels of formaldehyde. Here's what I wrote in my article, A Response to Lumber Liquidators:
For starters, read what the National Cancer Institute and the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention have to say about formaldehyde: it can cause "watery eyes; burning sensations in the
eyes, nose, and throat; coughing; wheezing; nausea; and skin irritation," "upper respiratory tract
irritation (that) can potentially exacerbate asthma symptoms and other respiratory illnesses,"
"chronic runny nose, chronic bronchitis, and obstructive lung disease," and is a "known human
carcinogen" associated with "several cancers, including nasopharyngeal cancer and leukemia."
This chart, in a report by the Consumer Product Safety Commission, summarizes it nicely:
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To be clear however: my friend isn't disputing the adverse health effects associated with
exposure to high levels of formaldehyde (nor, I suspect, the results of the deconstructive tests
that I, 60 Minutes and others have commissioned). Rather, he's saying "This stuff (Lumber
Liquidators' Chinese-made laminate) just doesn't emit harmful levels in the home."

Does Lumber Liquidators' Chinese-Made Laminate Emit
Harmful Levels of Formaldehyde in the Home?
His assertion, however, isn't supported by the only evidence we have: the three emissions tests
60 Minutes commissioned, evaluating the formaldehyde level in a typical home with Lumber
Liquidators' Chinese-made laminate flooring, which revealed formaldehyde levels of 57, 93 and
268 ppb - all of which are "massively higher than the limits regulators have set to protect
everyone, including children," as I documented in my article, Answering Questions About
Lumber Liquidators.
When 60 Minutes showed the results of these tests to Dr. Philip Landrigan, one of the world's
leading experts on exposure to toxic chemicals, here's what he said:
I would say long-term exposure at that level would be risky because it would increase the risk for
chronic respiratory irritation, change in a person's lung function, increased risk of asthma. It's not
going to produce symptoms in everyone but children will be the people most likely to show
symptoms at that sort of level.

Moving from the theoretical to the actual, while this is anecdotal, here are some of the awful
symptoms that have been reported on a single web site by Lumber Liquidators' customers (as I
first reported in my article, Lumber Liquidators is Evil):











…our dogs have developed allergies and my youngest daughter who will be 4 in August has been
running a fever like an off and on switch every few weeks... she runs a high fever for a couple of
days then she's OK until the next episode. I'm not sure if this has to do with the flooring. I'm
almost speechless on one hand. I want to rip the floor out on the other hand we don't have the
money to put flooring back in... So at this point I'm not sure what to do.
I had head and chest congestion the whole time we were installing the floor. My friends teased
me that maybe I was allergic to the floor. I was at the doctors so many times that he sent me to an
allergist. Severe symptoms subsided when we finished putting down the floor. But I still use an
inhaler when I exercise.
My symptoms are burning eyes and nose and coughing up phlem at night. Also have itchy skin.
My two dogs also cough. I thought they had kennel cough, but now think it is the flooring…
Open your windows and air the place out frequently, especially before bed. Then pray this gets
settled soon as I read that the off gassing can last 10 years.
I was doing some reading of scientific papers on this formaldehyde effects, wondering two things.
1. Could my tremors that I have had for the past few months be related to this? Sadly, yes. It also
causes neurological damage. 2. How long does outgasing go on with a product like laminate
flooring. Bad news again. It was estimated to be in the 10-year range.
…we have had boughts of sore throats, burning eyes and my son and I always have stuffy, runny
noses.
…the itching was so severe I literally had scratches all over my body - it was insane…
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…my husband…has had MAJOR skin issues…
…our children and dogs and I have had multiple issues…
My husband has had major skin issues since installation (he installed it).
We both have runny noses and burning eyes.
Has anyone else had a 24/7 headache that started soon after installing their floors?
Yes and runny nose cough. Very nasty.

Thus, I think the evidence - both from tests and anecdotally - contradicts my friend's assertion
that "This stuff just doesn't emit harmful levels in the home" and thus "there won't be any sick
people."

Dr. Philip Landrigan's Comments
I had the pleasure of meeting Dr. Landrigan last week and he answered many of my questions.
First, I showed him the symptoms described by the 12 Lumber Liquidators customers above, and
asked if they were consistent with exposure to elevated levels of formaldehyde. He replied:
Yes, they are consistent, but causation can't be proved when an individual person reports a
symptom in relation to an exposure. Usually the only way to determine causality in those cases is
to put the case before a jury.

I also asked him how long it might take for laminate with formaldehyde at the levels shown by
the 60 Minutes' testing to "off-gas" down to safe levels. He estimated "three to six months." (The
Consumer Product Safety Commission is in the same ballpark, noting that "Emissions (from
pressed wood and wood-based products) decrease 6-10 months after initial testing").
Finally, I asked him: "Even after the exposure ends and the symptoms go away, can there be
long-lasting effects from formaldehyde exposure at the levels shown by 60 Minutes' testing?"
His answer:
It's unclear. One study showed that children exposed to highly polluted air in Los Angeles, even
after the air quality improved, had permanently smaller lung capacity and greater likelihood of
certain diseases later in life, so I would say that there's certainly the possibility of long-term
effects, but this won't be known for sure for decades.

In summary, if the testing that I, 60 Minutes and others have done is correct, then Lumber
Liquidators is poisoning its customers and installers with a dangerous chemical and known
carcinogen that's likely causing many of them a range of adverse health effects, some even
debilitating and requiring medical attention, with possible long-lasting effects.
Partially offsetting this, however, are three mitigating factors: a) formaldehyde, at the levels and
length of exposure at issue here, is unlikely to cause cancer; b) the most common symptoms can
be caused by many things, not just formaldehyde, so in court the company will surely claim other
causes for its customers' ailments; and c) formaldehyde dissipates ("off-gasses") in 3-10 months.
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Similarities and Differences with Asbestos
Thus, for these three reasons, Lumber Liquidators' problem, while serious, isn't as serious as
asbestos because: a) exposure to asbestos can cause a much more serious illness: mesothelioma,
an often-deadly form of cancer; b) asbestos exposure is pretty much the only way to get
mesothelioma; and, c) asbestos doesn't off-gas in the environment, nor does it dissipate in the
body.
This is all great news for Lumber Liquidators and its customers and installers, but it doesn't mean
the company is off the hook. Many, many people - perhaps tens of thousands, maybe more - have
likely been harmed and suffered many of the symptoms outlined above, which range from
unpleasant to debilitating.
But in one critical way, things may be much worse for Lumber Liquidators than for the
companies associated with asbestos. Asbestos wasn't known to be a dangerous product when
most of these companies were mining, using and/or installing it, so they could honestly claim
that they had no idea they were endangering their employees and customers.
In contrast, as I wrote in my latest article, Did Lumber Liquidators Know It Was Selling Toxic
Laminate?, I think it's highly likely that the senior managers of Lumber Liquidators knew that
they were buying toxic, formaldehyde-drenched, non-CARB compliant laminate from their
Chinese suppliers, knowingly putting untold numbers of American families at risk.
If they knew - and this information becomes public - the result could be not only an implosion of
the company but also big financial penalties and even criminal charges against the company and
its executives.
PS - I no longer read the message boards for the articles I publish. I do, however, want to hear
thoughtful comments and questions so I invite my readers to communicate with me via Seeking
Alpha messaging and I will post my answers on the message board.
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Why I'm Writing So Many Articles About
Lumber Liquidators

Whitney Tilson
Apr. 10, 2015 7:14 AM ET
Disclosure: The author is short LL. (More...)
http://seekingalpha.com/article/3061356-why-im-writing-so-many-articles-about-lumberliquidators
Summary






This is the 12th article I’ve written about Lumber Liquidators since the 60 Minutes story
about the company aired on March 1st.
I am not writing to influence the stock price, as I don’t care where it trades in the near
term.
My long-term view of the company leads me to believe the stock has at least 50%
downside.
There are 7 reasons I’ve written – and will continue to write – so many articles
These reasons far outweigh the many downsides.

This is the 12th article I've written about Lumber Liquidators (NYSE:LL) (you can download a
pdf of the prior ones here) since the 60 Minutes story about the company aired on March 1st and third one this week - which led one of my readers to email me:
You are seriously moving the stock in the opposite direction you want to be moving it every
single time you post.
You can't honestly think you're winning over any converts at this point. It's working out in LL's
favor - their argument is that short sellers did this to them (which we know is absurd), but it gains
credibility in the public's eye when the most visible and vocal short seller keeps making his case
by publishing several articles a week.
I think it's time to give it a rest and just let it implode on its own.
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The Q1 results will be abysmal (increased ad spending and the brutal margin) and will show that
they can't be a viable business going forward. Also, the disclosures relating to investigations,
inquiries, and lawsuits will be the headlines.
Just my two cents.

Here is the reply I sent him:
I don't believe my articles have any impact on the stock in the short term, either positively or
negatively - but even if you showed me stock charts demonstrating that the stock jumped when I
published a new article, I wouldn't care. It makes no difference to me if the stock trades at $45 or
$25 in the near term because this isn't a trade for me. I've been short the stock for 18 months and
would be surprised if I'm not short it for quite a while longer. I have a long-term view of the
company what mirrors yours - and if we're right, then I'm confident that the stock will fall at least
50% from here.
So why write so many articles? There are many reasons:
1) I'm outraged by what I think Lumber Liquidators is doing. Every day, they are selling a what I
believe to be a very dangerous product to thousands of unsuspecting (or overly trusting)
American families, likely causing significant adverse health effects in many of them, especially
among children, as I documented in yesterday's article, Lumber Liquidators, Formaldehyde And
Asbestos. I believe this is truly evil. Until they stop - or until someone (likely a regulator)
convinces me that the product is, in fact, safe - I will not let up one bit.
2) While I don't think any one article is "winning over any converts," I do think that all of the
articles I've written since the 60 Minutes story aired are a valuable resource and road map for
anyone interested in this company: regulators, politicians, reporters, investors, consumers, etc.
For both selfish and selfless reasons, I want as many people to know the truth (as I understand it)
about this company - what it's done and, worse yet, is still doing.
3) I had no plans to write so many articles, but every day I see more bad analysis, faulty
assumptions and unsupported assertions, and I feel compelled to respond - in part on principle
and in part because some of it is directly or indirectly saying that my facts and analyses are
wrong.
4) I find it to be incredibly intellectually stimulating to dive deeply into a particular company and
industry, and it helps me clarify my thinking to put my facts, analyses and conclusions in
writing.
5) Making my work public means it becomes subject to scrutiny, which is healthy - if I've made
a mistake, I want to know about it!
6) I'm a one-person operation - I don't even have one analyst to go into the field and do research
for me, so I rely on people who read my articles to contact me and share information - people
like Lumber Liquidators employees and former employees, installers, customers, competitors,
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other industry players, etc. Every article I publish leads to a few more people contacting me with
valuable insights and information.
7) Every day I'm learning new things. Last week, for example, I had a very illuminating 90minute conversation with Dr. Philip Landrigan, one of the world's leading experts on exposure to
toxic chemicals, who was interviewed by 60 Minutes. Given how many people are interested in
this company/stock/debate (and having long ago decided to be very public regarding this
investment), I feel like it would be selfish to keep this information to myself.
I take very seriously the fact that I have taken actions that have contributed to a huge disruption
and untold expenses for Lumber Liquidators, severe losses for investors long the stock, and
significant effort and expense on the part of numerous regulators. In light of this, I figure the
least I can do is openly share what I'm learning - and not only the bad stuff. For example, it
doesn't help my short thesis to share (as I did in yesterday's article) what Dr. Landrigan said
about the formaldehyde levels in Lumber Liquidators' Chinese-made laminate being very
unlikely to cause cancer, and probably off-gassing down to safe levels within 3-6 months.
Conclusion
There are many downsides, of course, to writing so frequently: it takes time; I have to put up
with the inevitable slings and arrows; maybe my reader is right that some people think I'm piling
on and thus view the company more sympathetically; and it increases the risk that the company
sues me (which would be a pain, but I've dealt with this kind of harassment before - and I would
gladly trade discovery against me in exchange for discovery against them, as I have nothing to
hide…but I'm quite certain that they do).
But net net, the upsides far outweigh the downsides, so I continue to write.
I hope someday to exhaust the topics about which to write, but I see little sign of that right now,
as I'm almost finished with another article that I will publish shortly.
PS - I no longer read the message boards for the articles I publish. I do, however, want to hear
thoughtful comments and questions so I invite my readers to communicate with me via Seeking
Alpha messaging and I will post my answers on the message board.
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More On Lumber Liquidators And
Formaldehyde

Whitney Tilson
Apr. 15, 2015 4:56 PM ET
Disclosure: The author is short LL. (More...)
http://seekingalpha.com/article/3072996-more-on-lumber-liquidators-and-formaldehyde
Summary








While everyone is exposed to small amounts of formaldehyde in the air, the amount
emitted by Lumber Liquidators’ Chinese-made laminate, according to tests 60 Minutes
and others have done, is far above typical indoor air levels.
Thus, Lumber Liquidators is vulnerable to lawsuits by customers suffering adverse health
effects associated with exposure to excess levels of formaldehyde.
There is currently no national law setting a limit for formaldehyde in indoor air, but I
think regulators are almost certain to set a standard in the 7-33 ppb range (probably much
closer to the low end).
The three Lumber Liquidators samples 60 Minutes had tested came in far higher, at 57,
93 and 268 ppb.
Assuming the regulators’ tests show similar results, it’s unclear what actions they might
take, but I suspect they’ll be very onerous for Lumber Liquidators – and its stock.

In any investment I make, I do my best to seek out people, facts and analyses that challenge my
investment thesis – and I make an extra effort for my largest positions and those about which
I’ve been very public, as I’m especially vulnerable in these situations to what’s called
“confirmation bias.”
Lumber Liquidators (NYSE:LL), my largest short position, is a good example. To try to offset
confirmation bias, I regularly engage in healthy debates with numerous people regarding this
company, consider every analyst report, whether bullish or bearish, read articles on this site and
elsewhere, and participated in a bull-debate debate over a lunch organized by PiperJaffray last
Friday.
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The bull case can be summarized as follows: this whole Lumber Liquidators-is-knowinglybreaking-the-law-and-poisoning-its-customers thing is “fantastical,” nothing meaningful will
happen to the company vis-à-vis regulators, customers or legal liability, earnings will rebound
strongly, exceeding $3/share within a couple of years, and the stock will once again be awarded a
premium growth multiple by investors, and therefore trade up to at least $75.
With the NBA regular season ending today, allow me to use a basketball analogy: the bulls think
this is a touch foul while I think it’s a flagrant 2 foul, for the reasons I’ve outlined in the 12
articles I’ve published over the past six weeks. If the bulls are right, this stock is going up; if I
am, this company (and stock) will be under enormous pressure for years to come.
In this article, I’d like to address two arguments I’ve heard the bulls make, both related to
formaldehyde.
The Many Sources of Formaldehyde
The first is that, even if it can be shown that someone exposed to Lumber Liquidators’ Chinesemade laminate is suffering adverse health effects caused by formaldehyde, who’s to say that the
formaldehyde came from the company’s flooring? After all, according to the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), “Everyone is exposed to small amounts of formaldehyde in the air”
because formaldehyde is found in:






Resins used in the manufacture of composite wood products (i.e., hardwood plywood,
particleboard and medium-density fiberboard)
Building materials and insulation
Household products such as glues, permanent press fabrics, paints and coatings, lacquers and
finishes, and paper products
Preservatives used in some medicines, cosmetics and other consumer products such as dish
washing liquids and fabric softeners
Fertilizers and pesticides

It is a byproduct of combustion and certain other natural processes, and so is also found in:



Emissions from un-vented, fuel burning appliances, like gas stoves or kerosene space heaters.
Cigarette smoke.

The primary way you can be exposed to formaldehyde is by breathing air containing off-gassed
formaldehyde. Everyone is exposed to small amounts of formaldehyde in the air that has offgassed from products, including composite wood products.
To address this argument, I asked Dr. Philip Landrigan, who is one of the world’s leading
experts on exposure to toxic chemicals and was interviewed in the 60 Minutes story, the
following question:
Given all of these sources of formaldehyde, why should anyone be worried about a little bit more
from Lumber Liquidators’ laminate?
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He replied:
It all depends on how much someone is exposed to. Substances considered toxic are harmless in
small doses and, conversely, an ordinarily harmless substance can be deadly if over-consumed.

Exactly. For all the talk about the many sources of formaldehyde in a home, various studies have
shown that the average American is actually exposed to very low and declining levels of
formaldehyde in their home. For example, regarding one of the main sources, pressed-wood
products, the Consumer Product Safety Commission notes that:
Formaldehyde emissions from pressed-wood products have been reduced 80-90% from levels in
the 1980s and earlier due to mandatory formaldehyde emission standards in California and
national voluntary formaldehyde emission standards…

And here’s an excerpt from a report by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
Formaldehyde Exposure in Homes, that cites four studies from 1985, 1999, 2000 and 2005
showing sharply declining formaldehyde levels in the average home over time:
An early U.S. study conducted in 1985 investigated formaldehyde levels in different types of
housing. That study demonstrated that formaldehyde levels in 38 conventional U.S. homes
averaged 40 parts per billion (ppb) with highs of 140 ppb. Nineteen apartments and 11
condominiums were also studied and had formaldehyde levels averaging 80 ppb and 90 ppb,
respectively, with highs of 290 ppb (Stock & Mendez, 1985). A more recent study of new homes
found the geometric mean formaldehyde level was 34 ppb in manufactured homes and 36 ppb in
site-built homes (Hodgson et al., 2000). This study also suggested that formaldehyde
concentrations in conventional homes have decreased greatly since the 1980s due to decreased
use of plywood paneling and reduced emissions from the composite wood products used.
In another study conducted by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the National
Human Exposure Assessment Survey found 189 Arizona homes had a median formaldehyde level
of 17 ppb with a high of 332 ppb. (Gordon et al., 1999) The most recent study of 184 single
family homes in different several cities (RIOPA, 2005) found a mean concentration of
formaldehyde in outdoor ambient air of 3 ppb and in housing of 17 ppb. That same study found a
mean level of formaldehyde for mobile homes or trailers ranging from 15.5 to 24.7 ppb.

In short, the most recent study found the “mean concentration of formaldehyde…in housing of
17 ppb…(and) a mean level of formaldehyde for mobile homes or trailers ranging from 15.5 to
24.7 ppb.” (Note that this study is a decade old, so levels are likely even lower today.)
This trend of declining formaldehyde levels in the average home is a testament to the
effectiveness of strong environment regulation and is great news for American families.
But it’s not great news for Lumber Liquidators because the formaldehyde emitted by its Chinesemade laminate flooring is many times higher: 57, 93 and 268 ppb, according to the three
emissions tests 60 Minutes commissioned (posted here).
Thus, assuming additional testing is consistent with these results, I think most reasonable people
(including, most importantly, regulators, judges and juries) would conclude that when someone
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exposed to Lumber Liquidators’ Chinese-made laminate suffers symptoms consistent with
breathing in excess levels of formaldehyde, the flooring is to blame.
What Indoor Air Limits Regulators Are Likely to Set
Another, related, argument bulls make is that even if the three emissions tests 60 Minutes
commissioned are representative of all of Lumber Liquidators’ Chinese-made laminate, who’s to
say that 57, 93 and 268 ppb are dangerous levels? After all, there is no national law setting a
limit for formaldehyde in indoor air – rather, various regulators have come up with vastly
different numbers, as this table shows:

[1] NIOSH Pocket Guide to Chemical Hazards, September 2005 (NIOSH is the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, a division
of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention)
[2] AN UPDATE ON FORMALDEHYDE, 1997 REVISION, U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION, WASHINGTON, DC 20207

In addition, here are three more data points:
1) The California Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (COEHHA) sets
formaldehyde limits of 55 micrograms per meter cubed for acute (short-term) exposure and 9
micrograms per meter cubed for 8-hour and chronic exposure.
(9 micrograms per meter cubed = 7 ppb, which is the figure I used in my article, A Response To
Lumber Liquidators, when I wrote: “Lumber Liquidators claims that ‘The emissions from our
laminate floors will typically only add approximately 5 ppb to a home when first installed.’ If
true, this would be good news since regulators have set 7 ppb as the limit to protect everyone,
including children.”)
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2) COEHHA, in another document (see page 5), sets formaldehyde limits of 40 micrograms per
meter cubed [33 ppb] for “No Significant Risk Levels (NSRLs) for Carcinogens.”
3) The California Air Resource Board (CARB), in a 2004 report entitled Formaldehyde in the
Home, notes that adverse health effects begin at 40 ppb and, in addition, citing a study by
COEHHA, concluded that:
For an eight-hour exposure time, no short-term adverse effects would be expected to occur if
average levels do not exceed 27 ppb (OEHHA’s interim 8-hour REL).
However, people often spend more than eight hours a day in their homes; infants, young children
and the infirm sometimes spend virtually the entire day inside their home. Thus, it is highly
desirable that residential levels remain well below 27 ppb to avoid acute effects in such
individuals. To avoid irritant effects, air concentrations in new homes, including manufactured
homes, also should not exceed 27 ppb.

(Note that a 1991 report by CARB, entitled Formaldehyde in the Home, Indoor Air Quality
Guideline No. 1 and Supplement, set 100 ppb as an “action level” and 50 ppb as a “target level,”
but this has been superseded by the 2004 CARB report.)
In summary, at the low end, we have 7 ppb and at the high end, 750, as this table shows:

Recall that the three samples of Lumber Liquidators’ Chinese-made laminate that 60 Minutes
had tested came in at 57, 93 and 268 ppb, so depending on which standard one uses, one could
conclude that the laminate is far (8-38 times) above a safe level of 7 ppb – or that’s it’s well
below the HUD and OSHA levels, so it’s likely fine.
What should we conclude? And, more importantly, after numerous federal regulators such as the
Consumer Product Safety Commission and EPA finish emissions tests on Lumber Liquidators’
Chinese-made laminate, what are they likely to conclude?
My view is that regulators are highly likely to set a national standard somewhere in the range of
the very low levels established by COEHHA, CARB, NIOSH and FEMA for six reasons:
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1) The HUD and OSHA standards are very out of date: the former was established 30 years ago
in 1985 and the latter was last revised 23 years ago in 1992. Since then, the science on
formaldehyde has improved dramatically, and there’s now far greater awareness of its dangers
(it’s been established as a known carcinogen, among other things), which are reflected in the
more recent and much lower levels set by other regulators.
2) The OSHA standard is for a workplace (i.e., adults, eight hours per day) whereas, for flooring,
regulators will be concerned about babies and children in homes pretty much 24/7.
3) There are five data points between 7 and 33 ppb – and two extreme outliers. Where do you
think regulators are likely to set the national standard?
4) Note that the maximum formaldehyde levels in the table above are for all formaldehyde in
indoor air, not just from flooring, so when regulators set a level for flooring only, they are likely
to pick an even lower number.
5) The regulatory agencies looking into this are part of a Democratic administration that’s been
very strong on environmental issues.
6) Given that there will always be some level of ambiguity – it’s not like anyone can definitively
say “15 ppb is safe, but 16 isn’t” – I can’t think of any reason why an agency charged with
protecting consumers would want to take any risk.
My answer: they won’t. I think regulators are almost certain to set a standard in the 7-33 ppb
range (probably much closer to the low end), which means all three Lumber Liquidators samples
60 Minutes had tested are far out of compliance. Assuming the regulators’ tests show similar
results, it’s unclear what actions they might take, but I suspect they’ll be very onerous for
Lumber Liquidators – and its stock.
PS – I don’t read the message boards for the articles I publish, but I do want to hear thoughtful
comments and questions so I invited my readers to communicate directly with me via Seeking
Alpha messaging. I will post my answers on the message board.
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Lumber Liquidators’ Offer to Do Indoor Air
Quality Testing Appears to Be a Sham

Whitney Tilson
Apr. 20, 2015 10:08 AM ET
Disclosure: The author is short LL. (More...)
http://seekingalpha.com/article/3080906-lumber-liquidators-offer-to-do-indoor-air-qualitytesting-appears-to-be-a-sham
Summary









Two lawsuits filed recently make it clear that Lumber Liquidators’ offer to do indoor air
quality testing is a sham.
An expert testified that Lumber Liquidators’ testing program is “the cheapest possible
way to test,” “cannot be considered valid” and “will likely provide some consumers with
poor data that give them a false sense of security.”
The lab Lumber Liquidators hired has numerous conflicts of interest.
The methodology used to collect the air samples is highly unreliable and unscientific and
is likely to significantly understate the true level of formaldehyde in the air.
Test results for four customers show troubling levels of formaldehyde, yet the lab told
Lumber Liquidators’ customers not to worry, citing a guideline that only assumes “30minute average concentration.”
Even when customers, at their own expense, hired independent, qualified technicians to
measure the formaldehyde in their homes, Lumber Liquidators was dismissive of the
findings.
Lumber Liquidators needs to immediately cease its current testing program and instead
offer its customers a genuinely professional one that would give homeowners information
they could rely upon.
Of course, there is no chance that Lumber Liquidators will do this voluntarily, but I’m
optimistic that a judge or regulator will soon compel Lumber Liquidators to do the right
thing, which will be bad news for the stock for a number of reasons.

Since the 60 Minutes story aired on March 1st, Lumber Liquidators (NYSE:LL) hasn’t taken
many basic, obvious steps that I think any honest and reputable company would, including:
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a) Stop selling the Chinese-made laminate flooring in question (even if it doubted the validity of
the testing 60 Minutes did, why take any chances with customers’ health and the company’s
reputation, not to mention future liabilities?);
b) Offer a full refund to any customers who wanted to return unopened product;
c) Set up a Special Committee of the board, made up of independent directors, to oversee a full
investigation, likely led by an experienced law firm; and
d) Hire an independent firm to do a wide range of testing, not just of Chinese-made laminate, but
all of the company’s products.

This isn’t rocket science - it’s Crisis Management 101. Yet Lumber Liquidators hasn’t done a
single one of these things.
However, at least at first glance, Lumber Liquidators does appear to have done one thing that an
honest and reputable company would: offer a free formaldehyde test to concerned customers.
Here’s what the company says on its web site:
Air Quality Test Kit
To reassure our customers, we are providing indoor air quality testing at no cost to qualifying
customers as the fastest, most effective way to measure the total level of formaldehyde in the
home. The testing is being administered and the results produced by an independent, accredited
lab. The customer is in control of the process, with clear instructions on the test and its results.
We will conduct an in-depth evaluation of air quality and potential formaldehyde sources for any
customer whose results are inconclusive or above established thresholds. Our customer care team
will work with our valued customers throughout the process.
The home test kits are being provided as a step for customers with our laminate floors to help
reassure them that their floor as installed is safe. Please fill out the form found at the link below to
determine if your floor qualifies for the free test kit. If your floor does qualify, you will be walked
through the process of ordering the test via an independent lab.

Lumber Liquidators’ customers are taking the company up on this offer in droves: on April 2nd,
it reported that about 10,000 customers had requested air quality test kits. (Click here to see what
customers receive and here to see the typo-ridden web page the lab set up to answer frequently
asked questions.)
This all sounds great so, at least in this way, Lumber Liquidators is doing the right thing, right?
Not so fast… Two recent lawsuits (click here and here) filed by Hagens Berman and Robertson
& Associates charge that the indoor air quality testing program that Lumber Liquidators’ is
offering anyone who bought its Chinese-made laminate is a total sham.
This came as little surprise to me, as I’ve spoken with numerous people in the industry and,
without exception, they tell me that Lumber Liquidators is a notorious bad actor: cutting corners
at every opportunity, selling very low-quality products and then not standing behind them,
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treating customers, installers and employees badly, and, most damningly, not being serious about
compliance.
While I wasn’t surprised to learn that Lumber Liquidators’ testing program is a sham, the details
were nevertheless shocking. This company’s brazenness and depravity appear to know no
bounds.
The primary charges of the Robertson lawsuit are:
1. The materials sent to customers make two false and misleading statements;
2. PACS cannot be considered independent;
3. PACS is doing both the sampling and the testing, which creates a conflict of interest and
is contrary to industry best practices;
4. PACS shares homeowners’ test results with Lumber Liquidators, a gross breach of
confidentiality;
5. The methodology used to collect the air samples is highly unreliable and unscientific and
is likely to significantly understate the true level of formaldehyde in the air;
6. Test results for four customers (plaintiffs in the two lawsuits) show troubling levels of
formaldehyde, yet PACS told Lumber Liquidators’ customers not to worry, citing a
guideline that only assumes “30-minute average concentration.”; and
7. Even when customers, at their own expense, hired independent, qualified technicians to
measure the formaldehyde in their homes, Lumber Liquidators was dismissive of the
findings.
Let’s examine each of these, with a particular focus on 5), 6) and 7), which are the most
damning.
1) The materials Building Health Check sends to customers make two false and misleading
statements.
According to the Robertson lawsuit:
The instructions on the Bio-Badges sent to Plaintiffs claim the badge “analyzes for personal
exposure and room concentration.” However, the instructions omit to inform the user that in its
advertising on the internet, Building Health Services, LLC advertises that in order to conduct
“personal exposure monitoring”, the user must clip the badge onto the person (e.g., clothing)
“near the breathing zone” and wear the device for 24 hours. The instructions sent to Plaintiffs
instruct the Plaintiffs to place the Bio-Badge in the center of the room four feet above the floor…
Second, the Bio-Badge packaging claims that it is the “Same Sample Screen Used by
Professionals.” This statement is false…
…The Defendants’ “one-size-fits-all” approach to using the Bio-Badge is not “the most effective
way to measure the total level of formaldehyde in the home” as represented on Lumber
Liquidators’ Health and Safety webpage, nor is it the “Same Sample Screen Used by
Professionals” as represented by Building Health Check, LLC and EDLab on the packaging for
the Bio-Badge.
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2) PACS cannot be considered independent.
In a declaration to the court associated with the Hagens Berman lawsuit, Elisabeth Black, a
Certified Industrial Hygienist with 25 years’ experience, commented:
Finally, it is worth noting that the test kits provided by Lumber Liquidators cannot be considered
an independent assessment of formaldehyde exposures. Lumber Liquidators has selected the test
method, has contracted with the analytical laboratory, and will likely determine which criteria to
use for evaluation. A scientifically valid test method should be selected, the sampling protocol
defined, and the analytical laboratory contracted by a truly independent laboratory in order to
reduce potential conflicts of interest.

3) PACS is doing both the sampling and the testing, which creates a conflict of interest and
is contrary to industry best practices.
According to the Robertson lawsuit:
Pure Air Control Services, Inc. owns and has a financial interest in both the testing company
hired by Lumber Liquidators and the lab which performs the analysis of the home test kits for
Lumber Liquidators. This practice is contrary to the industry standard where an industrial hygiene
company typically collects the indoor air samples and then sends those samples to an independent
laboratory for analysis. This standard practice removes any conflict of interest between the
company taking the indoor air samples and the lab reporting and explaining the results.
According to the American Board of Industrial Hygiene Code of Ethics, an industrial hygienist
must “disclose to clients or employees significant circumstances that could be construed as a
conflict of interest” and “assure that a conflict of interest does not compromise legitimate
interests of a client, employer, employee or the public and does not influence or interfere with
professional judgement.” Neither Lumber Liquidators, Building Health Check, LLC or EDLab
disclosed the financial ties or common ownership between the testing company and the lab Hired
by Lumber Liquidators to conduct the indoor air sampling in the Plaintiffs’ homes.

When I asked Robertson to explain the importance of having one company do the indoor air
sampling and then another analyzing the results, he explained:
In most cases, the conflict (if one company does both) is that, when analyzing the samples, they
will over-report the results to drive more business to themselves.
But in this case, the concern is the opposite: that they’ll under-report the results (on behalf of
Lumber Liquidators) to lull the customers into a false sense of security.

4) PACS shares homeowners’ test results with Lumber Liquidators, a gross breach of
confidentiality.
The Robertson lawsuit notes:
Further evidence that the lab is not “independent” is the fact that EDLab routinely shares the
results of the home test kits with Lumber Liquidators, a fact with both Lumber Liquidators and
Building Health Check, LLC conceal from Lumber Liquidators’ customers who order the home
test kits...This gross breach of confidentiality violates the American Board of Industrial

Hygiene’s Code of Ethics…
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5) The methodology used to collect the air samples is highly unreliable and unscientific and
is likely to significantly understate the true level of formaldehyde in the air.
Elsewhere in her declaration, industrial hygienist Elisabeth Black commented on the testing
program that Lumber Liquidators is offering its customers, which she says is “the cheapest
possible way to test,” “cannot be considered valid” and “will likely provide some consumers
with poor data that give them a false sense of security”:
Lumber Liquidators states that the formaldehyde test is “idiot proof”. It may be true that it is easy
to collect and air sample using this test, but it is misleading in that it is usually quite difficult to
collect a scientifically valid sample that accurately measures the true degree of risk related to the
presence of formaldehyde containing flooring in the home. It is unlikely that a user will be able to
collect a valid and useful sample using this oversimplified test protocol.
Hazard assessment is not a one-size-fits-all procedure. A qualified professional trained in
environmental science, industrial hygiene, or toxicology should be employed to design a
sampling strategy and collect sample data that will accurately and reliably represent the degree of
risk for homeowners with formaldehyde-containing laminate flooring. A competent professional
would design a custom process to account for various conditions in an effort to collect samples
the represent worst-case conditions in order to be protecting for all conditions.
A number of factors must be considered when collecting valid and reliable air samples where the
results will be used to assess whether the level of formaldehyde present in a home is safe. A
qualified professional would take these factors into account when designing a sampling strategy.
The IAQ Screen Check for Formaldehyde test kit does not adequately account for at least the
factors listed below...
…Without these considerations, it is my opinion that the testing cannot be considered valid.
…Lumber Liquidators has selected the cheapest possible way to test formaldehyde in its
customers’ homes, at the expense of valuable data. Even when the test kit is used as directed, the
results will not likely be valid because the air sampling failed to account for existing conditions.
In many cases, using [this] invalid and unreliable sampling strategy…will likely provide a false
negative – a test result indicating the dwelling is safe, when in fact it is not. The resident then
may feel that the issue is resolved and may delay or forego the steps that should be taken
immediately to eliminate or reduce formaldehyde exposures.
…The Lumber Liquidators formaldehyde test kit procedure will likely provide some consumers
with poor data that give them a false sense of security. The result could be years of additional
exposure to formaldehyde above the health-based criteria ending up with health issues, ranging
from respiratory disease to cancer.

6) Test results for four customers (plaintiffs in the two lawsuits) show troubling levels of
formaldehyde, yet PACS told Lumber Liquidators’ customers not to worry, citing
incorrect, dated information.
This table summarizes the formaldehyde levels shown by tests of the indoor air in the homes of
four Lumber Liquidators’ customers who’ve recently installed the company’s Chinese-made
laminate:
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Notes: 1) The first three are tests by independent technicians; the Cottington results are from EDLab; 2) The lawsuit doesn’t specify, but the
Brandt results are so high that I assume the technician did a chamber (CARB) test using deconstruction, not an air test, so the relevant baseline is
CARB’s 0.011 ppm [110 ppb] standard; and 3) the 1,000 and 5,010 ppb results for the Collins family are from “air sampling at the floor
level…and air sampling of laminate planks in an unopened package.”

As I discussed in my last article, More On Lumber Liquidators And Formaldehyde, even the
lowest of these numbers is troubling – and the high ones indicate extremely dangerous levels of
formaldehyde that would cause any sane homeowner to immediately rip out the flooring in
question.
So what is Lumber Liquidators telling its customers? We only have one data point, Ms.
Cottington, because she’s the only one of the four who used Lumber Liquidators’ test
methodology. In her case, the 38 ppb that EDLab reported is higher than the 7-33 ppb range that
four different regulators have set, as I showed in my last article.
So did EDLab tell Ms. Cottington that its test results showed levels of formaldehyde
significantly above safe limits set by numerous regulators, including two in her home state of
California? OF COURSE NOT! EDLab, no doubt following Lumber Liquidators’ instructions, in
its report to Ms. Cottington wrote, “…any results which exceed 0.081 ppm [81 ppb] warrant a retest for further evaluation,” citing this 2010 report by the World Health Organization [see page
142; 0.1 mg/m3 = 81 ppb]. Note, however, that this is for “30-minute average concentration”,
which is not the appropriate standard for flooring in one’s home, where children and babies
might be playing/crawling on the floor for many hours every day.
For more on what various regulators have established as safe levels of formaldehyde in indoor
air, see my last article and also this part of the Robertson lawsuit:
For example, the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) has published a
“minimum risk level” for chronic exposure to formaldehyde of 0.008 ppm [8 ppb]. The California
Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) has recommended that
formaldehyde levels not exceed 0.002 [2 ppb] for chronic exposure. Finally, the EPA has stated
that formaldehyde concentrations in indoor air should not exceed 0.008 ppm [8 ppb] in order to
minimize cancer risk. None of these lower threshold levels were included in the lab report from
EDLab sent to Ms. Cottington. Ms. Cottington’s lab test results from EDLab exceeded ATSDR,
OEHHA and the EPA’s recommended exposure levels.
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7) Even when customers, at their own expense, hired independent, qualified technicians to
measure the formaldehyde in their homes, Lumber Liquidators was dismissive of the
findings.
Three of the four plaintiffs named in the two different lawsuits hired, at their own expense,
independent, qualified technicians to measure the formaldehyde in their homes. According to the
Hagens Berman lawsuit:
When the Brandts called Lumber Liquidators to report the technician’s findings, Lumber
Liquidators was dismissive of the findings and did not offer to replace or even remove the
flooring. A customer service representative claimed the independent test was not accurate,
claimed that the tests reported on 60 Minutes were also not accurate, and insisted that all Lumber
Liquidators’ products were completely safe and that there was no reason to remove the floors.
After dismissing the findings of both the lab findings reported on 60 Minutes and of the
independent technician, the Lumber Liquidators’ representative directed Ms. Brandt to instead
use the do-it-yourself air testing kit Lumber Liquidators would provide for “proper testing.” The
Brandts were mailed the same kit that Industrial Hygienist, Elisabeth Black, evaluated and found
unreliable. The Brandts performed the air test and mailed the kit to the address provided. Several
weeks have passed and they have not yet received the results.

Similarly, in the Robertson lawsuit:
Plaintiff Craig Lyznick…hired an industrial hygiene company to test the indoor air in his home
for formaldehyde gas. On or about March 20, 2015, Mr. Lyznick received the results of that
testing, which showed an “elevated” concentration of 46 and 41 ppb, respectively in the two
rooms where he had installed the Formaldehyde Flooring. On March 26, 2015, Mr. Lyznick
notified both the Lumber Liquidator’s store where he purchased the Formaldehyde Flooring and
Lumber Liquidator’s corporate office of the results of this testing and demanded that the
Formaldehyde Flooring be removed immediately. On or about March 26, 2015, Mr. Lyznick
received and email from “Misty” at Lumber Liquidator’s corporate office instructing him to send
his test results to LLCustomerRelations@LumberLiquidators.com. Misty’s email further
instructed Mr. Lyznick to retest his indoor air using Lumber Liquidator’s home test kit and
submit that test for analysis and “we will review your test results as soon as we receive them.”

What Lumber Liquidators Needs to Do Right Now
In light of this overwhelming evidence, it appears clear that the testing program Lumber
Liquidators is offering is a compete sham, sure to vastly understate the formaldehyde its
customers are being exposed to (which is, of course, the company’s intention).
What Lumber Liquidators needs to do right now is very simple: immediately cease its current
testing program and instead offer its customers a genuinely professional one that would give
homeowners information they could rely upon – and either have peace of mind or know that they
need to take action.
Of course, there is no chance that Lumber Liquidators will do this voluntarily, in part because of
the cost (around $1,500/home) but mostly because the last thing the company wants is for its
customers (or anyone else) to know the truth: that its Chinese-made laminate flooring is exposing
large numbers of its customers to dangerous levels of formaldehyde.
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But I’m optimistic that a judge or regulator will soon compel Lumber Liquidators to do the right
thing, which will be bad news for the stock for a number of reasons:
a) It will undermine the company’s credibility with customers, investors, regulators and courts;
b) The costs of a proper testing program will be substantial (simply re-doing the ~10,000 tests
already requested by customers would cost ~$15 million); and
c) Results from a professional testing program will no doubt show very high levels of
formaldehyde in the air of many customers’ homes, which will be a public relations disaster for
the company; undermine its ludicrous claim that “all of our products are 100% safe”; significantly
impact sales; lead to very high costs to remove and replace toxic flooring; and fuel lawsuits
rooted in adverse health effects.

Needless to say, this remains my largest short position.
PS – A link to all 13 articles I’ve written since the 60 Minutes story aired is posted here.
PPS – I don’t read the message boards for the articles I publish, but I do want to hear thoughtful
comments and questions so I invite my readers to communicate directly with me via Seeking
Alpha messaging. I will post my answers on the message board.
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Summary





Lumber Liquidators announced three pieces of news this morning that are being
misinterpreted by the market as positive developments, but they’re not.
What we have witnessed in the past 67 days has, I believe, been a frantic attempt to
engineer a massive cover-up – and today’s announcement means that this has failed.
The company needs to immediately take a number of steps to do right by customers.
I view the stock’s rise today as a gift, so I materially increased my short position this
morning.

Lumber Liquidators (NYSE:LL) announced three pieces of news this morning: a) that it’s
suspending sales of its Chinese-made laminate flooring; b) that 97% of the initial tests it
commissioned of the air in customers’ homes show formaldehyde levels below the limit set by
the World Health Organization; and c) that it hired the firm run by former FBI Director Louis J.
Freeh “to serve as an independent compliance advisor to the company.”
These announcements are being misinterpreted by the market as positive developments, but
they’re not. In fact, we may look back upon this day as a decisive point in the eventual collapse
of Lumber Liquidators.
Let’s review each piece of news in turn.

Suspending Sales Of Chinese-Made Laminate
In the 60 Minutes story that aired on March 1st, the board and senior management of Lumber
Liquidators were confronted with overwhelming evidence that their Chinese-made laminate
didn’t comply with CARB standards and was emitting a dangerous level of formaldehyde, a
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known carcinogen that was likely causing serious adverse health effects among a significant
percentage of people exposed to it, especially children. As one father emailed me recently:
I just wanted to thank you for your work on Lumber Liquidators. My wife and I put the St James
Vintners Reserve (a Chinese-made laminate) in our house back in May 2013. We have a 7month-old who had basically been sick his whole life with all the symptoms caused by
formaldehyde poisoning (asthma, rashes, upper resp. infections, daily breathing treatments,
constant wheezing) and we (including the pediatricians, who were trying everything) for the
longest time could not figure out what was wrong with him until we saw the airing of 60 Minutes.
We got our things and got out of our house while we could figure out what steps to do next.
During the time out of the house (little over a month) my son started almost immediately doing
better as did my wife, me and our little girl.

Yet, rather than taking the obvious step of immediately suspending sales of the product in
question, they, shockingly, did the opposite, slashing prices to dump this toxic product as quickly
as possible on unsuspecting customers, all the while assuring them that:
…our laminate products, all of our products, are 100% safe.
These attacks are driven by a small group of short-selling investors who are working together for
the sole purpose of making money by lowering our stock price. They are using any means to try
and scare our customers with inaccurate allegations. Their motives and methods are wrong and
we will fight these false attacks on all fronts.

In addition, Chairman and founder Tom Sullivan went on national television saying that “60
Minutes did a great job of scaring people, making up this story.”
This is one of the most immoral and reckless decisions I have ever seen a company make, which
led me to conclude that Lumber Liquidators Is Evil.
Halting sales now – after selling thousands of American families tens of millions of dollars of
toxic flooring in the 67 days since the 60 Minutes story aired – is too little, too late, as the
damage has already been done.
Importantly, it also likely means that Lumber Liquidators is under immense pressure from
regulators, who will, I expect, take decisive action to rein in and punish this rogue company. I
simply don’t believe Lumber Liquidators would halt sales of its own volition, given that it must
now write off ~$13 million of inventory and be out of stock on some of this high-margin product
for many months, which will seriously impact results for the second and third quarters. (One
source tells me that the decision to halt sales was made by the board, over management’s
objections, which, if true, means that perhaps they kept the board in the dark about their
nefarious actions.)
Lumber Liquidators certainly tried to sell all the Chinese-made laminate it could right up until
the stores closed yesterday, according to a friend of mine who sent me this email earlier today:
What’s amazing is I had heard hints of this and have been calling stores this week. I spoke with
three stores in Florida and all three told me I could buy the (Chinese-made laminate) product on
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Tuesday or Wednesday, but had to pick it up by Wednesday night. So, they were actively selling
it while knowing that they were going to pull it. That’s a dream for a class action attorney...

If my supposition is correct that a regulator has contacted Lumber Liquidators and is about to
take action (my best guess would be CARB, whose results will, of course, show that virtually
every sample fails its standard and that the average sample is 6-7 times the standard), then this is
very bad news for the company and increases the odds that this stock eventually goes to zero
(perhaps from 20% to 40%).
Making things even worse for the senior executives of Lumber Liquidators, I’m 99% certain (for
reasons outlined in my article, Did Lumber Liquidators Know It Was Selling Toxic Laminate?)
that they knew that they were sourcing non-CARB-compliant laminate in China. They were not
deceived by the Chinese mills; rather, the mills did just as Lumber Liquidators instructed.
Why would they knowingly poison their own customers? The oldest reason in the book: greed.
Laminate is one of the company’s largest and most profitable product lines (prior to the 60
Minutes story, Chinese-made laminate was ~14% of the company’s $1 billion in annual sales),
and non-CARB-compliant laminate is ~10% cheaper, so the company saved a lot of money on
sourcing costs. I think illegally cutting corners on sourcing (both for this product and others) was
a significant contributor to a quick doubling of margins, which in turn helped drive the stock up
eight-fold from $15 to $119 in less than two years. The top two executives, Chairman Tom
Sullivan and CEO Robert Lynch, recognized a golden opportunity when they saw it, dumping
$37 million worth of stock at prices more than double today’s level in early- to mid- 2013.

Initial Test Results
In its announcement this morning, Lumber Liquidators disclosed:
Initial Indoor Air Quality Testing Program Results
Initial results of the indoor air quality testing program for certain laminate flooring customers –
conducted by independent, accredited laboratories – indicate that over 97% of customers’ homes
were within the protective guidelines established by the World Health Organization for
formaldehyde levels in indoor air…
… While various groups have recommended higher or lower levels, there is currently no national
standard for recommended indoor home air concentrations in the United States. The company has
used the guideline established by the World Health Organization, which is an international
consensus standard that draws on recent research and the expertise of the many governments,
academic institutions and researchers that have studied formaldehyde emissions.

Phew, we can all breathe a big sigh of relief, right? WRONG! These results are meaningless for
three reasons:
First, the testing program, according to expert testimony, is “the cheapest possible way to test,”
“cannot be considered valid” and “will likely provide some consumers with poor data that give
them a false sense of security,” as I detail in my article, Lumber Liquidators’ Offer to Do Indoor
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Air Quality Testing Appears to Be A Sham. In short, Lumber Liquidators has rigged the testing
program to show the results it seeks.
Second, for many customers, the formaldehyde will have off-gassed – a process that can take
anywhere from a few months to a year or two. Thus, even if the testing program was rigorous
and legitimate, it would show low levels of formaldehyde in the air of most customers’ homes
(I’d guess pretty much all of them who’d installed their flooring more than a year ago). But that
doesn’t mean that they weren’t being poisoned to a significant degree in the first year or so after
the flooring was installed. And it certainly doesn’t mean that the Chinese-made laminate that
Lumber Liquidators is selling right now is safe – in fact, all of the evidence indicates that it’s not.
Lastly, the WHO standard of 81 ppb that Lumber Liquidators chose is for “30-minute average
concentration,” which is not the appropriate standard for flooring in one’s home, where babies
and children might be playing/crawling on the floor for many hours every day. As I discussed in
my article, More On Lumber Liquidators And Formaldehyde, four different regulators have set
limits for homes ranging from 7-33 ppb.
Here are questions Lumber Liquidators needs to answer:
1) Why isn’t Lumber Liquidators offering customers a professional test conducted by an
Industrial Hygienist or other accredited technician?
2) If a homeowner pays for a professional test themselves, will Lumber Liquidators honor the
results?
3) What are the results broken down by how recently the flooring has been installed? What’s the
average formaldehyde level for flooring installed in the past month, 3, 6, 12, 18 and 24-plus
months?
4) What were the exact results: how many were below 10 ppb, 10-20, 20-30, 30-50, 50-75, 75100, 100-200, and 200+?
5) Why does Lumber Liquidators think the WHO standard, which is only for “30-minute average
concentration,” is appropriate for homes? Why is the company ignoring standards for the home
set by CARB, FEMA, NIOSH and the California Office of Environmental Health Hazard
Assessment?
6) For customers with formaldehyde levels exceeding the WHO threshold, Lumber Liquidators
makes only a vague promise to “take additional steps that may include further in-home air testing
and testing of floor samples from the customer.” Why does the company think customers will be
satisfied with this lame offer? Why doesn’t it offer to immediately replace the flooring or pay for
removal and give a full refund?

Hiring Louis Freeh
I’m delighted that Lumber Liquidators has hired the firm run by former FBI Director Louis J.
Freeh “to serve as an independent compliance advisor to the company,” as this makes it even
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more likely that the truth will come out – and that truth, I believe, will be damning: that senior
executives of Lumber Liquidators knowingly sourced non-CARB compliant laminate in China,
thereby poisoning their customers, in order to save ~10% on sourcing costs.
If I’m right, then what we have witnessed in the past 67 days has been a frantic attempt to
engineer a massive cover-up – and today’s announcement means that this has failed. If so, then
founder and chairman Tom Sullivan, CEO Robert Lynch and Senior Vice President, Chief
Compliance and Sustainability Officer Ray Cotton (and perhaps others) should be fired, and
appropriate regulators should investigate them and, if warranted, bring civil and criminal
charges.

Next Steps
Since the 60 Minutes story aired, Lumber Liquidators has consistently done the wrong thing at
every turn. If it wants to break this dismal streak and start behaving like an honest and reputable
company, it needs to take a number of steps:
1) Offer a full refund to any customers who want to return Chinese-made laminate that’s already
been delivered but not yet been installed.
2) Rather than waiting for inbound calls and complaints, Lumber Liquidators should send a letter
to every customer who has purchased its Chinese-made laminate flooring in the past, say, five
years, informing them that the product may be emitting dangerous levels of formaldehyde and
offering to send someone to their home to conduct a proper test (not the sham testing that the
company is currently offering).
3) For any customers with a reading above 0.016 parts per million (16 ppb), the standard set by
both FEMA and NIOSH (I’m being generous – 7 ppb is the limit set by the California Office of
Environmental Health Hazard Assessment), offer to pay all costs for them, if they wish, to
temporarily move out of their home until the flooring can be removed and replaced with safe
flooring, at Lumber Liquidators’ cost (even if the customer chooses carpeting or wood flooring
bought from another company). Also, for these customers, offer to pay all medical bills for
anyone in the home suffering symptoms consistent with formaldehyde exposure.

Conclusion
The stock should be down 20% on this announcement. The fact that the market is totally
misunderstanding what’s going on here and driven the stock up is a gift that I will gladly take, so
I materially increased my short position this morning.
PS – A link to all 15 articles I’ve written since the 60 Minutes story aired is posted here.
PPS – I don’t read the message boards for the articles I publish, but I do want to hear thoughtful
comments and questions so I invite my readers to communicate directly with me via Seeking
Alpha messaging. I will post my answers on the message board.
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Summary







I was shocked by this announcement because it undermines all of the company’s denials.
It is powerful evidence that what I’ve been saying all along is true: Lumber Liquidators
has been knowingly poisoning its customers with toxic, formaldehyde-drenched laminate
flooring and, in general, is a notorious bad actor.
It likely means that Lumber Liquidators is under immense pressure from regulators, who
will, I expect, take decisive action to rein in and punish this rogue company.
If Lumber Liquidators wants to start behaving like an honest and reputable company, it
needs to take a number of steps.
I’m not adding to my short position at this price, but I’m very comfortable keeping it as
my largest short.

The announcement this morning that Robert Lynch is resigning as Lumber Liquidators’
(NYSE:LL) President, CEO and board member was not only a surprise to the company, but to
me as well. In fact, in light of the company’s circle-the-wagons, deny-and-attack approach since
the 60 Minutes story aired on March 1st, I’m shocked by this announcement because it
undermines all of the company’s denials since the 60 Minutes story aired.
If Lumber Liquidators was a good company with no formaldehyde problem – or was the
innocent victim of nefarious Chinese suppliers – Lynch never would have resigned.
The fact that he did – and did so “unexpectedly” – is powerful evidence that the three main
things I’ve been saying all along are undoubtedly true:
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1) Lumber Liquidators, until only two weeks ago when it finally suspended sales of its Chinesemade laminate flooring, was for years selling American families hundreds of millions of square
feet of this product, which contained high levels of formaldehyde, a dangerous chemical and
known carcinogen, and thus endangered the health and safety of its customers, especially
children.
2) Lumber Liquidators’ senior executives knowingly did this in order to save ~10% on sourcing
costs. Why would they do something so immoral and potentially destructive? The oldest reason
in the universe: greed. Laminate is one of the company’s most profitable product lines and nonCARB-compliant laminate is ~10% cheaper, so the company saved a lot of money on sourcing
costs (not a few pennies, as founder, Chairman and new CEO Tom Sullivan claims), which I
think was a major contributor to a quick doubling of margins, which in turn helped send the
stock price up eight times from $15 to $119 in less than two years. Sullivan and Lynch
recognized a golden opportunity when they saw it, dumping $37 million worth of stock at prices
more than triple today’s level in early- to mid- 2013; and
3) Lumber Liquidators is a notorious bad actor: cutting corners at every opportunity, selling very
low-quality products, treating customers, vendors, installers and employees badly, and, most
damningly, not being serious about compliance.
(A pdf of the 16 articles I’ve written on Lumber Liquidators since the 60 Minutes story aired –
with a table of contents – is posted here.)

Other Implications
There are a number of other possible implications of Lynch’s sudden departure:
1) It likely means that Lumber Liquidators is under immense pressure from regulators, who will,
I expect, take decisive action to rein in and punish this rogue company.
2) I think Lumber Liquidators’ board members are finally waking up to what really happened,
are rightly panicked about the implications, both for the company and their own personal
liability, and are seizing control of the situation. Thus, Lynch was likely under immense pressure
from the board, saw the writing on the wall, and decided to jump before being pushed. As I
wrote in my article two weeks ago, The Market Is Misunderstanding Lumber Liquidators’
Announcement, in response to the company’s decision to halt sales of its Chinese-made
laminate: “One source tells me that the decision to halt sales was made by the board, over
management’s objections, which, if true, means that perhaps they kept the board in the dark
about their nefarious actions.”
3) Reflective of the change in who’s running the show is the company’s new “Commitment to
Quality & Safety” web page, replacing the one it posted shortly after the 60 Minutes story aired.
The old one made the laughable claim that “all of our products are 100% safe,” had videos
featuring both Sullivan and Ray Cotton, Lumber Liquidators’ Senior Vice President, Chief
Compliance and Sustainability Officer, impressive-looking charts that purported to show that its
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laminate had safe levels of formaldehyde (which I rebutted in this article), and laid the blame for
its problems at the feet of short sellers like me:
These attacks are driven by a small group of short-selling investors who are working together for
the sole purpose of making money by lowering our stock price. They are using any means to try
and scare our customers with inaccurate allegations. Their motives and methods are wrong and
we will fight these false attacks on all fronts.

The new web site makes no claim that Lumber Liquidators’ laminate is safe or compliant, has a
slick, new, feel-good video with no company employees in it, and doesn’t mention short sellers.
Instead, it has pretty pictures and this generic, carefully-crafted statement that says nothing (with
a cute new logo):
Our Commitment to Quality & Safety
Offering value means more than saving our customers money, that’s why
Lumber Liquidators is committed to providing high quality, durable, safe
products.
For more than 20 years, Lumber Liquidators has delivered on that promise by
making beautiful, high quality hardwood flooring affordable for everyone.
Your life is lived on our floors, and we take that to heart. We go the extra mile for your safety and
satisfaction. That’s why we use quality and compliance processes designed to ensure we meet
applicable regulations and our stringent quality standards.

4) I doubt that Lumber Liquidators was ever a corporate exemplar, but I’m not sure that it was
always a notorious bad actor. I’ve heard from numerous people that when Lynch became CEO at
the beginning of 2012, the company’s sourcing and compliance procedures as well as how it
treated vendors and installers got much worse – all part of an effort to increase margins,
profitability and, of course, the stock price in the short term, long-term consequences be damned.
If Lynch was, in fact, a major source of the rot in the company, then his departure is good news
for Lumber Liquidators and everyone who interacts with it, most importantly customers. If the
few remaining bulls on this stock are looking for a silver lining to today’s news, this is it.

Next Steps
Since the 60 Minutes story aired, Lumber Liquidators has consistently done the wrong thing at
every turn. If it wants to break this dismal streak and start behaving like an honest and reputable
company, it needs to take a number of steps:
1) Offer a full refund to any customers who want to return Chinese-made laminate that’s already
been delivered but not yet been installed.
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2) Cease the bogus formaldehyde testing program that it’s currently offering customers (see my
article, Lumber Liquidators’ Offer to Do Indoor Air Quality Testing Appears to Be a Sham), and
instead offer to send a trained specialist with sophisticated equipment to do a proper test.
3) Rather than waiting for inbound calls and complaints, Lumber Liquidators should send a letter
to every customer who has purchased its Chinese-made laminate flooring in the past, say, five
years, informing them that the product may be emitting dangerous levels of formaldehyde and
offering a proper test.
4) For any customers with a reading above 0.016 parts per million (16 ppb), the standard set by
both FEMA and NIOSH (I’m being generous – 7 ppb is the limit set by the California Office of
Environmental Health Hazard Assessment; for more on this, see my article, More On Lumber
Liquidators And Formaldehyde), offer to pay all costs for them, if they wish, to temporarily
move out of their home until the flooring can be removed and replaced with safe flooring, at
Lumber Liquidators’ cost (even if the customer chooses carpeting or wood flooring bought from
another company). Also, for these customers, offer to pay all medical bills for anyone in the
home suffering symptoms consistent with formaldehyde exposure; and
5) Fire Ray Cotton, who, as I showed in this article, is not a serious person and, not surprisingly,
has failed miserably in his job as head of compliance at Lumber Liquidators.

Conclusion
As I disclosed in previous articles (here and here), I’ve added to my Lumber Liquidators short
position twice since the 60 Minutes story aired because further evidence emerged that my short
thesis was correct, the company continued to pursue a reckless and truly insane deny-and-attack
strategy, and the stock remained significantly overvalued.
Today, the story is now more mixed. While I’m even more certain that my investment thesis is
correct, the company has finally done what it should have done long ago: suspended sales of its
Chinese-made laminate and engineered the departure of Rob Lynch. And, of course, the stock is
much lower, hitting a 3+ year low this morning.
Thus, I’m not inclined to add to my short position at this price, especially since, even after
today’s decline, it’s still my largest at ~3%.
But I’m not inclined to cover and take some profits either, for two reasons:
1) I see nothing but bad news emerging for the company over the short-, intermediate- and longterm horizons. In particular, I think regulators (most likely the California Air Resources Board
and the Consumer Product Safety Commission) will announce that their tests of Lumber
Liquidators’ Chinese-made laminate are consistent with the test results commissioned by 60
Minutes, myself and others; that, consequently, they will take strong action against the company
(perhaps requiring some of the steps that I outline above); and that the legal liabilities will be
enormous, especially once hard evidence emerges that the company was knowingly poisoning its
own customers; and
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2) I still think the stock is significantly overvalued. In my article on April 3rd, Comments on
Lumber Liquidators’ First Quarter Business Update (when the stock was above $33), I wrote:
If we take the midpoint of the historical operating margin, 7%, and assume $1 billion in sales, that
means Lumber Liquidators would have $70 million of operating income. Applying a 39% tax rate
and dividing by 27.2 million shares results in earnings per share (EPS) of $1.57 – which is almost
exactly current consensus analysts’ estimates for 2015 of $1.60.
The difference between us, however, is that I think $1.57 is normalized earnings power in a bestcase scenario, excluding many costs that I believe are likely to be substantial and long-lasting,
whereas analysts think 2015 will be an unusual trough year and that the company’s EPS will soar
41% to $2.26 in 2016. I would bet my last dollar that Lumber Liquidators doesn’t earn $2.26 in
2016.
Rather, I think it would be extremely generous and optimistic to estimate that the company’s
earnings grow 10% in 2016, which would result in EPS of $1.76. If I’m right, what multiple
might the stock trade at? It could trade as low as 6x if regulators take strong action and various
lawsuits gain traction (which I think is highly likely), and as high as 15x if not, which results in a
stock price range of $10.56-$28.16. Either way, it’s a substantial discount to the current price of
$33.20, which is why this remains my largest short position.

Since then, analysts have been scrambling to lower their estimates, which now stand at $0.46 for
this year and $1.58 for next year. Thus, the stock, at $21.50 today, trades at 46.7x this year’s
estimates and 13.6x next year’s estimates. These multiples are much too high for a business of
mediocre quality (at best) that is facing enormous uncertainty and contingent liabilities that, in a
worst-case scenario, could bankrupt it. Think about it: would anyone care if Lumber Liquidators
ceased to exist?
I highly doubt that Lumber Liquidators will earn $1.58 next year, but even if it did, I think a 10x
multiple would be generous, so that translates into a stock price of $15.80 – 26% below today’s
levels. Thus, while I’m not adding to my short position, I’m very comfortable keeping it as my
largest short.
PS – I don’t read the message boards for the articles I publish, but I do want to hear thoughtful
comments and questions so I invite my readers to communicate directly with me via Seeking
Alpha messaging. I will post my answers on the message board.
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Lumber Liquidators Has Failed to Disclose
That Its Chief Compliance Officer Has Left
the Company

Whitney Tilson
Jun. 2, 2015 2:24 PM ET
Disclosure: The author is short LL. (More...)
http://seekingalpha.com/article/3230456-lumber-liquidators-has-failed-to-disclose-that-its-chiefcompliance-officer-has-left-the-company
Summary






Ray Cotton has, according to his own LinkedIn page, left the company, but the company
has failed to disclose this.
Given that Lumber Liquidators is under investigation by numerous state and federal
agencies and is facing more than 100 lawsuits, Cotton’s departure is highly material
information.
The company’s failure to disclose this information strikes me as a serious breach of
disclosure rules.
At best, this is further evidence of a company in chaos and, at worst, one that is trying to
hide something.

Yesterday an acquaintance emailed me the link to the LinkedIn page of Ray Cotton, Lumber
Liquidators’ Senior Vice President, Chief Compliance and Sustainability Officer, in which he
makes it abundantly clear, for four reasons I outline below, that he no longer works for Lumber
Liquidators.
I was stunned to see this, not because of his departure – I saw the writing on the wall long ago –
but rather because the company hasn’t yet disclosed his departure to investors, analysts, the
media and regulators. (Editor's Note: Following a discussion with a former senior executive at
Lumber Liquidators, the author has updated this section, based on information provided to him
that changed his view of Mr. Cotton's role.)
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Given that Lumber Liquidators is under investigation by numerous state and federal agencies and
is facing more than 100 lawsuits, all related to compliance issues (namely, sourcing illegally
harvested hardwoods and toxic, formaldehyde-drenched laminate from China), Cotton’s
departure is highly material information and the failure to disclose it strikes me as a serious
breach of disclosure rules.
Comparing Cotton’s LinkedIn Page Today With His Prior One
Here are screenshots of Cotton’s current LinkedIn page and one I took on March 10th:
Current LinkedIn Page
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LinkedIn Page on March 10th
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When you compare these two pages, it’s clear that Cotton has left Lumber Liquidators, for the
following four reasons:
1. In March, he listed Lumber Liquidators as his “Current” employer vs. a “Previous” employer
now.
2. In the second line under his name, it used to say “SVP and Chief Compliance Officer at
Lumber Liquidators” whereas now it simply says “SVP and CCO”.
3. His location has changed from “Richmond, Virginia” to the “San Francisco Bay Area”.
4. Under the most recent job in the “Experience” section, “SVP and Chief Compliance Officer”
of Lumber Liquidators, the dates in March were “September 2014 – Present” whereas today
there’s an end date: “September 2014 – May 2015”.

Conclusion
I cannot imagine why Lumber Liquidators has so far failed to disclose Cotton’s departure. At
best, this is further evidence of a company in chaos and, at worst, one that is trying to hide
something.
PS – I don’t read the message boards for the articles I publish, but I do want to hear thoughtful
comments and questions so I invite my readers to communicate directly with me via Seeking
Alpha messaging. I will post my answers on the message board.
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More Evidence That Lumber Liquidators Is
Rotten To The Core

Whitney Tilson
Oct. 5, 2015 2:50 AM ET
Disclosure: The author is short LL. (More...)
http://seekingalpha.com/article/3549946-more-evidence-that-lumber-liquidators-is-rotten-to-thecore
Summary




Two former installers for Lumber Liquidators told me that the company has major quality
problems across many of its product lines, especially bamboo flooring.
They said that the company is aware of this, yet rather than improving quality, it instead
has set up a rigged inspection system that results in the company rarely standing behind
its highly publicized warranty.
I added to my short position at numerous points on the way down and, though I’ve taken
a bit of profits around today’s prices, LL remains a substantial short position in the funds
I manage.

Soon after the 60 Minutes story on Lumber Liquidators first aired on March 1st, I heard from
numerous people in the industry, including a number of the company’s current and former
employees and contractors. Without exception, told me that Lumber Liquidators (NYSE:LL) is a
notorious bad actor: that it cuts corners at every opportunity, sells very low-quality products,
treats customers, installers and employees badly, and, worst of all, is not serious about
compliance.
Since then, I (and customers, the media and regulators) have been primarily focused on the most
important and damning charge: that Lumber Liquidators sold its American customers hundreds
of millions of square feet of laminate flooring sourced in China that contained high levels of
formaldehyde, a dangerous chemical and known carcinogen - and that senior executives knew
(or should have known) this.
I don’t have any new information on this topic - we’re all waiting for the Consumer Product
Safety Commission and other regulators to complete their investigations and take action - so in
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this article I’d like to share what I heard from two former installers for Lumber Liquidators, who
told me that:




The company has major quality problems across many of its product lines, especially
bamboo flooring, which is consistent with the widespread quality and customer service
problems highlighted on many review websites - see here, here, here, here and here;
The company is aware of this, yet rather than improving quality (which would raise costs
and lower profits), it instead has set up a rigged inspection system that results in the
company rarely standing behind its highly publicized warranty.

I was reminded of these issues when I read this recent article about a Canadian customer who
bought Lumber Liquidators’ bamboo flooring that, soon after it was installed, was gapping,
squeaking and buckling - yet a year later, the company still hasn’t fixed the problem.
This family’s tale of woe is very common among Lumber Liquidators’ customers based on
everything I’ve heard and read, including what these two installers told me.
Installer #1
The first story I heard was from someone (let’s call him Jim) who’s been in the flooring
installation business for decades and for four years from 2011-2014 installed thousands of floors
exclusively for Lumber Liquidators. While installing laminate flooring was the largest part of his
business (he guessed 40%), bamboo was a close second, in the 30-40% range.
Jim told me that Lumber Liquidators’ flooring had quality problems across the entire product
line, which had been the case since the company was founded:
Lumber Liquidators is a pretty miserable company. Tom Sullivan founded it in the early 1990s by
buying for ten cents on the dollar excess flooring that had often been sitting in warehouses for
years and then reselling this junk for 20 cents. But that wasn’t a scalable or sustainable business
model, so that’s when he started buying in China. But they’re still applying the same principles.
Lumber Liquidators’ products have huge warranty issues. The company had a production
problem [when sales were booming in 2012 and 2013]: they couldn’t find enough cheapo product
to sell, so they pushed their manufacturers to put out quantities of product that led to big quality
problems.

[All of the quotes in this article are from my notes, not a recording, so I verified them with the
two sources.]
Jim explained that it had to do with the moisture content of the flooring:
It’s really important that the moisture content of the flooring is in the 6-9% range because if it’s
higher, then the flooring will dry out and buckle and gap when the humidity in the home declines,
as it typically does in the winter.
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Thus, the manufacturer is supposed to season the product for months: take the rough cut, then put
in a big room or an oven to decrease the moisture content down to 6%, then put it through the
finishing process.
But Lumber Liquidators pushed its manufacturers so hard that all of the company’s products were
coming in wet: 20-28% moisture content. Thus, it contracts after it’s installed, causing it to look
terrible.
Lumber Liquidators tries to deal with this problem by telling their customers to leave the flooring
in their homes for a week before installing it, but this isn’t enough time. In a week, the moisture
content only declines by 4-8%.

Jim said this is a particularly acute problem for bamboo flooring, especially when they switched
to a water-based resin from a formaldehyde-based one:
The process of making bamboo flooring involves injecting resin into it to strengthen it. For years,
the resin had formaldehyde, which produced a good product, but suddenly in early 2014 I started
getting huge numbers of warranty calls from customers in whose homes I’d installed Lumber
Liquidators’ bamboo flooring - it was insane.
I complained to a Senior VP at the company, and he was completely honest with me: he
explained that they knew they had a formaldehyde problem with the bamboo line, so around the
end of 2013, they told their manufacturers to switch to a water-based resin. But this resin is
inferior, so the bamboo flooring was contracting and separating - just look online and you’ll find
huge numbers of complaints about this problem.

If true, this is a stunning revelation: that Lumber Liquidators’ senior management was aware of a
formaldehyde problem years ago and were so concerned that they instructed their suppliers to
switch resins, even knowing that the new product was of terrible quality and would fail at high
rates. In light of this (again, if true), it’s equally stunning that they didn’t deal with the
formaldehyde problem in their laminate product lines.
[I cannot verify that Lumber Liquidators’ bamboo flooring had high levels of formaldehyde prior
to 2014 because neither I nor the lab I hired was able to find any old product to test. But even if
we had, I suspect that we wouldn’t have found high levels of formaldehyde today due to offgassing (though it still might have been highly toxic at the time it was installed). As for the
company’s current bamboo flooring, I’ve had numerous samples tested, none of which had any
meaningful levels of formaldehyde. Thus, Lumber Liquidators’ customers who have bought this
product likely only have to worry about lousy quality, not being poisoned.]
Jim told a damning story of how Lumber Liquidators handled customer complaints when its
products failed:
When Lumber Liquidators’ flooring fails, they send in an inspector using a nationwide company
called Inspect Solutions. This person is just a hired gun. The inspector can say the product failed
for three reasons: a product-related reason (which is Lumber Liquidators’ problem), an
installation issue (the installer’s problem), or a site problem (too much or not enough moisture in
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the air, etc., which the inspector will say is the homeowner’s fault). Guess what they determine?
The inspector nearly always blames either the homeowners or installers. It’s a joke.
They know they’re sending product into customers’ homes that’s not been manufactured right.
Then in the winter, when it gets dry, the flooring gaps. Then the inspector comes in with a
moisture meter, says it’s too dry in the home, and blames the homeowner and refuses to fix the
problem.
Or else they blame me, even though I always take all of the precautions and necessary steps. I’m
a third-generation floor installer. I put down 6,000-8,000 floors prior to installing for Lumber
Liquidators and didn’t have a single warranty claim. But in four years with Lumber Liquidators, I
had warranty claims on 8-10% of my installations. It got to the point I couldn’t make any money.

Jim concluded:
I quit because of ethical issues - I couldn’t keep installing such a poor quality product.
Lumber Liquidators is a terrible, greedy company. Everything they do operationally relates to
their bottom line: the way they source product, treat installers and treat customers. It’s a dirty,
rotten company. I hate the company and what they stand for. They’re taking advantage of
everybody.

Installer/Inspector #2
The second person I spoke with (let’s call him Steve) was an installer for Lumber Liquidators
(also for four years) and then became an inspector. He told a similar story:
Only 1% of the oak floors I install fail, whereas 20% of the bamboo floors do. Most bamboo on
the market is a low-end product - but Lumber Liquidators’ is the worst.
The moisture level in the bamboo flooring has to be in the 6-12% range before it can be installed,
but it typically takes two months for it to reach this level and neither homeowners nor installers
are willing to wait this long. If you told customers how long they should wait, they’d never buy it
so Lumber Liquidators’ salespeople don’t say anything. And then once it’s installed, the company
doesn’t want to deal with it.
I use a moisture meter, but it’s only good for the specific product it’s calibrated to, so I called all
of the meter manufacturers and asked if their meter was calibrated for Lumber Liquidators’ strand
bamboo. They all said no, that it’s impossible to accurately measure it [the moisture content in
Lumber Liquidators’ bamboo flooring].
Nobody would say it, but it’s because Lumber Liquidators doesn’t control the sourcing of the
bamboo stalks - they get bamboo from three different plants, which is all mixed into one batch.
Each supplier has its own construction process, with different levels of formaldehyde (a lot of the
issues with moisture in bamboo flooring is related to the resin used). To cut costs, the suppliers
use cheap resin with lots of formaldehyde.
There is no meter that can read the moisture - and Lumber Liquidators knows this. I’ve talked to
their head of tech services.
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As a result, I stopped installing all bamboo flooring in the southeast - the hot, humid climate is
bad for it. I also told customers to return the bamboo flooring they’d bought - that was the end of
Lumber Liquidators sending me any business…

Steve’s comments about the inspection process also echoed Jim’s:
Overall, Lumber Liquidators’ products are crap, but when customers complain the company hires
the worst inspectors who blame the customer or the installer - never the company. The inspectors,
many of whom are low quality and unscrupulous, side with whoever pays them.
In one inspection I did, I determined that the problem was defective flooring, but when I
submitted my report to The Home Service Store, Lumber Liquidators’ installation “partner”, they
told me to amend it and blame the customer. When I said no, they backed down - but have never
hired me again (and instead blamed the installer and made him eat the cost of fixing it).

Steve mostly blames Lumber Liquidators, but also its customers:
The American consumer is so dumb. People buy in droves from Lumber Liquidators because it’s
so cheap. Their wood products are as inexpensive as carpet. Lumber Liquidators’ salespeople
convince them it’s high quality, but it’s not. You don’t buy ground chuck and expect a fillet
dinner.

Conclusion
Normally after a stock declines more than 80% from the price at which I first shorted it, I declare
victory, cover the position, and move on. But in the case of Lumber Liquidators, I haven’t: I
added to my short position at numerous points on the way down and, though I’ve taken a bit of
profits around today’s prices, it remains a substantial short position in the funds I manage.
The primary reason for this is that I don’t think this is a case of a good company encountering
temporary, isolated and fixable problems. Rather, everything I’ve heard, read and observed leads
me to believe that Lumber Liquidators is rotten to the core. Tom Sullivan says, “Our goal is to
sell a good product at a good price.” While the company’s prices are indeed low, all of the
research I’ve done leads me to believe that this is more than offset by product quality that ranges
from mediocre to outright defective (not to mention, in the past, illegally sourced or poisonous!).
Worse yet, if the flooring fails, Lumber Liquidators is unlikely to stand behind it.
This business model isn’t sustainable in my opinion - and bringing back its architect, Tom
Sullivan, only makes things worse.
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Why I’m Again Short Lumber Liquidators
Mar. 9, 2016 1:55 PM ET

Whitney Tilson
http://seekingalpha.com/article/3956950-short-lumber-liquidators

Summary









After being very publicly short Lumber Liquidators’ stock for 26 months, during which it
fell by nearly 90%, I exited the position in December. At the time, I had no expectation of
shorting the stock again, yet in the past week I reestablished a meaningful (~4%) short
position in the stock.
Yesterday, I gave a 48-slide presentation explaining the reasons why. I believe the odds
of very bad outcomes for Lumber Liquidators and its stock have risen materially based on
new information in six areas.
Most importantly, my best source tells me that the recent cancer scare associated with the
toxic, formaldehyde-laden Chinese-made laminate flooring that Lumber Liquidators sold
for years is having a devastating impact on the business.
The company was already in a precarious situation, so I question whether it can withstand
this new blow. I now believe that there is at least a 50% chance that Lumber Liquidators
eventually goes bankrupt.
The most likely scenario for the stock, I believe, is that it drops to ~$8 after Q1 earnings
late next month, when I expect the company to acknowledge that its business has
weakened further; then, I think the stock will continue to fall over the course of the year
as the business remains crippled, and approaches zero within a year.
If you have information that either confirms or is contrary to mine, I’d love to hear from
you at WTilson@kasecapital.com.

Overview
In a 48-slide presentation at an investment conference yesterday, I revealed why I’m once again
short the stock of Lumber Liquidators (NYSE:LL). While it may seem odd to reestablish this
position at a lower (i.e., less attractive) price than when I covered, I changed my mind because I
have new information that leads me to believe that the odds of very bad outcomes for Lumber
Liquidators and its stock have risen materially based on new information in six areas:
1) Widespread media coverage of the CDC’s error and increased cancer risk appears to be
having a severe impact on the business
2) The cancer risk is likely significantly greater than even the CDC’s revised estimate,
which could result in further damaging publicity and increased liabilities
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3) A “Prop 65” trial has just begun that LL is likely to lose, resulting in further adverse
publicity
4) Likelihood of even larger legal and regulatory liabilities
5) Operating performance of the business in Q4 was much worse than I expected - and I
think meaningful improvement is unlikely for quite some time (if ever)
6) Lack of confidence in company leadership
Below I summarize the highlights. For those interested in the details, here is further information:





The slides I presented yesterday are here (followed by the three previous public
presentations I made on this company in 2013, 2014 and 2015)
A video of my 20-minute presentation is here
Afterward, I did a 10-minute interview with CNBC, which is posted here; a transcript is
here
All 20 articles (including this one) that I’ve published on Lumber Liquidators are here

Background
From late 2013 through last December, Lumber Liquidators was one of my most successful
investments in my 17-plus year investing career. During this 26-month period, when it was my
largest short position, the stock crashed from $115 at the time I first went public with my short
thesis at the Robin Hood Investors Conference in November 2013 to around $14 when I covered.
I’m proud of the role I played in bringing to light the company’s misdeeds, namely sourcing and
selling illegally harvested hardwood and toxic formaldehyde-drenched laminate flooring. What
happened to Lumber Liquidators (being the subject of a devastating 60 Minutes story, followed
by well over 100 lawsuits and a half dozen investigations by various regulators - and, of course,
the collapse of its share price) has, I believe, not only led the company, but the entire industry, to
adopt more stringent compliance measures. I’m especially proud of this recent story: A Hedge
Fund Manager Helped Save Siberian Tigers. Here’s an excerpt:
But the best thing about this case is that it will slow the rate of deforestation in the critical habitat
of the Russian Far East. So next time you see a wild Siberian tiger in a photo or on television,
spare a kind thought - unlikely as it may sound - for a hedge fund manager. Tilson has moved on
to other stocks. But I’m betting that this case will keep both him and Zhou on the lookout for bad
environmental practices as one more clue to stocks worth shorting.

Why I Covered
I published an article in December explaining why I was exiting my short position. Here’s the
summary:




In the past week, I’ve received information that leads me to believe that senior
management of Lumber Liquidators wasn’t aware that the company was selling Chinesemade laminate that had high levels of formaldehyde.
If this information is correct, then the company was sloppy and naïve, but not evil.
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If there are no “smoking gun” documents/emails, then the doomsday scenario for the
company (and the stock) is less likely, so I covered my short position today.

I continue to believe that Lumber Liquidators’ senior management was unaware of the toxic
laminate and thus no longer believes this company is evil, plus the stock is now a bit lower. In
addition, the company had $6.7 million of net cash and $67.2 million available on its line of
credit at the end of Q4, and, under normal circumstances, this is a nicely profitable business.
Nevertheless, I believe the stock is a great short today because I now believe that there is at least
a 50% chance that Lumber Liquidators eventually goes bankrupt for the following reasons:
1) I think operating losses and cash burn will remain severely negative (in the range of Q4’s
-$20-$30 million per quarter) for the foreseeable future - and could even get worse
2) It will likely be very difficult and expensive to settle the regulatory issues (Consumer
Product Safety Commission, CA Air Resources Board, etc.) as well as class action
(multi-district litigation), securities fraud, and Prop 65 cases, especially in light of the
CDC recently tripling its exposure and cancer risk estimate, as well as the fact that more
than one million Americans may have been exposed to Lumber Liquidators’ Chinesemade laminate since 2010
3) Lumber Liquidators’ liability insurers have all denied coverage for the formaldehyde
claims under the pollution exclusion in the insurance policies, forcing the company to pay
its enormous legal fees out of pocket

More Than One Million Americans May Have Been Exposed
to Lumber Liquidators’ Chinese-Made Laminate Between
2010 and May 7, 2015
It’s hard to know when Lumber Liquidators’ Chinese-made laminate first became toxic (maybe
it always was?), but forced to guess, let’s go with 2010. If so, I estimate that Lumber Liquidators
sold this product to ~400,000 households, thereby exposing over one million Americans, as this
table shows:

Assumptions/estimates:


LL finally suspended sales of Chinese-made laminate on May 7, 2015
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For 2012 and 2013, laminate sales and percent from China are estimates
Average Ticket (Laminate) is an estimate based on 80% of the total ticket (laminate is cheaper than
engineered and solid hardwoods)
People exposed is customers x 2.54 residents per household (US Census)
January - May 7, 2015 assumes that sales continued at 2014 levels in January and February and then fell by
half after the 60 Minutes story aired on March 1, 2015

In other words, this isn’t a small problem - it’s a huge one.

Severe Impact of Recent Publicity About a Cancer Scare
I now believe that Lumber Liquidators’ sales will not recover in the first half of the year,
possibly longer, due to a recent well-publicized cancer scare that, according to my sources, has
had a hugely deleterious impact on Lumber Liquidators - possibly even exceeding what
happened in the aftermath of the initial 60 Minutes story a year ago.
As we’ve seen over the past year, adverse publicity linking a Lumber Liquidators’ product to
formaldehyde has severely damaged the business - but, let’s be honest, while exposure to this
chemical sounds sort of scary, most people don’t know much about it. And to the extent they do,
the primary symptoms - irritation of the eyes, nose and throat - don’t sound like cause for alarm.
But everyone knows about - and is rightly terrified of - cancer. Thus, a Lumber Liquidators’
product (even one it no longer sells) becoming very publicly associated with increased cancer
risk could be a mortal blow to the company.
Here’s how it happened:
Last month the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) released the results of the
Consumer Product Safety Commission’s tests of Lumber Liquidators’ Chinese-made laminate
flooring, and it was mostly good news for the company. Though it found elevated levels of
formaldehyde, in its conclusions the CDC seemed to be trying to downplay the risks and calm
homeowners. While acknowledging that “The amount of formaldehyde released could cause
health symptoms in some people,” the media focused on this line: “The added cancer risk from
exposure to formaldehyde released from the floorboards is small.”
Importantly (and, I believe, wrongly - see below), the CDC assured homeowners that if their
flooring is more than two years old, the formaldehyde had likely “off-gassed” down to a normal
level: “Several studies have shown that formaldehyde levels return to normal levels about 2 years
after formaldehyde-emitting products are installed in a home.”
The CDC calculated that “the cancer risk from the off-gassing floorboards is 2 [to 9] additional
cases of cancer per 100,000 people exposed” [20-90 per million] and reassured homeowners:
“To put those numbers in perspective, the American Cancer Society (www.cancer.org) estimates
that for people living in the United States, one in two men and one in three women will develop
cancer from all causes.”
In its recommendations, the CDC suggested that homeowners should see a doctor if they have
symptoms related to indoor air quality and take steps to reduce the concentration of
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formaldehyde in the air (increase ventilation, lower temperature and humidity, cease smoking
indoors, etc.).
But the CDC pooh-poohed the idea of widespread air testing (“Generally residents do not need to
consider testing the air in their homes, especially if the flooring was installed more than two
years ago.”) or replacing any flooring:
Residents should consider the following before removing this type of laminate flooring from
their homes:





If the flooring was installed more than 2 years ago, the levels of formaldehyde
have most likely returned to what is normally found in homes - so there is
probably no reason to remove it.
Removing laminate flooring may release more formaldehyde into the home. Some
new flooring may also release formaldehyde.
Consult a certified professional (such as a CIH or REHS/RS) before taking any
action to remove the flooring.

The media coverage of the report was minimal and, in general, quite favorable: the cancer risk is
de minimis and most homeowners don’t have to test the air much less replace the flooring. Not
surprisingly, the stock rose ~20% in the next few days.
But it turns out that the CDC made a major computational error: its analysts calculated the
formaldehyde concentration in the test room based on a ceiling height of eight meters instead of
eight feet!
60 Minutes learned of the CDC’s mistake and on Sunday, February 21st, Anderson Cooper gave
the following update (which you can watch here):
After our story aired last March, the Consumer Product Safety Commission, working with the
Centers for Disease Control, launched a study of that laminate flooring. This month, the
government published its findings. They showed the flooring gave off enough formaldehyde to
irritate the eyes, nose and throat, and could trigger breathing problems. It also increased cancer
risk by a small amount.
After the report was published, 60 Minutes was alerted to the possibility that government
scientists made a major mathematical mistake in their report. We sent the report to scientists at
several universities and discovered the government forget to convert feet to meters in some
calculations.
That error means that all the predicted formaldehyde levels from Lumber Liquidators’ flooring
are 3.3 times higher than government scientists calculated, which can amount to more than 18
times higher levels of formaldehyde than those in a normal home and triple the cancer risk to a
level that’s considered unacceptable by national and international health agencies.
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(Here are screenshots of the scary, rising-bar graphics in the background as Cooper read the last
paragraph:)

The Centers for Disease Control has admitted its mistake and issued a correction.
The Consumer Product Safety Commission is continuing its investigation and told us it’s working
to provide more specific answers to homeowners about the safety concerns.

The key words here are “triple the cancer risk to a level that’s considered unacceptable by
national and international health agencies” and, on the chart, “Additional cancer risk.”
The CDC issued a press release admitting its error and tripling its formaldehyde exposure and
cancer risk estimates:
CDC/ATSDR was notified February 13 of an error in its report released February 10, 2016, about
the possible health effects from exposure to formaldehyde emitted from select laminate flooring
samples. Health risks of people who have the laminate flooring are being revised to reflect greater
exposure to formaldehyde, which could cause eye, nose, and throat irritation for anyone. The
estimated risk of cancer associated with exposure to the flooring increased.
The CDC/ATSDR indoor air model used an incorrect value for ceiling height. As a result, the
health risks were calculated using airborne concentration estimates about 3 times lower than they
should have been... After correcting the measurement in the model, CDC/ATSDR is revising the
possible health effects... The estimated risk of cancer is 6-30 cases per 100,000 people [60-300
per million].

In the days after the 60 Minutes’ story and the CDC’s correction, there was a media frenzy,
including stories on every major evening news program, and unlike the first round of (limited)
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publicity, the focus was on the increased cancer risk. Not surprisingly, the next day the stock
dropped 20% to around $11.
Keep in mind that this is anecdotal, but my best source (an industry veteran whose information
and anecdotes are derived not from anyone at Lumber Liquidators itself, but from installers and
others who have had interactions with the company), whose information is consistently accurate,
tells me that this wave of publicity has had a hugely deleterious impact on Lumber Liquidators,
possibly even exceeding what happened in the aftermath of the initial 60 Minutes story a year
ago. The impact is in three primary areas:
1) Sales are down because customers are avoiding Lumber Liquidators.
2) Customers with Lumber Liquidators’ flooring are returning it (if not yet installed) or
demanding that it be removed.
3) Lumber Liquidators’ employees are demoralized and looking to leave.
Here are some anecdotes that he shared with me:
From Stores






A store manager on the east coast said that sales in January and February were the two
worst months in the history of the store - and then things got worse! He said the week
after the 60 Minutes update and resulting cancer scare was the “worst experience of his
life.” In the first two days of March the store actually had negative revenue due to
returns.
At another store, the incoming phone calls were so intense and frequent that the store
manager unplugged it and threw it in the warehouse.
On Tuesday, February 23rd (two days after the 60 Minutes update aired), one store had a
long line of people returning product - a total of $10,000-$11,000 just that morning.
Last week, the store manager of a competitor, whose store is directly across the street
from a Lumber Liquidators’ store, looked over a half dozen times during the day and on
at least two occasions saw trucks pulling in with product but leaving with nothing (i.e.,
returns). At least one customer came into the competitor’s store that day saying he had
cancelled his order with Lumber Liquidators and just wanted something “non-toxic!” The
competitor says this is now a regular occurrence.

From Customers




My source has heard multiple stories of Lumber Liquidators’ customers who are so
desperate to get this “crap” out of their homes to protect the health of themselves and
their families that they’re paying for removal themselves, even though they doubt that
they’ll get a refund or any reasonable remedy from Lumber Liquidators. They just don’t
want a carcinogenic floor.
A customer showed up absolutely livid because she felt that the Lumber Liquidators’
store manager had deceived her when he told her in January that the laminate floor she
had purchased had been discontinued. She later learned that it had been pulled because it
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was toxic. The manager recounted this story to an installer and confessed, “You know
what, she’s right. I lied to her. I feel so bad. I can’t keep doing this.”
A customer showed up with documentation showing that he had bought a floor from
Lumber Liquidators in 2011-12, and last year his dog died from some strange cancer.
Now he says he “knows what happened!”

If these anecdotes are at all representative of what’s happening across Lumber Liquidators’
entire store base (which I think is likely the case), then the company is in big, big trouble.

Five More Pieces of New Information
In the rest of my presentation, I detailed the five additional pieces of new information that, along
with the cancer scare discussed above, led me to reestablish my short position in Lumber
Liquidators. Here’s a summary of each:
The cancer risk is likely significantly greater than even the CDC’s revised estimate, which could
result in further damaging publicity and increased liabilities
I believe that the CDC’s report, even after adjusting it to increase formaldehyde levels by 3.3x,
significantly understates the actual amount of formaldehyde that homeowners are exposed to, for
two reasons:
1) The CDC did two types of tests, small chamber and large chamber, and appeared to
weight them equally. However, I believe that the large chamber test, which showed ~6x
higher formaldehyde levels, is far more realistic and therefore that these results should be
used to calculate risks of adverse health effects.
2) The CDC assured homeowners that if their flooring is more than two years old, the
formaldehyde had likely off-gassed down to a normal level. However, I believe this
statement is incorrect; my analysis of the research regarding how quickly formaldehyde
off-gasses leads me to believe that elevated (and dangerous) levels of formaldehyde
persist for far longer than two years - and thus the cancer risk is 12-26 times greater than
the CDC’s revised estimate.
A “Prop 65” trial has just begun that LL is likely to lose, resulting in further adverse publicity
Proposition 65 is a California law requires businesses to notify Californians about significant
amounts of chemicals in the products they purchase, in their homes or workplaces, or that are
released into the environment. Formaldehyde is one of ~800 chemicals covered by the law.
Global Community Monitor, a California-based environmental organization, and Sunshine Park
LLC, an entity formed by one or more anonymous hedge funds, have filed a Prop 65 lawsuit
against Lumber Liquidators (I have had no contact with GCM nor the hedge fund(s) and don’t
know who they are). I have posted the opposing trial briefs here and here.
GSM is asking for the following damages: a recall of the toxic flooring, reimbursement of
attorney’s fee, and a penalty of $2,500/day per violation (subject to a one-year statute of
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limitations). I estimate that Lumber Liquidators sold Chinese-made laminate to ~80,000
customers nationwide per year. If California was 12% of the total, that’s 9,600 customers. At
$2,500 each, that’s $24 million/day or $8.8 billion over one year!
Alexander Robertson of Robertson & Associates, a lawyer who is very familiar with this case,
told me that he expects Lumber Liquidators will lose this trial and, even before the damages
phase starts, the headlines will be that a judge has determined that the company’s laminates were
toxic. This additional adverse publicity will likely further impact sales to new customers and
cause even more panic among prior Lumber Liquidators’ customers, who will demand refunds
and replacement flooring.
Likelihood of even larger legal and regulatory liabilities
Lumber Liquidators settled Lacey Act violations (related to illegally harvested hardwoods) with
the Department of Justice last October for $13.2 million. But the company has yet to reach
settlements with any of the regulators or lawyers related to formaldehyde - and the CDC recently
tripling the exposure level and cancer risk by 3.3x will make undoubtedly make settlements that
much more difficult and expensive to achieve.
The amounts at stake here could make the cost of the Lacey Act settlement look like chump
change - and if the CDC revises the risk upward again, as I believe it should, then all bets are off.
Operating performance of the business in Q4 was much worse than I expected - and I think
meaningful improvement is unlikely for quite some time (if ever)
Lumber Liquidators’ operations are performing even more poorly than I thought they would
when I covered this position a couple of months ago - and I can see no signs of a turnaround.
Same-store sales worsened in Q4 to -17.2%, gross margin remained depressed, and overhead
(SG&A) costs remained elevated, resulting in an operating loss of more than $30 million. And,
unlike Q1-Q3 2015, when inventory reductions led to $15 million of positive free cash flow
despite $51.4 million of operating losses, in Q4 free cash flow was -$28 million. Now that
inventory has been right-sized, I expect operating income and free cash flow to track each other
fairly closely going forward.
Turning to the balance sheet, as of the end of Q4 (12/31/15), the company had $67.2 million
available on its line of credit and $6.7 million in net cash, but both are declining rapidly: net cash
fell sharply from $33.8 million at the end of Q3 to $6.7 million at the end of Q4 - and is likely
negative now. (On the Q4 conference call on 2/29/16, CFO Greg Whirley said: “During the first
quarter of 2016, we borrowed an additional $10 million against our asset-based revolving credit
facility to fund additional inventory purchases in advance of the higher volume spring flooring
season.”)
Thus, the onus is now on the company to turn things around because if sales and margins remain
depressed, it could soon be in big trouble. I don’t lightly throw out the possibility of Lumber
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Liquidators going bankrupt, but simple math tells me this is not only possible but likely within a
year if the company keeps posting quarterly losses in the $30 million range.
Lack of confidence in company leadership
Pretty much the entire board and the current CEO, John Presley, presided over Lumber
Liquidators when, over an extended period, it purchased and imported illegally harvested
hardwoods and toxic laminate, thereby bringing the company to its knees - yet these are the
people who are supposed to fix the mess they’re responsible for???
If they had confidence in their ability to turn things around, why aren’t they buying stock? There
hasn’t been one insider purchase in the past year.
John Presley, who’s been on Lumber Liquidators’ board since 2006 and was chairman of the
audit committee in recent years, has no retail experience - his entire career has been in banking and, according to two of my sources, he’s not getting the job done:






Multiple store managers say that their sales plan (on which each manager’s bonus is
based) has been increased to 2014 levels, so few stores have any chance of hitting their
goal. In one region, with over 20 stores, only a few hit plan in February
This has further demoralized store managers, who are increasingly seeking employment
elsewhere
LL’s supply chain, price articulation strategy, product selection and quality are all areas
of severe neglect and concern
Both merchandising and operations are in need of an upgrade

My conclusion is that the board needs to find a new CEO - and shareholders need to replace most
of the board - before it’s too late.
PS - I no longer read the message boards for the articles I publish because the attacks from
anonymous trolls cause me too much agita. I do, however, want to hear thoughtful comments and
questions so I invite my readers to communicate with me via Seeking Alpha messaging and I
will post my answers on the message board.
Disclosure: Funds I manage are short the stock of Lumber Liquidators. I wrote this article
myself, and it expresses my own opinions. I am not receiving compensation for it. I have no
business relationship with any company whose stock is mentioned in this article.
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inventory has been right-sized, I expect operating income and free cash flow to track each other
fairly closely going forward.
Turning to the balance sheet, as of the end of Q4 (12/31/15), the company had $67.2 million
available on its line of credit and $6.7 million in net cash, but both are declining rapidly: net cash
fell sharply from $33.8 million at the end of Q3 to $6.7 million at the end of Q4 - and is likely
negative now. (On the Q4 conference call on 2/29/16, CFO Greg Whirley said: “During the first
quarter of 2016, we borrowed an additional $10 million against our asset-based revolving credit
facility to fund additional inventory purchases in advance of the higher volume spring flooring
season.”)
Thus, the onus is now on the company to turn things around because if sales and margins remain
depressed, it could soon be in big trouble. I don’t lightly throw out the possibility of Lumber
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hardwoods and toxic laminate, thereby bringing the company to its knees - yet these are the
people who are supposed to fix the mess they’re responsible for???
If they had confidence in their ability to turn things around, why aren’t they buying stock? There
hasn’t been one insider purchase in the past year.
John Presley, who’s been on Lumber Liquidators’ board since 2006 and was chairman of the
audit committee in recent years, has no retail experience - his entire career has been in banking and, according to two of my sources, he’s not getting the job done:
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